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U N C L E  I S H A M .
The Episcopal Recorder says :—The fol­
lowing very beautiful lines were handed to 
us, as writen by a lady of North Carolina, 
on the death of an aged negro servant.
One less is left to love us here—the good old man is gone *, 
But still he points us to the Rock he loved to rest upon *, 
One less to warn us what to do, and what to leave undone; 
But still he animates our souls the Christaln’s race to run.
Through years he loved to labor, as a happy child loves 
p lay ;
H e loved the garden, loved the corn, and loved the new  
mown hay ;
He made a pet o f everything by Nature’s bounty g iven;
He looked on Nature as herself the work and gift o f  
Heaven.
Through years w e saw  him daily fed by his old household 
band—
His head stooped low  to meet the cup in loving childhood’s 
hand;
And by this utter helplessness w e saw him sorely tried,
Vet bowed in sw eet humility before the Crucified.
W e saw him robed in holiness—we saw hint filled with love, 
For all who dwell beneath the skies —for Him w ho reigns 
above;
O ! how his soul was feasting on the bread of life divine ! 
And drinking of the blessed cup that flows with heavenly 
wine.
anir frit glinting.
Having made large additions toJ.our ’ former variety o f
P L A I N  A N D  F A N C Y
j o b  t  nr  ZE3 ,
W e are now prepared to execute with neatness and d i s ­
patch. every , description o f Job Work, such as 
Circulars, BiU-heada, Cards, Blanks,
C a ta logu es , P ro g ra m m es,
S hop  B il ls ,  L a b e ls , A u c tio n  an d  H a n d  
B il ls ,  & c., &o.
Particular attentionjpaid to
P R I N T I N G  I N  C O L O R S .
BRONZING. &.C.
the game at cards.
W e saw him silent, fearing still to speak the holy nam e; 
But when the spirit bode him spread abroad the Saviour’i
fame,
W e saw his withered arms upraised, w e heard his earnest 
prayer,
That every aoul upon the earth his Savior’s grace might 
share.
W e heard his gospel messages—w e heard his glorious 
psalm
Of praises ! praises evermore to God and to the Lam b! 
And hi his silent ecstasies w e saw  the tear-drop stand,
In those dim eyes he could not reach with bis poor palsied
hand.
His God hath wiped those tears away, that hand hath pow­
er to hold
The waving palm o f victory, the thrilling harp of gold ; 
The brow that looked all meekness here, now wears a
radiant crown
That evermore before the throne of glory boweth dow n!
W e miss him when w e seem to to tread the narrow path 
alone—
W e miss his fitly spoken words, w e miss their touching 
to n e ;
For every chord within his breant w as so attuned by love— 
W e miss the music o f his voice as w e would miss a  dove.
W e miss him when a blessing comes w e wish ’with him to 
share.
And when a fiery trial com es, w e miss his fervent prayer; 
But Saviour ! when w e draw towards Thee, his words sa­
lute our ear:—
“ W e cannot get too near the Lord—w e cannot get too 
near
So like some sweet confiding child, he loved on Thee to 
rest,
With thy own robe o f righteousness so folded round his 
breast,
That even Death’s dread arrow fell as hurtless by thy 
side—
W e think o f him as one who lives, and not as one who 
died.
And when before the mercy-seat w e sometimes dare to 
kneel,
So poor in spirit that the 6ense o f want is all w e  feel,
Thy quickening Spirit bids us ask—Dear Savior, let us be i 
Still more like him—for then we shall be more and more
like Thee •
I  A M  N O T  O L D .
BY  PARK BENJAM IN.
1 am not old—though years have cast 
Their shadows on my w ay :
I am not old—though youth hath passed 
On rapid wings away :
For in my heart a fountain flows,
And round it pleasant thoughts repose ;
And sympathies and feelings high,
Spring like the evening’s sky.
I am not o ld -tim e  may have set 
“ His signet on my brow,”
And some faint furrows there have met,
Which care may deepen now ;
Yet love, fond love, a chaplet weaves 
O f fresh young buds and verdant leaves ;
And still in fancy I can twine
Thoughts, sweet flowers, that once were mine.
How graphically this “ old Scotch ballad” 
tells the story of the suffering that grows 
out of the wrongs and violence of war !— 
To how many homes, Turkish and Russian, 
English and French, have such tidings of 
heart-rending sorrow come during the pres­
ent contest in Europe!
Saddled and bridled and booted rode he,
A plume in his helmet, a sword at his knee;
But hame cam’ the saddle, a bluidy to see,
And ham cam’ the steed, but hame never cam’ he I
Down cam’ his gray father, sobbin’ sae free;
Down cam' his auld mither, tearing her hair;
Down cam’ his sw eet wife, w i’ bonnie bairns three.
Ane at her bosom, and tw a at her knee.
There stood the fleet steed, a’ foamin’ and h o t ;
There shrieked his sw eet wife, and sank on the sp o t;
There stood his gray father, weeping sae free ;
So hame cam’ his steed, but hame never cam’ he *
A C C O U N T  B O O K S .
Tare and tret.
Gross snd net,
Box and hogsheads dry and w e t ; 
Bendy made,
O f every grade,
W holesale, retail, will you trade!
Goods for sale,
Roll or bale,
Ell or quarter, yard or n a il;
Every dye,
W ill you b u y!
None can sell as cheap as 1.
Thus eah day
Wears away,
And his hair Is turning grey,
He nightly looks 
O'er his books,
Counts his gains and holts his locks.
By nnJ by
He must die—
But the Ledger.Book on high 
W ill unfold—
H ow be sold,
How he got and used his gold.
I M A G I N A R Y  E V I L S
B T  CHARLES SW AIN.
Let to-morrow take care o f to-morrow ; 
Leave things o f  the future to fate ;
W hat’s the use to anticipate sorrow !
Life’s troubles come never too la te !
I f  to hope overmuch be an error,
’Tls one one that the w ise have preferred ;
And how often hare hearts been in terror.
O f evils that never occurred !
Have faith—and thy faith shall sustain thee— 
Permit not suspicion and care
W ith invisible bonds to enchain thee,
But bear what God gives thee to bear.
By His Spirit supported and gladdened,
Be ne’er by “ fore bodings” deterred ;
But think how hearts have been saddened 
By fear o f what never occurred !
Let to-morrow take care o f to-morrow ;
Short and dark as our life may appear,
W e make it still darker by sorrow—
Still shorter by folly and fear!
H alf our troubles are half our Invention,
And often from blessings conferred
Have w e shrunk In the wild apprehension
The darkies are mine,’ said the gamester, 
striking his fist upon the tab le ; ‘show ’em 
up, and let us see what they look like.’
The young planter, who had lost, sent one 
of the boat servants below for John and Hel­
en. The passengers awaited the appearance 
of the servant in silence, for a long tim e; but 
they came not.
The servant had informed them of the 
change of ownqjs, and they dreaded to see 
their new owner. Thay were attached to the 
young planter and wife, and did not like to 
eave them ; besides they had children of 
their own a t home; and what was to become 
of them ?
The winner began to wax impatient a t the 
delay, and exclaimed:
Come, D anton; hurry up the niggers—
They must move quicker than this, when I  
send for ’em, or they’ll never know what hurt 
em.’
The young planter’s aristocratic face flush­
ed crimson at this rude and brutal exclama­
tion, but he made no reply. He was about 
to send another servant for John and Helen, 
when his purpose was stayed by the appear­
ance of Mrs. Danton.
Her husband had been gaming, and she 
had been weeping ever since the boat loft 
Cincinnati; and we were now far down the 
Mississippi. No wonder, then, that she was 
pale and wan, and that her eyes looked as 
though they had been nearly wept aw ay; 
but she was exquistely lovely, neverthe­
less. ♦
Although many years have passed since 
that evening, I  can see the sorrow stricken 
young wife now, as she glided up to the table 
and looked her husband in the face. He 
could ont bear up under her gaze. He had 
lost all their money, and in a fit of desperation 
had also staked and lost the two slaves.- 
Laying her little hand on his arm, she 
said :
‘Is it true, Charles, that you have lost John 
an Helen ?,
Her husband made no reply ; he could 
not even look up.
The passengers were now fast gathering 
around, and the scene was growing painful,
My father (who had come North to fetch me 
from school, and was taking the longest pos­
sible way home,) was holding me by the hand 
and I  knew by the tightening of his grasp 
that he was becoming much excited.
As Danton did not seem inclined to an­
swer his wife’s question, the gamester rough­
ly sa id :
‘Yes ma’am, John and Helen are mine; 
and I  want to see ’em quick.’
Danton sprang to his feet, and stooping 
across the table, hissed in the teeth of the 
gamester:
‘Villain ! don’t you presume to speak to 
my wife again.’
The look with which this menace was ac­
complished was perfectly blasting, and made 
the swarthy and pitted face of the gamester 
fairly turn white.
How inconsistent is man ? That accom­
plished and high born husband could delib­
erately jeapordise the property and corrode 
the happiness of his wife, hour after hour, 
day after day, and year after year, but he 
could not bear that the man whom he had 
chosen for a companion, should even so much 
as speak to her.
‘Yes, M ary; John and Helen are lost’, 
he said a t last, as he let the gamester from 
under his gaze;— ‘they are lost, and it can’t 
be helped now; so don’t let us have a scene 
about it."
‘I  shall not let them go,, said Mary firm­
ly, and I  shall have a scene about it. I  
did not say a word about the money; hut
now that you have played them away------
Oh, Charlie!’ and she leaned her head on 
her husband’s breast.
‘Ah ? here they come!’ said the gamester, 
as John and Helen approached.
John was a powerful and fine looking 
mulatto ; and his face indicating unusual in­
telligence and kind heartedness. Helen was 
much whiter than her husband, and remark­
ably handsome.
The gamester's evil eyes gleamed as he 
surveyed her, and turning to a savage look­
ing man near him, he said:
•I’ll sell John to you in the morning, Ham­
mond, but Helen I  shall keep—at least for a 
few days.’
T am  agreeable,’ said the slave trader, for 
such he was; ‘but I ’d like the gal as soon as 
possible.’
A look of indignation ran round the group 
at this brutal colloquy. My father’s grasp 
grew tighter s till; and encouraged thereby,
I  whispered to him to buy J  ohn and Helen 
himself but he shook his head, and motioned 
me to keep silent.
‘I  tell you I  shall not let them go,’ re­
peated Mrs. Danton, addressing the stranger;
‘they were brought up in my mother’s family; 
besides they have children a t home, from 
whom it would be eruel to seperate them.’
The gamester and slave dealer exchanged 
sneers a t Mrs. Danton’s sentimental reasons 
for not letting the slaves go, and her husband 
said :
‘ I t  can’t be helped now. Mary let us go 
to our room.'
‘ 0 , Missus, don’t go and leab me wid dat 
man.’ shrieked H elen; ‘I  shall die, or jump 
overboard. 0 ,  don’t you leab your true 
Helen, who sabed your life when you fell in 
de byoo.’*
‘ I  shall not leave you, Helen. Do not be 
alarmed. I ------ ’
, Bress he Lord for dat,’ interrupted Hel­
e n ; ‘ I  knows we’re safe now kase you aller 
does jes’ what you say you will.’
‘I  think it’s about time this nonsence was 
stopped,’ said the gamester, rising from the 
table— ,You acknowledge, Danton, that these 
negroes are my property; consequently they 
are mine, and I  have a right to do what I  
please with them ; no bill of sale is necessary 
between two gentlemen. And now, you 
n iggas just come along with me and don’t 
make a fuss, or IT! have you flogged and put 
in irons.’
The scene now become extremely ?vciting.
John drew Helen to his side, and clenched 
his teeth and fists, while their young mistress 
stood close in front, as if  with her feeble arm 
she would protect them from the clutches of 
the gamester. I  was wild with excitement, 
and begged my father either to buy the 
slaves or shoot the gamester—I  did not care 
which-
A New Englander, who had been very 
quiet during the whole trip, elbowed his way 
to the table, and asked the gamester at what 
sum he valuid his slaves.
‘Two thousand dollars,’ said he ‘do you 
want to buy.’
‘ I  have only a thousand dollars,’ the young 
man answered; ‘I will give you that for 
them.’
‘ No, sir, but I ’ll stake ’em against a thous­
and dollars, and play you a game of poker I The cool hammi 
£ot the pile.’
‘ I  don’t understand the game’ said the
New Englander.
‘ W hat game do you play ?’
‘ I  have played a few games a t all-fours,
but I  never gambled for a cent in my 
life.’
‘Well, I ’ll play you a game at all-fours 
then if  you like, and stake the niggars against 
your thousand dollars.’
To the surprise of every one present, the 
young man accepted the challenge, called for 
a new pack of cards, staked his thousand 
dollars, and the game commenced—the gam- 
ster having the first deal.
As the company drew more closely round 
the table, it seemed as though a watchmaker’s 
shop were in our midst, so distinctly we heard 
the tick of the watches.
The first hand the New Englander made 
three to the gamester’s one, at which a buzz 
of pleasure ran round the group. The second 
hand the gamester three to his opponents 
nothing; the third hand they each made two, 
which left the New Englander two to go, 
while the gamester had but one to make, 
and it was his turn to beg. This was a great 
advantage, and everybody seemed to give 
up the thousand dollars as lost.
The New Englander dealt the cards with 
a steady hand, however, atfd turned up the 
jack of hearts, which placed him even with 
his antogonist, but when he raised his cards 
I  saw that he had not a single trump in his 
hand, and his adversary was hesitating wheth­
er to stand or beg; if  the former, the game 
was his to a certainty; i f  the latter, there 
would be another chance for the slaves.
After drumming on the back of his cards 
for a short time, he looked at the New Eng­
lander to see if he could determine by his 
manner what it was best to do, but the Young 
Bunker Hill met his gaze without flinching, 
and there they sat for a long time gazing in­
to each other’s eyes.
‘Run the cards,’ said the gamester, at 
last. I  could have hugged him for his mis­
take.
Bunker Hil again dealt, and the queen of 
spades was turned. Every heart stood still 
as the cards were for the last time lif­
ted.
‘They are mine!’ shouted the New Eng­
lander; ‘or, rather, they are your’s, madam,’ 
said he, in a milder tone, to Mrs. Danton as 
he threw down the ace of spades.
The beautiful, impetuous Southron threw 
her arms around the winner’s neck, and three 
deafening cheers (in which even the slavehold­
er joined) told the satisfaction of the audi­
ence.
Many years after, I met the New Englan­
der in Mississippi, and claimed his acquain­
tance, on the score of having been one of the 
most enthusiastic partizans on the night of 
his well remembered triumph.
He had prospered iu business and become 
rich. He was making his annual pilgrimage 
to the family hearthstone—a stone which has 
most potent charms for good, than that at 
which kneel Mohamedan devotees in the city 
of their prophet. He said he had never 
touched a card since that memorable game ; 
that the thousand dollars he then risked was 
the sum total of his savings for many toilsome 
years ; but that he staked it, and played the 
game with a perfect conviction of success.
Danton had sought him out and kept up the 
acquaintance ever since; and Mrs. Danton 
could now travel the world over with her 
husband without fear, for he had forsworn 
gambling from that never to be forgotten 
night.
’  Bayou, the name which Southern negroes give to every 
stream or body o f water.
A merican Saxo-Froid. Far away from 
the great cities, half hidden in the foliage, 
was the modest log hut of a man, half trapper 
half fisherman, and more than half savage. 
Of course his name was Smith. He was 
married, and he and his wife in this one lit­
tle chamber led the happiest of existences; 
for on an occasion she would not object to go 
twenty miles to hear the Baptist minister 
preach. One evening about sun-down they 
were both together in their little cabin, she 
knitting stockings for the next winter snows, 
he cleaning the barrel of his fowling-piece— 
all the parts of which were lying dismounted 
about him—both busy and neither uttered a 
syllable.
By degrees a dull but regular sound breaks 
upon the silence of the wilderness. The steam­
er is ascending the river, making the best of 
its way against the stream. But neither 
Smith nor his wife pay any attention; he 
goes on cleaning his gun, she knitting her 
stocking. The air, however, darkening ; a 
thick smoke rises upon every side; a formida- 
ple explosion is suddenly heard ; one would 
have said it was a discharge of several can­
non at once. The boiler had b u rs t; the 
vessel had sunk ; everything was destroyed ! 
Smith and his wife did not look u p ; he went 
on cleaning his gun, she knitting her stock­
ing, for explosions of steamers are so com­
mon.
But this was one which was to interest 
them more nearly for scarcely had the ex­
plosion ended, before the roof of the cabin 
split in two, and something heavy descended 
through the aperture. The something was a 
man who dropped between the pair, without 
however, disturbing either—he still cleaning 
his gun—she still knitting her stocking.
But the traveller—so rudely introduced— 
seemed rather astounded at his descent.— 
After a few minutes, however, he resumed 
his coolness, and began to look about him— 
fixing his attention at last upon the hole 
through which he had just arrived. “ Ah ! 
my man," said he, a t length, addressing 
Smith, “ what’s the damage 7”
On this, Smith, who had not given up his 
work, put aside his rifle, and looking up to 
estimate his loss, answered, after some little 
reflection, ‘Ten dollars.” “ You be hanged!’ 
exclaimed the traveller. “ Last week, in the 
explosion I happened to be in with another 
steamer, I  fell through three flights in a new 
house and they only charged me five dollars. 
No, no— I know whats the thing in such 
matters. Here’s a couple of dollars! and 
if  that won’t do, go and sue me, and be
hanged!”-----M. L’Alembert's “ Tour en
nmerique"—recently published in Paris.
SPECULATION.
I.
I t  was past midnight, and London was in Its 
glory. The crowd of carriages and pedestrians 
was swollen by the contributions of the theatres, 
which now guve forth their audiences in dense 
volumes; and talking, laughing, and sometimes 
singing, the denizens of the metropolis passed 
proudly along their illumined streets in all the 
security of noonday. I t  was impossible to ob­
serve the aspect of the night, for the lamps of 
the sky—never a t any time so bright to that 
multitude as the gaslights of London—were in­
visible , and when a sudden shower descended, 
it  took eveybodv by surprise. Almost immedi­
ately the great bulk of the pedestrians vanished, 
you could not tell how or where, absorbed as it 
might seem by the ducts a t their side ; and, in 
the same mysterious fashion, the vehicles were 
instautly doubled and trebled in number, and 
their gliding pace and rattling wheels became a 
rush and a roar.
In one of the more aristocratic quarters of 
the town, a lady and gentleman, after endeavor­
ing in vain to find a  huckney-carriage, were fain 
to run up tbe steps of a house they were pass­
ing, and take shelter in the doorway. Tbe gen­
tleman was a man ubout middle age, well dress­
ed and well mannered ; and the lady, who was 
much younger, had something nearly approach­
ing fashion in her frank, self-possessed, London 
air.
‘ Well, this is provoking!”  said she ; ‘ but I 
am rightly served for putting on my best bon­
net to go to the p it.’
‘ Hang the bonnet!’ replied the gentleman.
‘ Look how these carriages are rattling past us! 
—what lucky fellows they contain! Why 
should you and I he trudging home, after mid­
night, through the sloppy streets and the plash­
ing rain?’
‘ Tush, there you are, harping on that again ! 
We might have bad a cab, if we had thought of 
i t ; and we can afford one on the rare occasions 
when we go to tbe theatre. And it is not n 
great many years, you kDow, since I could say 
that much ; but a man with a gentlemanly em­
ployment in a public office, and a snug salary of 
§250 a year, has no reason to be dissatisfied.’
Every man has reason to be dissatisfied when 
he sees fortune before him, and yet is allowed 
no opportunity to grasp it. If  1 had not been 
such a fool as to allow you to over-persuade me 
to refuse Jones’s oiler of a  share in his specula­
tion, we might nt this moment have been so far 
on the way to w ealth.”
I would not have interfered, John—I declare 
I  would not, if I  had thought you would merely 
have lost your £100 ; but I know you too well, 
and I  suppose you are not different from other 
people. If the speculatioa had failed, you 
would have tried to bolster it up with more mon­
ey ; you would havo got into d eb t; you would 
have lost your appetite and spirits ; you would 
have been a miserable man, perhaps for the rest 
of your life.’
* All that is nonsense—the speculation was 
perfectly safe.’
‘ All speculations are safe—till th e /Ja il .— 
But what has Jones gained by it? ’ '
‘ Only a cool hundred : cent, per cent.—tha t’s 
a ll.’
I deny it, John—I see nothing like a cool or 
a warm hundred about him. His apartments 
are not half so handsome as ours ; 1 miss in 
them a hundred things that you and I reckon 
indispensable for comfort; and instead of being 
a happier man, he looks every day moro anxious 
and careworn. You may depend upon it, both 
his hundreds are now in jeopardy, and perhaps 
something more besides—and speculations don’t 
always succeed.’
‘ Hush, hush! there is a carriage stopped 
two doors off. I  wonder who it is that is com­
ing out. A man about my own age.’
‘ And neither better looking nor better dress­
ed,’ whispered the wife smiling.
‘ See, he turns towards us to pay the cab.’
‘ And gives, I dure be sworn, neither more 
nor less than the fare.’
‘ And now he mounts the steps, with his man­
servant waiting, bareheaded, to receive him ; 
and now he goes in to his home of luxury and 
splendor, and the door shuts out tbe vulgar 
world behind him !’
• Why, John, it is not for nothing you have 
been to the theatre to-night! W hat is so inter­
esting to you in that man ?’
‘ Oh, nothing. He merely comes in, in the 
midst of my reflections, like an impersonation 
of my thought. I  wish I were iu that man's 
position!’ Here a wilder splash of rain came 
down ; and a person they had seen emerge from 
a neighboring area without his hat, sprang up 
the steps beside them, to keep his bare poll from 
the blast.
‘ Pray, sir,’ said the new comer, 1 was it at 
the second door off the carriage stopped just 
now?’
‘ I t was.’
‘ And set down a gentleman ?’
• Yes.’
‘ I thought so. That was my master.’
‘Pray, is your master, ’ asked the lady, smiling 
archly to her husband, • a  very rich man ?’
‘ A very rich man ? Oh no doub t; everybody 
thiuks so.’
‘ But have you no evidence of it yourself ?— 
Does he keep u great establishment ? Does he 
give tine entertainments?’
‘ Nothing of the s o r t: he's a very quiet gen­
tleman, my master is.’
* Does he spend money on his dinner and 
wine ?’
‘ Ho usually dines at his club—I suppose for 
about half-a-crown ; and, although be has plen­
ty of good wine in his cellars, he never takes 
more himself than a glass or two of sherry.’
‘ Then how does he show that he is o man of 
fortune ? Does he game ?
‘ Oh, bless you, no—nothing of the kind.’
‘ Has he an extravagant wile?’
‘ No wife at a ll.’
‘ Then how does he amuse himself ?’
‘ He has two or threo horses down in the coun­
try, and follows the .hounds on some occasions 
when he happens to have time. But he is much 
taken with business : when at home, he does 
nothing but pore over papers and accounts.— 
And that reminds me that he is a t home now.— 
Good night, ma’am ;’ and taking advantage ol 
a pause in the rain, the communicative domes­
tic ran off to his master’s house, and let him­
self in with the latch-key.
‘ Now, you see, John,’ said the young wife, 
hardly able to smother a laugh—‘ now you see 
what the object of your envy is. Why you en­
joy life more yourself! You entertain some 
friends ; sometimes you are by no means satisfied 
with a couple of glasses of sherry ; you ride af­
ter the hounds more than once in the year, with­
out the trouble of keepiQg horses ; you never 
think of business without tbe walls of Somer­
set House; and, besides all that, John, you have 
the advantage of a  little wife to laugh with you 
when you are merry, comfort or rally you when 
you are sad, and keep you in.order when you 
are naughty.’
‘ That is all very well,’ said the husband, 
walking thoughtfully along, for it  was now fair;
I  were ii
iveland Herald gets off the follow- 
on the “ Mellow Horn,” which 
e been dedicated to the framers of
our new liquor law :
All nature‘ miles to usher In 
The blushing queen or morn,
And patriots with the day begin 
To take their ^usual horn.lsu
Keep your t e ^ B  i 
As your oppone^Bar 
e c l a m e^R b
_____ ________ H , i
!in dispute or quarrel, 
arms, do you cool down, 
lions the red-hot iron
n that man’s woildly posi- 
II .
The little wife was at home, looking wonder­
fully well in a low dress, although it had long 
seen its last party, and fidgeting abuut the room 
in expectation of her husband coming in to din­
ner. I t  was long past his hour; and as the Som­
erset House gentlemen usually introduce their 
official methodism a t home, she was more sur­
prised than the occasion would have seemed to 
require. By and by, she became a little ner 
vous ; and as his well-known knock at length 
shook the dooy, she thought to herself that the 
sound was not so authoritative as usual. No 
wonder ; for when he came in he was pale and 
haggard-looking, and sat down without tender­
ing a word of explanation, or even seeming to 
know that he was later than usual. The wife 
made no rem ark; but getting a glass of wine 
from the cupboard, made him drink it, with one 
of those pretty gestures of command that never 
fail with right-minded husbands.
That has done me good,’ said he ; ‘I  wanted 
it, and you couldn’t guess why in a  month.’
Is i t  anything about Jones?’
.TnnAs 1 Nn_what nut that in vonr haad?—
but I wish 
tion !
it is about somebody you Baw more lately than
Jones.’
* 1 am curious to know who it is, and what it
is ; but wait till after dinner; you are not look­
ing so well as usual.’ f
* Let me tell you now, while dinner is coming 
np ; 1 shall eat all the better for getting it off 
my mind. Yon must know, I have been looking 
in at a coroner’s inquest.’
* A coroner’s inquest!—are you sure it  is not 
about Jones?’
‘ Don’t be silly, or I  won’t say another word. 
Am I  always to have Jones flung at my head in 
this way?’
11 am sure I never mentioned his name be­
fore. since the Dight we were at the theatre. 
Yon must have been thinking of him yourself— 
that’s i t .’
‘ I tell you, I looked in a t a coroner’s inquest; 
but I kept staring so much a t the witness who 
was giving evidence when I went in, tha t I lost 
a good deal of what what he said at first. I 
was sure I knew the m an; his lace, his gestures, 
the tone of his voice, all were familiar to me : 
but I could not call to mind where 1 had seen or 
known him. He described the appearance and 
manner of the gentlemun who had died unde- 
the circumstances that were to be investigated ; 
and, from what he said, nothing could be more 
unlikely than that the unfortunate man bad died 
by his own act. W hat he told, however of the 
way of living of the deceased called up a strange 
suspicion in my mind. I could not learn from 
those round me, who had come in late like my­
self, the name of the street talked o f ; and I 
waited,! with an impatience I  can hardly de­
scribe, throughout the whole proceedings, till it 
was painfully clear to everybody present that it 
was actually one of the most deliberate cases of 
suicide on record. The jury, however, came to 
a decision ; some other evidence was wanted, and 
they adjourned to a future day. The moment 
the court broke up, I  flew to look at the dead 
body.’
‘ Well, John,’ cried the wife, ‘ you knew the 
unhappy man ? He was one of our acquaintan­
ces? Speak?’
‘ He was no acquaintance of ours ; we never 
saw him but once in our lives; and yet I am 
sure you cannot help being shocked when you 
hear that the corpse I saw lying in the dead- 
house, stiff and stark, was that of the man we 
saw alight from a cairiage on our way home 
from the theatre, and in whose worldly position 
Iso  earnestly wished myself to be ! ’ The young 
wife trembled visibly, and the color left her 
cheeks.
‘ Well, John,’ said she, ‘ and his worldly po­
sition—what had that to do with it? ’
‘ Nothiog, of course—nothing that anybody 
knows. There were surmises in the court, whis­
pers rumors ; but that is always the case. N oth­
ing more is known than that the gentleman left 
his home late at night—or rather early in the 
morning—with the implements of destruction 
in his pocket, and that he was never seen again 
alive.’
‘ But his worldly position ’—the business he 
was constantly brooding over, according to his 
servant’s account—surely he did not abandon 
that in its prosperity to rush into an accursed 
grave ?’
How can I tell ? I  know nothing about his 
business, but that it was great, heavy and mul­
tifarious. That, however, is nothing to the 
purpose ; men commit suicide from other causes 
than business.
Such was not the case here, John,’ said the 
little wife decisively. ‘ I remember his look, 
and it had nothing in it of love, hate, jealousy 
or revenge. That man had more than £100 at 
stake—more than he could lose and live ! Was 
Jones there?’ The husband muttered some­
thing terribly like an oath.
He was there, but a t a distance from me.’
‘ How did he look?’
‘ Ju st like everybody else—flushed with ex­
citement.’
‘Did you go together to the dead-house ?’
‘ No; whatjbusiness had he in the dead-house? 
He never saw the man when living, and had no 
curiosity when dead. That was not likely, for 
he was not fool enough to spend his money in 
the theatre, and trudge home through the rain 
and m ire; and so, as soon as the court broke 
up, he set out foil speed for home. I  saw him 
at a distance still rushing along, and then he 
vanished.’
‘ 1 can understand his haste—there was some­
body after him.’
‘Somebody after him ! W hat do you mean? 
Who was after him?’
‘ The corpse in the dead-house.’
‘ I declare you will make me angry. Jones is 
not the tool you take him for; he is a verv clev­
er, and a very thriving man. In a few days, he 
is to get the use of a considerable sum of money, 
and it will work, I have no doubt, like his first 
hundred.’
1 That is, it will run off to some region of hope, 
and another considerable sum of money with i t .’
‘ You don’t understand business my dear,’said 
the husband, contemptuously; ‘ you would have 
a man sit down all his life, with his hands across, 
without making any attempt to elevate his po­
sition.’
1 On the contrary, I would have a man make 
the most strenuous attempts to elevate his po­
sition, but not by placing himself in circumstan­
ces of constant worry and constant temptation. 
When you placed a number of pounds in that 
Hamburg lottery—which you afterwards called 
the Humbug lottery—I made no opposition, be­
cause I saw you were bent upon it—and, in fact.
I had a hankering myself after the folly al­
though I* knew very well it was hundreds or 
thousands to one against us. But what then ? 
The money was spent, and there was an end. I 
had to do without a new dress lor a while, that 
was the very worst of i t ; and in the meantime 
we enjoyed a waking dream now and then, and 
after ita laugh , about the fairy fortune tha t was 
coming to us. That was a mere folly, but a 
comparitively harmless one, because we knew 
the cost, and by a trifling sacrifice could afford 
it. But such speculations os Jones’s !’—
‘ I  tell you Jones will ride in his carriage 
while we are still tramping through the mire. 
But enough of this. I cannot get the dead-house 
and its still tenant out of my head ; or that last 
midnight ramble, alone but lor the haunting 
shadows that pursued, surrounded, and mar­
shalled him the way that he was going ; or the 
white, dead face, with the fixed open eyes, that 
were found looking up to God in the morning. 
Get me another glass of wine—there’s a good 
girl.’
‘No, dear.’ said the little wife; ‘ I will get 
you a glass of brandy-and-water, and make it. 
as they say, ‘ screeching h o t;’ and we will talk 
no more to-night about the dead man, or our 
friend Jones.’
III.
Some little time after this, the husband and 
wife were passing the evening sociably together 
after tea—the gentleman reading aloud, and 
then joining the lady in a song a t the piano.— 
They were very comfortable, and it is to be hoped 
they knew it. The fire was bright, but not 
glaring ; the curtains were drawn so closely as 
keep out even the idea of tho dark, gusty night; 
and the little woman was in excellent voice— 
yet she stopped in the middle of a  duet, and said 
to her husband, suddenly:—
• Why were you not a t the adjourned inquest 
to-day?’
Because,’ he replied, ‘I had heard about 
nothing else ever since the morning. There 
are terrible rumors about—of crimes that take 
ono's breath by their magnitude; and, in short,
I was sick of the whole affair, and determined to 
wait for the morning paper, which will tell us 
all about it. But hark !—a double knock—I 
wonder whether it is for us.’
* I t  is Jones’s knock—with a  little additional 
flourish, but I could swear to the substance ;’ 
and presently the door opened, and the servant 
announced, • Mr. Jones/
Jones was a smart fellow, some years young­
er than cur friend ; he had a look of business in 
his face, as if  he knew what be was abo u t; but 
on the predent occasion, this seemed to be man­
tled over with an air of satisfaction, which sur­
prised the lady very much, She had expected 
to find him pale, haggard, anxious-looking; and 
the horrid little woman could not help feeling 
disappointed. A
‘ And so. Mr. -Tnno. ’ —IS . u  &.B—
greetings were over, and they were all three 
seated round the fire, ‘ I  am told you have be­
come quite a prosperous man.’
• That is tiue,’ replied he.
‘ And therefore, no doubt, a tranquil—happy 
—satisfied—easy-minded man ?’
‘ All true.’
‘ Then you have, of course, heard of your 
last venture?’
• Yes ; it is all gone, money and gains—every 
Shilling.’
‘ And the large sum you were to have the 
use of,’ put in the husband—‘ all tha t is set­
tled?’
• Quite settled ; I  have refused to take it.— 
In Bhort, I  am just«a hundred pounds worse 
than I  was eight months ago—that is in 
money.”
‘ And in what else are you worn ? I hope 
you have no bills out, or other obligations ?’
‘ N o; I  alluded to the want of comfort at 
home, to the want of regular sleep, to the want 
of quiet thoughts ; all these 1 have been minus 
for eight months. But the worst time I have 
had was between the inquests; for the opportu­
nity that was before me of making an attempt 
to retrieve my loss,, and on a scalqso large as to 
offer the chance of uaoriious gain, was a tempt­
ation I could hardly stand, and it shook my 
mind till it tottered.’
‘ What had the inquest to do with it? ’ said 
the husband, looking down, for he could hardly 
bear the keen look of Jones’s eyes, although he 
felt impelled to ask the question.
‘ Come, come,’ replied his friend, almost 
sternly, ‘ have done with affectation. You know 
what the inquest had to do with it. The time 
was when that wretched man was as comforta­
ble a9 yourself; and he might have remained so '
How Major J ones P opped the Question.—  
“  Major Jones’s Courtship”  is the title of a hu­
morous work recently published, the denoue­
ment of which we will give our readers. Too 
bashful to “ pop the question”  in the usual way, 
Mayjor Jones persuudes his sweetheart to put 
up a stocking, which will hold a couple of bush­
els. on the night when Santa Claus pays his vis­
its, receiving her promise to keep for ever what 
he gave her. She complies by hanging up the 
meal-bag. Into this the gallant and lovelorn 
Major contrives to introduce himself a t the 
“  witching hour of the night.”  But we will 
let Major JoneB speak for himself:
“  I sot up till midnight, and when they was 
all pone to bed I went softly into the back gate, 
and wentjup to the porch, and thar, shure enuff 
was a great big meal-bag hanging to the jice.— 
It was monstrous unhandy to git to it, but I  
was tarmined not to back out. So I sot some 
chairs on top of a bench and got hold of the 
rope and let myself down into the bag; bu t 
je9t as I was gittin in, the bag swung again the 
chairs, and down the went with a terrible rack­
et. But nobody didn’t wake up but old 
Miss Stallinses grate big cur dog, and here he 
cum rippin and tarin through the yard like 
rath, and round and round he went tryin to find 
what was the matter. I  sot down in the bag 
and didn’t breathe loader nor a kitten, for fear 
he’d find me out, aud after a  while be quit bark- 
in. The wind begun to blow bominable cold, 
and the old bag kept turnin round swinging so 
it made me sea-sick as the mischief. I  was fraid 
to move for fear the rope would brake and let 
me full, and tliar I sot with my teeth ratlin 
like I hud a ager. It seemed like it would never 
come daylight, and I do believe if  I didn’t love 
Miss Mary so powerful I would froze to deth ;
if he had only been satisfied with the risk of for my hart was the only spot tha t felt warm 
losses he could bear.' > and it didn’t beat more'n two licks a minit.
‘ If all men were so satisfied,’ said the husband 1 only when I thought how she would be sprized
— j i_ . -----u  i-----------r u .------------- jn the momin, and then it went in a  canter.—
Bimeby the cussed old dog came upon the porch 
and begun to smell about the bag, and then he 
barked like he thought he’d treed something.— 
‘ Bow! wow! wow!’ ses he. Then he’d smell
doggedly, • what would become of the commer­
cial greatness of England ?’
‘ The commercial greatness of England would 
be far more secure than it is, if founded on re­
ality instead of illusion. I tell you there is not
a business failure in this country, however in- i again, and try to git up to the bag. ‘ Git out!’ 
considerable, which does not so far affect our ’ ses I, very low, for fear they would hear me.— 
prosperity ; and it dses so, because nearly all . • Bow! wow ! wow !’ ses he. ‘ Be gone ! you 
business failures, however honest the immediate | bominable fool,’ ses I, and I  felt all over in 
bankrupts may be, are traceable in their ulti- spots, for I spected every minit he’d nip me, 
mate causes to that want of iotegrity which ' and what made it worse I didn’t know whar 
speculates at the expense of other people, pock-! about9 he’d take hold. ‘Bow! wow! wow!’ 
eting the gains, if  any, and throwing elsewhere j Then I tried coaxin—‘Gome here, good feller,’ 
—anywhere—the loss. Overtrading, as that i ses I, and whistled a little to him. bnt it wasn’t 
want of integrity is mildly called, accompanies no uso. Thar he stood and kep up his eternal
the greatness of England; but it is illogical to 
suppose that for tha t reason it is an essential 
part of it. So far from being so, it would not 
stand fop a  moment unless it assumed the char­
acter, and received the credit of honesty, thus 
trading on a  lie in more senses than one.’
‘ Well, Mr. Jones,’ said the wife, looking 
very much pleased, ‘ now do tell us about the 
inquest.’
• All the rumors are confirmed, and more 
than confirmed ; and by the man’s own written 
coufession of a guilt that makes one’s brain reel. 
I  foresee, however, that the moral guilt will be 
measured by the pecuniary amount, and that 
the pressure of circumstances, which would ex­
tenuate the crimes of an ordinary malefactor, 
will have no effect in lessening the public abhor- 
ence of the forger of a million. For my own 
part, I  do not see that the amount has much to 
do with the question, farther than that the 
mind of the tempted is not so much startled by 
the idea of a small fraud as of a large one, and, 
therefore, not so apt to consider seriously the 
nature of the gu ilt.’
‘ That, I  think, is very just; but tell us what 
were the circumstances which led him on to de­
struction? You must know, my husband and I 
are personally interested in tho question ; for 
we saw him when alive, and had a great deal of 
conversation about him, a n d ------’
‘ And I  solemnly wished ’—broke in the hus­
band.
‘ Hush, John, not a  word!—for I am anxious 
to hear Mr. Jones,’
‘ I  have little to tell. He was a provincial a t­
torney in Ireland, in very moderate business;; 
but being a man of talent and firmness of char­
acter, he was instrumental in establishing
whicin and barkin all night. I couldn’t tell 
when day-light was breakin. only by tbe chick­
ens crowin, and I  was monstrous glad to hear 
’em, for if I ’d had to stay thar one hour more, 
I don’t believe I ’d ever got out of that bag 
alive.”
They got him out in the morning covered 
with meal and almost frozen. But Miss Mary 
does not refuse his present. And he says, “  I 
tell you what, it was worth hangin in a meal 
bag from one Crismus to another to feel as hap­
py as I  have ever sence.”
A Slave Girl P urchased in R ev. H. W . 
Beecher’s Church.—A remarkable and exciting 
scene was enacted in Plymouth Church, Brook­
lyn, on Sunday last, a full account of which 
we copy from the New York Tribune of Mon­
day :
“  At the conclusion of the sermon yesterday 
morning, the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher an­
nounced to his congregation that he was about 
to perform an action of a  most extraordinary 
nature, which he would preface by reading a 
portion of the 12th chapter of Matthew. He 
accordingly read the 10th, 11th and 12th verses 
of that chapter, after which he proceeded to 
give a sketch of the late history of a slave 
girl, Sarah by name, an appeal in whose behalf 
he had lately received. She was, he said, the 
daughter of a Southern planter, acknowledged 
by himself as his own offspring, and reared in 
his own family until his other daughters grow­
ing up had treated her so cruelly that Bhe a t­
tempted to escape. Shejwas captured and taken 
back to her paternal master, who made immedi- 
sell her to the extreme________________________  ate preparations to
bank in the country, and became a person of South, relusing to dispose of her to any one 
some consequence. He at lenghth felt his field who would permit her to remain in the neigh-
to be too small, and in an evil hour came to 
London, where his connection with the bank in­
troduced him a t once to the speculators and cap-
borhood.
Many persons in the vicinity, knowing her to 
be a meat faithful, efficient, and, therefore, val-
italists of the city ; and this led to large busi-: uable piece of property, were anxious to pur- 
ness as a  parliamentary agent, and to his beeom- ■ chase her, but her owner utterly refused to sell 
ing chairman of the directors of a great joint- to them, his object being to have her removed 
stock bank in London. The road of ambition ; to so great a distance that her near relation to 
was now fairlv opened. He got into parliament ■ the others of his children could occasion them 
made himself'the leader in the Irish Brigade ; no further mortification. She was, accordingly, 
then deserted his party, and became a Lord of sold to a Southern man who held her a t ^1500
tbe Treasury. In the meantime, he was very 
busy with the encumbered Estates B ill; and 
having procured from the commissioners under 
it almost unlimited authority, he organized an 
association in England for purchasing, and af­
terwards selling to enormous advantage, proper­
ties sold in the Encumbered Estates Court. He
—but who finally consented to part with her for 
S1200. A slaveholder in Washington, pitying 
the girl, bought her, for the latter sum. imme­
diately, however, setting on foot a subscription 
to enable her to purchase her freedom, he him­
self contributing §100, and §700 were finally 
obtained. “  At this junction,”  said Mr. Beech-
now became chairman of the Swedish Railway, I or, “  I received a letter asking it we could do 
arranged a new insurance company, establish i anything “  towards making up the rest of the 
ing a°newspaper of his own in Dublin, and ! money,’ to which I replied, that I would prom- 
pluni’ed deep into English, Italian, Spanish,and i ise nothing unless we could see her here. 
American railways. This is the rough outline : The reverend gentlemen here stepped from 
but when and where the pressure first began ; 1 his desk and with an encouraging ‘‘ tom e up 
when this originally obscure and moneyless man \ Sarah” he led upon the platform a young, intel- 
found that he could not pursue such schemes , ligent-lookir.g Mulatto girl, whom he presented 
without funds ; and what were the precise cir- ' to tho crowded audieuce as the slave girl in 
curastances that originated his crimes, and led question.
him on, step by step, to perdition, is not yet She is apparently about twenty-three years 
known. I t is known, however, that he obtain- old probably three-quarters white, of very pleas­
ed money, on the security of foTged titles, as iog and modest appearance. Mr. Beecher seat- 
from the Encumbered Estates Court. He fab- ed her in a chair by his side, while he continu- 
ricated shares of the Swedish Railway to the ! ed his remarks. She was here, he said, on her 
amount of a quarter of a  million ; and besides 1 parole of honor. She had promised to go back, 
the assignments of numerous deeds he held in ! and she must return with or without the five 
trust, he forged on private individuals to the I hundred dollars which were yet necessary to 
amount nf a t least £100.000.’ make her a free woman. A collection would
be taken up, and the result would show their
a ount of a t least £100,000.
‘ W hat a gigantic criminal ?’ cried the young
wife—‘ can it be that is the same man we saw 
paying the coachman a shilling !’
I t appears for some time he must have con-
verdict.
By this time there was hardly a dry eye in 
the whole immense congregation of nearly 3000 
templated his violent release from the fever ofo people- Men wept, ar.d women sobbed not 
mind in which he had lived so long. But at j shame-facedly, but openly and without any at- 
length the occasion came; the forgery of one of ! tempt a t concealment. All seemed to be touch- 
the Encumbered Estate deeds was on the eve ot , cd to the very heart. The like scene has never 
discovery; and the wretched man went forth : been witnessed in the world.
from his own house in the dead of night, with I Oue gentleman here rose and announced that 
the instruments of death in his pockets,’ A : the money should be forthcoming to make her 
pause here ensued, which was at length broken free, and that it necessary he would be person- 
hy the husband. I llllJ  responsible for the entire amount. Ih is
‘ All this is very dreadful, Jones,’ said he; announcement was received with hearty and 
‘ but the case is not different except as regards long continued applause, the audience being no 
magnitude, from numerous other casses of a  | longer able, to restrain their feelings, and Mr. 
similar kind. Why should it luve greater ef- Beecher expressing his approval of the jubilant 
feet than they?’ demonstrations. Sarah, the slave girl, had, up
‘ On the same principle that a  sleeper is to this time, preserved a tolerable composure, 
awakened by the crash of thunder, who would but when the certainty was declared that^ she
should not go back to a life of Slavery, she buri­
ed her face in her handkerchief and wept aloud. 
As the collectors passed among the audience, 
the plates were actually heaped up with the to­
kens of substantial sympathy; one lady even 
took the jewelry from her person and cast into 
the fund. The amount collected on the spot 
was $784, which, besides completing the sum 
necessary for the purchase ol Sarah, will also 
release her child, a boy of four years, who is 
now in bondage.
not hear a knock a t the street-door. This will 
have an effect which it is impossible to over­
estimate, because the sleepers it will rouse must 
be counted by tens and hundreds of thousands.
Many a restless night will this news give rise 
to throughout the length and breadth of the 
land—many a ghastly look, many a pale and 
haggard face. In many an imagination, will 
the niidDigbt course of the suicide be traced in 
his wanderings over the daik heath ; und by 
many a bedside will stand the appearance of
the lifeless form lyiDg in the deadhouse. To- ______________________
Dight, I myself should have been visited by these
fancies, If  I had not taken means to enable me One of the Craft.—The editor of tbe Pitts- 
to set them at defiance. I am very, very thank- burg Post was determined to show his composi- 
ful ’—and the speaker’s voice trembled. ‘ I , tors that type-setting was not such a difficult 
trust that many thousands more will receive a ' art after all. Here is his first attempt, which 
lesson from the fate of John Sadlier! But I  is certainly very creditable to a new beginner
must now go. Good-bye—God bless you !’
Both of them followed to the door.
'•  I  thank you. Jones, for this visit,’ said the
husband—‘ 1 thank you sincerely.’
‘ And—I —too!’ said the wife. Her voice was
broken, and tears was streaming down her 
cheeks; and when the door shat, the little wo­
man threw herself into her husband’s arms and 
sobbed outright.
‘Overcome evil with good,’ as the gentle­
man said when he knocked down a burglar 
with the family Bible.
At St. Louis, four colored men have been 
fined $10 each for being in the State of Missouri 
1 without a license.
aNew priNjeR.
This is our first effort a t Tlpesatjinfl we pre­
sume that it wii[ show thaj we can learn ja st 
wo are self-jonpyt too. ^ e  want no he;p we 
wi’l have it rii(bt withsnt asstisance. jh e  prosf 
nand no noraaation’ we don,t intend to it ev, 
ery qal: but We. will let tqe printers know that 
we aje One o’ them.
ta’k atoUt the arT of drinpnS: I t  is Jus? R3 
eusX as roilinG off a lOg.
An Irishman seeing an undertaker carrying a 
very small coffin, exclaimed in the utmost sur- 
pri88i—“  By the ghost of Denis O’Sliga, an’ is 
it possible, that that coffin can be intended for 
any living erayther ?”
The Providence Journal, one of the moet res­
pectable and conservative journa’s in the Union, 
speaking of the U. S. Senator to be elected from 
EhoJe Island, says
“  The man who goes to the Senate to bear the 
testimony of Rhode Island, should be a man able 
and ready to defend himself not only against the 
insults of Virginia and Illinois, but against the 
brutality of California and South Carolina ; a 
man who will indeed give word for word, but 
who if  needs be, will also give blow for blow
and shot for sho’t. Washington is no longer the was in the °ity' from.th® “  RePub’
place for peace men. I t  has come to this, that 
the Northern man who goes there must either 
bold his tongue or fight; must either take in 
■ilence the taunts and insolence ot the South, 
or, replying to them, must expect to meet the
bludgeon of the ruffian and the pistol of the as- j Beethoven Hall. Accordingly before 8 o’clock 
the Hall was entirely filled, and soon the 
assemblage was so large that many were obliged 
to stand during the evening, while some we 
were told, went away, being unable to gain ad­
mittance. The appearance of Mr- Knowlton 
a t a few minutes past eight was greeted by the 
applause of the house, and immediately the 
meeting was called to order by J .  Wakefield, 
Esq., who appointed Hon. I. K. Kimball, Chair­
man, Dr. J .  W. Robinson, being chosen Secre­
tary.
Mr. Knowlton commenced by giving a brief 
history of the nine weeks proceedings which re-
On W hich Side.—The Providence Journal 
tha t able, consistent and reliable whig organ’ 
thus concludes a lung leader on the subject of 
the recent outrages at Washington :
“  There is no longer any doubt tha t the as­
sault on Sumner was not the act of an individual, 
but the result of * deliberate well considered res­
olution on the part of the South to silence the 
arguments that they could not answer, and to 
suppress the liberty of speech by such an exam­
ple as would create a general tenor. ‘The time 
and the place’ were left to the man appointed 
to the work ; the act itself rests upon the respon
sibility of the South which planned it, and of _
the Democracy which sustains it. It was South i 6U]te(j ;n the election of a Speaker of the House 
Carolina striking Massachusetts; it was th e 1
South striking the North. The declaration of 
Brooks and Keitt in the House show this ; the 
votes of ail the Southern members in the House 
but two, of ail the administration members but 
five, show th is; the bullying tone of the South­
ern press, and the sneaking apologetic tone of 
the Northern Democratic press show this.
I t  is no longer a question of a sectional party.
The South has forced n sectional party upon u s ;.  , .  . . .. , . ,the question is, on which side of the ^etionai 1 this po.nt the speaker said there was not the 
party  will you stand ; on the side of freedom, • least doubt inthis mind, that Reeder was entitled
the law and the constitution, or on the side of 
slavery, the pistol and the bludgeon. ”
F O U R  D A Y S
L A T E R  F R O M  E U R O P E .
Halifax, June 4.
Ths Niagara, from Liverpool soon after noon
Saturday May 24th, with 120 passengers, for 
Boston arrived at Halifax at 5 o’clock, P . M. 
Wednesday, June 4.
ENGLAN D.
Bank of England on the 22d, reduced rate of 
discount for hills more than sixty days, from 7 
to 6 per cent. Short bills also remaining at 6 
per cent.
An interesting debate in the House of Lords 
has taken place on maritime law. Lord Colches­
ter moved that Parliament disapproves of the 
conductcfplenipotentiaries in Congress ol Paris, 
having abandoned without knowledge or sanc­
tion ot Pirliment, the principle inherent in all 
belligerent powers of capturing enemies goods 
on board enemies ships.
Lord Clarendon made an able speech in reply, 
having reference chiefly to the position of the 
United States. Quoted Mr. Marcy’s letter on 
the subject, calling it a moderate and dignified 
latter, and defended the course of the British 
plenipotentiaries in giving up a privilege which 
it was impossible to maintain.
Lord Derby in a strong speech denounced the 
ebandonment of this privilege as not only hu­
miliating and derogatory, but dangerous to the 
interests of England. It was lavorable to Frauce, 
who proposed it, and fatal to England, that as­
sented.
After further debate the motion was lost by a 
majority of 54.
The London TimeB thinks the affairs of Cen­
tral America will compel a combination of Eng­
land and the United btates for their adjustment 
and also says Mr. Buchanan’s statement that 
there is nothing to arbitrate on, is untenable, 
and suggests the amperor of Russia as arbiter 
for the United States.
R U S S IA .
Navigation was open to Petersburg, May 18th, 
but commercial advices do not as yet describe 
any material variation in the course of trade.
The rate of Exchange at St. Petersburg was 
steady.
The prohibition of export of gold continued, 
but was expected soon to he removed.
W ar S ta t is t ic s .
A late speech in parlimenthy Lord Panmure, 
contained many interesting statistical details in 
regard to the war just closed. The navy was 
shown not only to have contributed in a great 
degree to the success of the Allies, but to have 
been absolutely indispensable. During the years 
1854-5 British transports and war vessels con­
veyed 123,105 men iTom England to the Med­
iterranean, and 23,659 from the Mediterranean 
to the Black Sea, besides transporting 52,919 
French troops to the Baltic and Mediterranean, 
and 19,301 Sardinians to the Black Sea. In 
the Black Sea thev moved 170,634 troops, and 
they moved 43,185 coastwise. In short, the 
British navy was instrumental in bringing into 
active service an aggregate of 435,803 men In 
addition to this they transported about 29,000 
horses and 339,918 tons of stores to the seat of 
war, a limited portion of each being French und 
Sardinian.
In regard to the army, it is stated that at the questions which were the subject of his speech 
close of the war the British army in the Crimea 1 , , , , , , P1 . . .numbered 70,000 men ; the number of militia : llC ,eels adeeP and heart-felt interest. No one 
enrolled during the war was 63,303, besides wbo knows the man as we do, and heard him 
which threeforeign legions, with a total of 15.- the other evening will disagree with us upon this 
821 men were, raised, together with a Turkish point. At the close of the raeeti on motion j 
contingent of 23,4i9 men. In the course of the ‘ „  ,, „  , °  I
war England has lost 22,457 soldi rs, of whom 01 K' 1 • K  ibaclier, Esq., three loud and hear- 
1993 only fell in battle ; 1621 sank under their U’ cheers were given for “ our able and fearless 
wounds, 4297 died of cholera, and 11,451 of Representative.”
other diseases, and 2873 were discharged from r,- „ i ,„  i m  s r  j  , -service from wounds and sickness. Thus it will ! Mr' Knonlton left town on Monday, and is 
he seen that fearful as is man’s power and dis-1 no" probably on his way to Washington.
position to destroy human life, the laws of na-1 ----- -------------------------
ture are far more terrific and destructive, when; T h e  C i n c i n n a t i  N o m i n a t i o n ,  
disobeyed, than the deadliest artillerv. I , , , ,
The losses of the French so far as they have [ lhe  lntelligenee has already been spread far 
been ascertained, amount to 60,000 while Count and wide over the country, that Hon. James 
Orluff admitted at Paris that tho Russian loss, Buchanan was made the candidate of the Dem- 
was not les6 than 500.000; The great disnro-I .  r „portion between the losses of the Allies *and P ^ ty  for President, a t its recentCon-
tliosa of Russia—about 90,000 for the former to i vention a t Cincinnati. There was no settled 
500,000 for the latter—is mainly accounted for opinion before the meeting of that Convention, 
by the fact that the Allies moved their men, sup- as to who would receive the nomination; some 
plied them with stores and provisions by sea. I l r>-
Russia moved hers by land, across many dreary \ bellevlnS tba t I  wree would carry his poin t; 
leagues of territory, in the midst of snow und somc that Douglas would be the man ; others 
frosts. While the troops of proud Albion were that neither of them could, for reasons which 
making a comfortable voyage to the Crimea in j  • i . . . .. „ .staunch, warm ships, with plenty o f wholesome aPPeared eTldent> rece‘vc a  majority of the votes 
food, the Muscovite soldiers were dra^^inn- their tbe Convention, while they believed that the
weary 8teps, cold, bungary and sick, over im­
mense distances—perhaps from the northern 
part of the empire, where the population was 
exceedingly sparce, the country uncultivated, 
and its recourses fur provisioning an army of no 
account whatever. The number of men who 
were lost in tiiese terrible marches, which are 
equalled for the display of e.,ergy and gigantic 
power by the passage of the Alps by Napoleon, 
is estimated a t the enormous number of three 
hundred thousand. The history of the world 
affords no parallel to this awful mortality iD 
armed bodies of men. It exceeds by one hunt* 
red thousand the number who fell by diset'.se 
and in the shock of battle in the Crimea.
The fate of the poor fellows who perished thus 
ignobly by the wayside was indeed a sad one. 
Sorting on their march large in numbers and 
confident in strength, they moved across the 
country in bauds numerous as the hosts of 
Xerxes, blackening the landscape by their pres­
ence. .But the elements of earth and air, the 
cold rains of autumn, the deep snows and ehil­
ling blasts of winter, and the icy touch of the 
frozen earth which they were compelled to 
make their couch—were more potent than the 
edict of an autocrat, and the fiat of the Al­
mighty stayed them iD their march and released 
them from the service of the Czar. By thous- 
ans they fell lifeless or exhausted from the 
ranks, to find in the snow their only winding 
sheet, or the bleak hillside and pestilential 
marsh their final restiug place; marking the 
course of their march by a line of human corp­
ses extending from St. Peteraburg to the Cher- 
sonesus— a veritable highway of death’ Such 
are the trophies of war ?
The loss sustained byr Sardinia by this war 
has not yet been ascertained, and that of Tur­
key probably never will be. The war cost En,- .  
land one hundred million pounds sterling, a nd 
has thrown back her advancing civiliza' ;on 
many years. 1,10
Punch says tbat a  Yankee baby will cr awl out 
of his cradle, take a survey of it, inven’ j an jm. 
provement, and apply for a patent be 'bte  he is 
six months old.
fWMattir
T h u rsd a y  E v e n in g , J u n e  12 , 18S6.
M r. K n o w lto n ’s  S p eech .
I t  becoming known on Saturday that the Hon.
E, Knowlton, our Representative in Congress,
lican Association”  waited on and invited him to 
address our citizens that evening. The invita­
tion was accepted and at noon bills were posted 
announcing the fact that he would speak at
at the opening of Congress, stating the causes 
and the policy which governed the Republican 
members of that body as well as by relating 
some of the proceedings of tho opposition. The 
matter of the application of Reeder and White 
field as delegates from Kansas was taken up 
and a history of the subject presented. Upon
to his seat, nor was there any in the minds of 
a majority of the Republican members; but the 
course adopted of sending a Committee into 
the territory to obtain more facts in regard to 
the elections was agreed upon as the only course 
satisfactory to the majority of the House. The 
evidence in the case already taken indicated 
very certainly tho stupendous frauds that had 
been committed by invading Missourians in the 
election a t which it was claimed that Whitfield 
was chosen, and all the evidence so far went to 
show that Whitfield was in no sense of the 
word the choice of the majority of the actual 
settlers of the territory. He enjoined upon all 
to read the testimony taken by the Committee 
as soon us it should be completed, in order that 
they might more fully acquaint themselves with 
the facts of the case.
The Herbert shooting affair and the assault 
upon Senator Sumner were both referred to and 
commented upon in a just and appropriate man­
ner. He dwelt at considerable length upon the 
present and past history of tlieKausaa>question, 
defining the position of parties with reference to 
it—the attempt on the one hand to make it 
eventually a Slave State, and of another class of 
men to secure its admission as a Free State. The 
South were determined a t all events to accoms 
plisli tlieir wicked ends. The Democratic party 
were striving with the South for the same ob­
ject. The question was regarded not only by 
Northern Free State men, but by the South, as 
the great issue—the turning point between free­
dom and slavery—perhaps between freedom or 
disunion. Should that territory be admitted a 
Slave State, then the balance of strength in the 
Union would be with the South, and would prob­
ably always remain with it. The present then 
was the great crisis—the time when all that was 
to he done for freedom must be done—the coming 
Presidential election wasthe last opportunity, as 
he believed, that would ever be presented for sav­
ing the country from an unlimited extension of 
slavery. He asked men of all parties to look at 
this subject—to forget past political differences 
—to lay aside all minor questions and attend to 
this while it was not too late. The Democratic 
party had, to be sure, nominated Mr. Buchanan, 
they had used Pierce until he had become odious, 
and now thrown him aside, hut they had plant­
ed their new candidate upon the same platform 
—and the same evils were to be expected from 
his election as if Pierce were tc be re elected.
But wc are unable to present anything like a 
brief report, even, oflhis speech. The above are 
only some of the ideas advanced as nearly as 
we can recal them. Mr. Knowlton spoke up­
wards of two hours and a half to an assemblage 
of citizens thrt would we believe have patient­
ly listened another hour. I t  was in fact one 
of the strongest and most telling speeches we 
have ever had from any man. Mr. Knowlton 
is a man of uncommon talents, and upon the
nomination must fall either upon Mr. Buchanan 
or some new mau, under the policy which re­
sulted iu the nomination of Pierce four years 
ago.
I t  was believed by everybody, and it has 
pro’.ed true, too, that the platform of the Con- 
ve-jtion would bo identical in substance with the 
f  ormer platform of the party in respect to the 
subject of slavery,—and that it would unequiv­
ocally endorse the policy and principles of the 
Kansas Nebraska Act. I t  must be so to satisfy 
the South ; and the candidate put upon that 
platform must be fully committed to it to re­
ceive Southern votes, and have any chance of an 
election.
While it is believed that Mr. Buchanan will 
receive a heartier support from bis party than 
could have been given either to Piercq or Doug­
las, whose names are so intimately associated 
with the repeal of the compromise and the ex­
tension of slavery, generally, yet he will meet 
the strongest opposition of that great body of 
the p lople who have taken ground against the 
policy of the administration upon the slavery 
question during the past three years. The ex­
tension or non-extension of slavery is the great 
question which ot present rises above all others, 
a nd upon this will be the issue in the campaign 
now opening; and though Pierce has been 
throw n overboard, and Douglas rejected, yet 
those aroused to the importance of the princi­
ples a t  issue, will be equally decided which side 
to tak e in the coming contest.
The present is a ciisis, more important than 
the co untry has witnessed for years. Let every 
man n  :ad and reflect, and then decide how to 
act, according to bis own best judgment and 
consci ence. If this is done we have no fears 
about the result.
For the Gazette.
In the last number of the United States Dem­
ocrat is an article, denouncing 60me of the sup­
posed sentiments of one of the speocheB made 
at the Citizens’ Meeting, a t Beethoven Hall, on 
the 31st. ult. The Democrat seems to have dis­
covered something in that speech contrary to 
the principles of the gospel; and horrified by the 
daring outrage, proceeds to denounce it. Like 
all other apologists for slavery and its crimes, 
he founds the sermon he preaches on a  skilful 
misrepresentation. The speeches alluded to 
could not have been fairly understood as coun­
seling aggressive violence, or retaliation, but as 
affirming that there were cases in which violent 
resistance to outrageous icron^ mightbe justified, 
and that the passage the quotation of which has 
so aroused this defender of the truth, might re­
fer to such cases. The Democrat proceeds to 
discant upon the horrors of civil war, and the 
multiplication of the Sumner outrage by thirty 
millions, and tells its readers, that such calam­
ities as the speaker alluded to are stirred up 
by incendiary harangues.
Now the writer of that article knew wel] 
enough that no dectrines or measures were ad­
vocated that would lead to any such results
I t  was and is affirmed, that the spirit of the 
gospel will not condemn a peacable resistance 
to violence when no other resistance can be 
made. The outrage which that meeting was 
called to consider was just such a case, and is 
to be taken as an index of the measures which 
slavery propagandists have determined to use to 
force submission upon the North. The North 
says, slavery with its untold evils and curses 
shall go no farther. Southern men say “  we 
will subdue you”  and “ call the roll of our 
slaves from Bunker Hill Monument.”  In 
this contest we have met them in every other 
field but this last they have taken, and we have 
vanquished them. We have beaten them in ar­
gument, founded on natural law, and on the 
constitution, and when their flagitious crime is 
laid naked, then, by ruffianism and assasination, 
they seek to fulfil their threat to “  subdue.” 
freedom cannot be crushed by their argument 
and abusive language, therefore it shall be by
the canes aad pistols of southern bullies. Now | arr’ved here yesterday. 
tl,„  nn™.;™, | Gen Harney completed a treaty with thethe question is-does  common sense-does the Sioux Indian9Jon the 23d.
gospel teach, that when our plainest natural and j The Indians have suffered severely from hun- 
constitutional rights are disregarded and de- j Ser during the winter.
nied, and men as lost to reason as the savages L k\ ? T p,lDy ot ^ « S er8, fr?“  «>e of
co -u  ita i i v  7 the Yellowstone River, April 15th, report an
y, with uplifted canes and revolvers, you shall. unusual quantity of snow among the mountains, 
submit to wrong without a parallel, and to a j The Genoa brings 11,000 robes and furs. She 
crime that has been unequalled, in any history— met on the 30th ulfc’ U" S* sfceamer Win. Baird, 
a. , . i , ,, , ,  I bound for Fort Piere.does the gospel teach that when all peacable re- , 
sistance has failed, forcible resistance shall not I «-. v 0 * I Kaugnu Aid M eetw g  a t W orcester—S15OO
be used . rsorthern doughfaces may so read the j Subscribed.
„°spel, but we rejoice to believe that the num- ; W orcester, June 8. One of the largest and | W hat the Mormons are Doing.—Some very 
beret tins class is growing less by no slow de* j most enthusiastic meetings ever held in this city, , interesting intelligence from Great Salt Lake 
grees. .was convened here on Saturday evening, in aid ■ City is communicated by a special correspon-
When the question is one of personal case or Kansas. Four thousand five hundred dollars i dent of the New York Daily Times, under date 
Riiffprinrr «  nn., i were subscribed on the spot, and the contribu- lof the 31st of March. It appears that not. .  .  . ompelled to abandon tions will he largely increased in the next three withstanding the heathenish and disgusting so
days. A large number of men have volunteered I cial relations which prevail in that singular col- 
fur homes in Kansas, and some of the bravest ! ony, the leaders have still the vanity to suppose 
and most experienced of the military men of i that they will be admitted as a State into the 
the county, will take the command. There is . American Union. On the 17th of March, a 
great excitement in all this region, and the de- i convention was held in the Council House for 
termination is that Kansas skull he free. Judge {the formation of a State Constitution; 39 del- 
Wusliburn, Judge Allen, and Judge Barton, l egates were present. A prolonged and anirna-
uplifted urinvvouldstop tha t Vandal ‘march, the I s“m°nS 1110 krge8t C0Dtributors to the ! fad debate took place on the question of slavery,
1 , , , e aiuu, tut. | llnds. i brought on by a section reported by the com-
Bill of Rights,”  makin,
his religions faith or suffer pain or even death 
then it may he that the principles which he 
avows may be better promoted by his suffering 
and death, than by avoiding it. But when law­
lessness would run riot in society, savage ruffian­
ism would desecrate every right, then, if  my
gospel does not bid me put it down.
We understand the mission of the Christian i
religion and of its ministers to be one of peace, Washington, June, 6. Senator Trumbull, 
bus there are times when force alone will pre- i with a  view of restoration of peace in Kansas,
serve that peace. Because Christ enunciated a 
great principle by saying—" Him that taketh 
away thy cloak, forbid not to take thy coat 
also,”  1 do not understand that, if a man takes 
my child away into slavery, I am not to forbid 
him taking iny wife also. Because Christ has 
said—“  All they that take the sword shall per­
ish with the sword,”  we do not understand 
that when men bring fire and sword to our dwel­
lings, or threaten to control and drive our Sen­
ators and Representatives to submission by 
arms, that force is not to be made to resist them, 
and such force ns shall be effectual; nor does 
the Democrat so understand, nor any otherman Poland and Spain.—The Paris correspondent 
who has common sense. the New York Courier and Enquitcr, writing
m . . May 22, say
Ihere ivas an occasion on which lie  whom the | “  Four o'clock. I  resume my pen to announce
Democrat loves so well to quote, used violence , to you a most gratifying piece of intelligence : 
by driving from the Temple certain mercenary! Tbe '-t;3to‘-ation ,°f ‘he Kingdom of Poland,
. „ . , , i xi z. resolved upon by the Czar, at the recommenda-characters, who loved the prehts of their office tion of h£  Maj“sty Napoleon III., Emperor of 
more th in they did God or the gospel, by a i the French.
scourge made of small cords; and we are n o t! The joy which this intelligence is calculated 
sure but some of that generation are still left, to Ploduae’ is “ uch lessened by the impression 
, ., , • , „ . . , suggested by all recent accounts from Madrid,
to whom the same kind of an instrument might that a revolution is imminent in Spain.
be applied with salutary results. ____________________
Who are they whose holy iudignation is so
stirred by what they suppose is counsel to forci­
ble resistance to assassination and murder—and
for whom is this peaceful submission urged ’ 
By Southern men, and by such as the Democrat, 
who, tho’ reared and living in the North, can 
excuse the crimes of Southern cowards, and pal­
liate the outra
to a place of security. The mother was near 
by, and on hearing a cry of distress from her 
helpless offspring, soon came bounding to their 
rescue, and fearlessly attacked their captor, who 
of striking down a defenceless [epelled her repeated assaults with the butt of 
Xt o . i  , i • r, . ‘lla 8un- She followed him to within about
Northern Senator by a slave-driver. Such men ' twenty rods of a human habitation, when the 
have little iudignation to feel or express when ' instincts, of self-preservation overcame her ma-
such a man as Charles Sumner is brutally at­
tacked a t his post, but when Northern men are 
told that they may resist by force such savage 
tyranny, and defend their holiest rights, 
“  peaceably il they can—forcibly if they must,” 
why, then these peaceful spirits in alarm ex­
claim “ Anarchy ! Rebellion!”  Men may, if 
they will, go down in the dust to submit to the 
flagellation of Southern Gutta Percha, to be 
whipped into the line of slavery propagandists, 
and then rise up and thank their masters for 
the honor, but we beg to be allowed to take our
interpretation of the gospel from some o the r! Cu.rtke“ia* ann“ ^ rooms, fifteen feet
1 x- , r  on Thursday night, through Hon. Zack. Chand- deep, thoroughly lighted and ventilated, with
men than these Northern worshippers of the , fep, that his services are ready in behalf of Kan-1 rich carpets, marble-topped washstands and
“ chivalry.”  * sas. Ilnn. Z. Chandler offered his personal s e r-1 toilets, with water cold or hot supplied from
; vices and his current income, if a force of 100 engines, and rosewood French bedsteds.
, men were raised in Detroit, and 1000 in the
Friend Dennis of the Thorndike Hotel, is State a t large, who shall hold themselves in 
treating his guests to nice salniou, of late, and readiness to proceed to Kansas. Duncan Stew­
art, Esq., offered §2000 per year, so long as ain every respect is performing the part of a gen­
erous and gentlemanly landlord. Travellers 
universally speak of the “ good table”  set at 
that popular house.
Kansas.—Some days ago a telegraphic dis­
patch was received, stating that Gov. Reeder’s 
trunk had been seized and found to contain doc­
uments inculpating him in treason against the 
S T  Tuesday and D ednesday were about the 1 United States Government. Peter Able, the 
first real summer-like days we have had for the I law partner of the notorious Staingfellow read 
season. Farmers will prick up their ears at the i 3!ies? documents, (consisting of letters from 
1 Beeder to Ins private Secretary Lowrey,) beforeapproach of this growing season. I t  is not yet 
too late to put seed into the ground, and it is 
hoped they will plant and sow largely.
the Congressional Committee the other day.— 
There was no treason in them. Mr. Sherman 
elicited an important fact from the fellow. They 
could only have obtained by stealing them from 
a private trunk during the sacking of Lawrence, 
Trifleton P apers”  is the title of one of and he admitted that knowing them to be pri- 
the pleasantest books of the season. I t consists vafo l®ttera he had opened them and read them 
.  ; , , and that with them had been taken papers of
of the letters of a  gentleman retired from the pecuniary value , deeds, mortgages, &c. The 
city, to a  country seat, to a city editor, written I committee refused to put the stolen letters on 
in a quaint and genial style, and abounding in their record.—Hartjord Free Press, 
good sentiment. Call at Spear's and buy it.
___________________  Some people express the hope that President
Pierce, now that he has failed to obtain a re- 
Maine Baptist Convention.—The annual' nomination,will change his policy with regard 
meeting of the Main Baptist Convention will be 1to Kansas, and will protect the actual settlers
held in the First Baptist Meeting House in this ' rr0“  tl,e aad outrage3 af the border
r  . ruffians. Such a hope is, we fear, doomed to
city, commencing on Tuesday the 17th inst., a t 
9 o’clock, A. M. The anniversaries of various 
Societies will be held in connection with the 
Convention on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs­
day. The services will commence each day, at 
9 o’clock, A. M., and at 2 o’clock and 7 1-2 
o’clock, P , M.
Cm3 " Ladies, and Housekeepers; generally, are 
invited by the proprietor to the examination of 
Linen and Housekeeping Goods, advertised a t 
Auction and private sale in to-day’s paper,
T h e  M a s s  M e e t i n g  o f  t h e  P e o p l e  o f  N e w  
H am pshire,
Concord, N. H. June 10
The citizens of the State, pursuant to call, 
have assembled in great numbers here to-day, 
to choose delegates to the Philadelphia Conven­
tion and to take into consideration the course of 
political action to be pursued by them.
The meeting convened a t Phoenix Hall, and 
was called to order by Hon. Amos Tuck of 
Exeter.
George W . Nesmith of Franklin was chosen 
President, with a large number of Vice Presi­
dents.
A Business Committee reported a series of 
strong resolutions, which after remarks from 
John P. Hale, Eastman nnd others, were unan­
imously adopted.
Among the resolutions adopted is one ex­
pressing the preference of the meeting for the 
nomination of John C. Fremont by the Re­
publican Convention a t Philadelphia, as a  can­
didate for President.
From  H ayti,
Dates from Aux Cayes to 24th ult., an 
nounce the insurrection there as not put down 
The rebels, C000 strong, were in front of Aux 
Cayes. Maitial law had been declared, and the 
citizens called upon to take arms against the 
rebels.
Two or three skirmishes had taken place, and 
30 of tho insurgents taken prisoners.
All business was suspended, and the stores 
closed. Coffee scarce.
Seizu re o f  a Suapicoua V essel.
The Brig Bremen, which cleared for St. 
Thomas, siezed yesterday in our Bay, on sus­
picion of being a slaver, her crew, and two Por­
tugese passengers found on board,are in custody. 
She was commanded by A. E. Delano, J r .  but 
had a crew of Portuguese.
M ovem ent o f  the Old Une/WhigM*
N ew York, May 9. (Washington corres- 
pondence of the Commercial Advertiser.') The 
National Whigs recently held a private confer- 
ence a t the rooms of Senator Jones of Tennes­
see, and agreed to postpone for further consider­
ation any definite action. Mr. Choate took part 
with them. They will, after consultation with 
the old line whigs of Maryland, Kantuckey, 
Massachusetts, New York, Tennessee, and oth 
er States, designate a day, late in July, for a 
general Convention.
St Louis, J une 9. 
The steamer Genoa, from Fort Piere 29th ult.,
P r o je c t For Q u ie t in g  K n u sa s .
lias prepared a bill annexing that territory to 
Nebraska.
A P r a is e w o r th y  M o v e m e n t .
Chicago, June 5. The editors of the five dai­
ly papers of this city have organized a committee 
to take measures for the immediate re-establish- 
inent of the Kamas Herald o f Freedom.
In Chicago §30.000 have been subscribed to 
aid the Kansas emigrants, nnd 200 able bodied 
men have volunteered to go there. The neigh­
borhood is also contributing largely, in sums of 
one and two thousand dollars.
Captcreof Fawns.—Mr. John R. Smith, of 
this city, while fishing and hunting in Dixmoct, 
suddenly came upon two fawns—a male and fe­
male—which he made prisoners and conveyed 1 their heads cut off and preserved in Great Salt 
Lake, while their bodies should be left to ma­
nure the cornfields Brigham Young (who has 
only 100 wives) is reported to have followed, 
denouncing in unmeasured terms the sin and 
sinners, and in the course of his harangue s ta t­
ed that he loved none of his wives so well but 
he could a put a dagger into her heart if he found
termil affection, and warned her to give up the 
pursuit.— Bangor Whig.
A man who has figured largely as Colonel 
Johnson among the border ruffians led by Atch­
ison und Stringfellow, and who aided Sheriff 
Jones in the sack of Lawrence, has just been 
recognized as a person -named Ambler, who, a- 
hout six months ago, absconded from Batesville, 
Arkansas,-to avoid an arrest for forging §3000 
worth of land warrants. He has been secured 
and taken back to Arkansas.
T angible Aid .—'The Detroit Advertiser savs
Michigan force was kept in the field.
disappointment. The President has steeled his 
heait against the cries of the suffering in Kan­
sas. He has seen his own fellow-citizens—even 
his own townsmen who had sought a home in 
that fair territory—subjected to the oppressions 
of an armed mob, backed by government troops. 
The very unpopularity of bis course contributed 
to his defeat in the Cincinnati Convention, and 
he is not likely now to acknowledge that he has 
done wrong, and that his condemnation was 
iust, by reversing his policy. • He will, it  is to 
be apprehended, seek to illustrate his consisten­
cy by persisting in crushing out the germs of 
freedom which have been planted in Kansas.— 
Boston Journal.
Terrific and D isastrous Tornado.—The San 
Antonio (Texas) Herald says :
We have an extra from the Dalles Herald, 
dated May 6th, giving full particulars of a ter­
rible Btorm. The storm commenced Just before 
sundown, within a mile of Cedar Hill. Two 
clouds were seen to come together a t that point, 
one from the North and the other from the 
South, and engage in an angry contest for the 
mastery. Neither being able to gain the ascen­
dancy, they became blended into a terrible 
whirlwind, which descended with such force 
and violence as to involve the earth in darkness, 
literally ploughing up the ground and picketing 
it with fragments of broken timbers. The Her­
ald says, everything on top of the ground was 
blown away, and posts and timbers fixed on it, 
torn up and blown away or torn to pieces. Even 
the grass on the prairie was shorn off as with a 
tire or scythe.
The fuiy of the storm, as it approached Cedar 
Hill, was first severely leit at Mr. Roper’s whose 
house was unroofed. I t  then swept away the 
residence of Wm. C. Hart, a t Cedar Hill, in­
juring him severely. The dwelling-house 
and store-house of Mr. Berry were dashed to 
pieces. Mr. Berry and Henderson Hart took 
refuge in Berry’s house just in time to be in it 
when it  was dashed to pieces. Tho very foun­
dations of theso buildings were removed; and 
the foundation timbers and the mutilated bodies 
of the dead were scattered about in every direc­
tion. All the goods in the store, except a few 
heavy articles, were blown entirely away. A 
piece of silk, doubtless from the store, was found 
the next day in the vicinity of Cedar Spring, on 
the side of the river, twenty miles from Cedar 
Hill. A hat-box, containing one bat, fell the 
next day on the premises of Mr. Tucker, near 
the White Rook Creek, 25 miles from the place, 
and anothor hat has been found on Roulet’s 
Creek, upwards of 30 miles off. Other arti­
cles have been found nearer to the scene of dis­
aster.
In Berry’s family five persons were killed : 
Mr. Berry, his wife, child, Mr. Dickson, a clerk 
in his store, and a negro woman. None of the 
family are left to mourn. Berry’s skull was 
broken und his braiD scattered on the ground.— 
Mrs. Berry’s face and body were frightfully lac­
erated, and the other bodies much bruised.— 
Mr. Dickeon fled from tho house, and seized 
a post fixed in the earth, around which he was 
whirled, until he Was tied fast to it by his 
clothes. The post was torn up and driven by 
all the fury of the storm to the ground, and 
whirled about with the body of the unfortunate 
young man fastened to it, until every bone in 
his body was broken, and his flesh dreadfully 
mangled. When found, he was so securely 
bound to the post, tha t he had to be disengaged 
by cutting his garments.
Mr. John Hart and family were the next suf­
ferers. Himself, wife and child were killed, 
being all the family, we believe. The body of 
Mrs. Hart was shockingly torn and mutilated. 
The little child was carried several hundred 
yards, and its head was transfixed with a  splin­
ter. I t was not found until the next day. Mrs 
Allen, wife of Jacob Allen, is the last in the list 
of fatal casualties. We have not learned the 
particulars of her case. Every house in the 
little village was razed to the ground, and ex­
cept small portions of the foundations of some, 
blown away.
by
mittee on the “  i g the 
institutition constitutional. Though abolition­
ism found not one advocate, it appears that the 
section was eventually stricken out, and substi­
tuted by another leaving the question open for 
future reception or rejection by the people of the 
State as they from time to time may deem prop­
er. The census of Utah according to the re­
turns laid before the late Convention, shows a 
population of 70,335, with Deseret, llumbolt 
and Carson counties unheard from. The com­
plete returns wilt hardly exceed 77,000.
I t  certainly scarcely matters what Constitu­
tion they may adopt, as the idea of their admis­
sion is too absurd to be entertained for a mo­
ment.
The trouble which the Saints have had with 
the Indians in their neighborhood has tempora­
rily been brought to a close. 'The offenders 
have fled South, quite enriched with stolen cat­
tle. The tribes however, have fallen out 
amongst themselves, and having Mormon sanc­
tion, are about to commence a war of mutual 
extermination.
There are graver troubles, however, it  ap­
pears, in tho very bosom of the Holy City, it  
has been lately discovered that several “ Gentile” 
merchants, clerks, and others have been enticing
Mormon girls to their embraces, by presents 
and money. Violent has been the commotion 
amongst the Patriarchs in consequence. On 
Sunday, the 2d, a fellow named Grunt preached 
on the subject at the Tabernacle, and stated, in 
a very passionate speech, that he hud guns 
and dirks for all such characters, and instead of 
treating them to the law, would cut them off 
from the face of the earth. On Sunday the 10 th, 
“  Bishop Wooly touched upon the same subject, 
and stated that future oifenders should have
her cohabiting with another man.
How long can this shocking state of society,
this living scandal to the Christianity and civ­
ilization of the ago, be permitted to continue on 
in American soil ?
A Lake Steamboat.—Tho Buffalo Republic 
contains a minute description of the steamer 
“  Plymouth Rock,” of the Michigan Central 
line, one of the finest boats on the northern 
lakes.
The Plymouth Rock is three hundred and sixty 
feet in length, and has a tonnage of twenty-five 
hundred tons. Her grand cabin extends almost 
the entire length of the boat, and i9 furnished 
without regard to expense. The state rooms
On this deck also uro the bathing departments, 
where warm or cold or shower baths can he 
procured at a moment’s notice, At the head 
of the grand cabin is the silver room, where 
same §8000 worth of magnificently designed 
silver ware may bo seen, which, however, is 
but a  small portion of what is used for the boat.
The Crops. The Edgefield (S. C.) Rcfotmcr 
says :
“ Our crops are growing so fast that the 
growth is almost perceptible. As far as we can 
learn, wheat is very fine, oats splendid, while 
corn and cotton promises all that the farmer’s 
heart could wish. From the present prospect, 
wc shall have need of a Joseph in Egypt fhis 
year.”
The Brownville (Texas) Flag of 14th ult. says 
the prospects of planters in that vicinity were 
nevermore flattering. Corn, their principle pro­
duct, was especially luxuriant—much of it in 
silk and tassel and 6ome even in roasting ear. 
The market is now supplied with green corn, 
cucumbers, pumpkins, potatoes, squashes, peas, 
beans, and a large variety of other garden pro- 
dccts.
In the Choctaw counter, on the borders of 
Arkansas, so great has been the recent devasta­
tion ol the locusts throughout tho “  nation,”  es 
to compel nearly all there to abandon tl 
and cotton crops of the season in despi
L ight and Shade. I  like pictures 
knowing anything about them ; but L 
combrv in tho tine arts, as well as in anything 
else. I got into dreadful disgrace with Sir George 
Beaumont once, who, standing before a picture 
a t Boivood, exclaimed, turning to me, “  Im­
mense hreadth of light and shade!”  I Inno­
cently said, “  Yes, about an /inch and a half, 
He gave me a look that ought^o have killed me. 
— Sidney Smith.
The St Louis Democrat, o l 
nounces, “  with satisfaction 1 
onel Benton accepts the noma 
or of Missouri. Col. B en to /
6th inst., an- 
oy,”  that Col- 
Ion for Qovem- 
i determined to
LATEST NEWS.
T e r r ib le  S team b oat E x p lo s io n .
Montreal, June 10. The steamboat of the 
Grand Trunk Company exploded at Longueill 
to-day. The mail conductor was killed, and it 
is feared a great number were lost overboard.
The explosion occurred about half past one 
o’clock, and the boat is a complete wreck. Her 
boiler was blown an immense distance The 
wharf and everything in the neighborhood is en­
tirely shattered. The works of the boat were 
completely new and were under the oharge of 
the buildors and engineer at the time. The 
train had just arrived, filled with passengers, 
who had been transferred to the boat. Many of 
the passengers were on the after part, but more 
were on the forward part of the boat. The cap­
tain was about to ring the bell when the explo­
sion took place.
A gentleman from Boston, who was onboard, 
says the scene tha t followed the explosion was 
fearful. The steam rushed to the after part of 
the boat, so as to completely blind those that 
were there. All rushed hither, and thither, 
shiieking loudly, and many jumped into the riv­
er, and were doubtless drowned. The same gen­
tleman says he saw not fewer than 10 or 12 in 
the water. A woman, who was near the boiler, 
had her child blown out of her arms and carried 
into the air, coming down on the top of the ferry 
shed. She herself was dreadfully injured.
Passengers who were on board state that the 
number killed must be upwards of 20, and the 
wounded not les9 than 30 or 40.
Immediately nfter the explosion the boat sunk.
F r o m  K a n s a s .
Chicago, June 10. The Democratic Press
has a  letter from Lecompton, June 4 ,giving de­
tails of skirmish with Capt. P a tti’s company —
The account states that 30 Southerners, pro­
ceeding from Westport to Bull Creek, under 
command of Patti, encountered about the same 
number of Free State men.
Patti had a number of free State prisoners, 
whom he arrayed in front as a shield. Then 
his company fell baek under cover of the unarm­
ed prisoners, and hid behind logs and trees.—
The free state men then dropped down in the 
grass, and a scattered firing was kept up for two
hours, till Patti surrendered unconditionally — V V  HERE a well selected STOCK of
Three Missourians of Patti’s company escaped; ____
among them Coleman the murderer of Dow.— i D R U G S , M E D I C I N E S , C H E M IC A L S  
The Free State party took thirty horses, a num- i
her of Sharpe’s rifles and United States muskets I PAINTS, OILS, & DYE STUFFS, 
besides a quantity of goods stolen from Law- may always lie founil, at the lowest Market prices.
rence.
A party of*pro-slavery men, including a son 
of Gov. Shannon, made a night attack on the 
house of Capt. Walker, 5 miles from Lecomp­
ton, but they were repulsed and young Shannon 
taken prisoner. He was released the following 
day, after which Shannon took a company of U.
S. dragoons, and spent two daya ia  searching j JJHEMfCAL OLIVE SOAPS.—Received this 
the houses of Free State men, taking possession d’v' al 
of all the arms, ammunition, &c., which could ! 
he found. URESH CANARY SEED.—Received this day 
n  XI . , , • l • J u r  at f25’!) CITY DRUG STORE.P. M. A man who has just arrived here from [ r  Q. , , ,
Kansas City says a general rendezvous of pro- 1 /  , , Khoulder Braces.—A splendid as-
, ® i sortment of the latest stvle.4. lust and £»»rslavery men is appointed a t Bull Creek, prepar- . sale nt
atory (o another attack on Lawrence. Gen.; " i
Whitfield is to command. They expect to con- I piULDRENS Shonlder Braces.—Exactly the 
;arting. The men are U  thing for those little Girls and Bov’a. that are inclinedcentrate 600 men before starti  
mostly furnished with U. S. muskets. The Free 
State men are deficient in arms and provisions.
I t is rumored that Donaldson and other pro­
slavery men were killed in a fight among them­
selves, at Fraoklin, the difficulty growing out of 
the distribution of goods stolen at Lawrence.
Mr. Sumner. The Washington correspondent 
of tho New York Post says, under date of the :
8th inst, :
“  Mr- Sumner continues to improve slowly. I 
Ho does not sit up more than an hour a day, 
and even this effort causes great fatigue to him. ;
He has been very anxious to take a short car- ! 
riage ride, but Dr. Lindsey, his physician, does 1 P ntcut M edicines. C h em icals, P erfu m ery  
not consider his system in a condition to war­
rant it for some days to come,”
Knuslis A d airs nt W a sh in g to n —R u m ored  
D ce lia a tio a  o f  M r. F ilu torc.
New York, June I I .  (Washington corres­
pondence of the Tribune ) Senator Crittenden's 
proposition to send Gen. Seott to Kansas, pro- TZENNEDY’S Medical Discovery, 8 doz. o
duces considerable sensation, as it is looked ; .'he Genuine, just received from the Discoverer, Don 
upon as a Southern protest against slavery out- ■1,111 K™neii>'>al 
rages. An amendment is under consideration . 22if
declaring the territorial enactments void. I , -nomno m • , „  , , , r  , ,
We have an imortant rumor that Mr. Filmore 1 A S’ Sk‘“n^  8’ fIf ard-v 0 and W 8? 4 , r xt Huiera, a new supply of them can be found atdeclines, and avows hunselt in favor of a North- ! MOODY'S
ern candidate, conservative on slavery. No. 4 spear Block.
I m p o r t a n t .
Two important movements have been intro­
duced into the United States Senate the present 
week in reference to the unhappy state of affairs 
in Kansas. On Monday, Mr. Trumbull of I ll­
inois brought in his promised hill for restoring 
order and peace in Kansas, by bringing it under 
the territorial government of Nebraska. After 
debate concerning the merits of the Nebraska 
bill, Mr. Trumbull’s bill was referred to the 
Committee on Territories.
Yesterday Air. Crittenden of Ky. introduced 
a resolution requesting the President to send 
Gen Scott to Kansas to take command of the 
troops stationed there, in the hope that his ac­
knowledged prudence, sagacity and justice 
would be successful in restoring peace and 
quietness. At the request of Air. Mason of Ya., 
the resolution was laid over until to-day.
A ccidental D ea th .
Bancor June 0. Mr. Charles K. Morrison, 
one o f the most respectable citizens of Corinth, 
was found dead in his stable yesterday, supposed 
to have been killed by his horse.
Wrecks on Cape Sable.—Capt. Lewis, gen­
eral wrecking agent, has just returned from a 
voyage to Cape Sable, where he was ordered 
about a month ago to examine the condition of 
the ship Arcadia, wrecked at that place some 
year or two past. He took passage in the Brit­
ish schooner Hibernia. Capt. Cunningham, and 
found on urriving there that the wreck was so 
buried in the sand us not to be worth recover­
ing. lie  reports having seen wrecks of fishing 
smack3 (both sloop and schooner rigged) along 
the whole south side of the Island, seme of 
which were evidently of recent occurrence. He 
is of the opinion that not a few vessels of this 
description have been driven ashore and other­
wise lost in those latitudes, during the past 
winter season, of which no definite account have 
ever as yet been received. Thursday, 5th in s t., 
saw a schooner’s bowsprit and two deekbuikets, 
with a lot of light materials and some shingles 
apparently belonging to some vessel lost in the 
severe gale which prevailed in those parts on 
the 31st ult. and 1st inst.—New York Express.
Increase of Boston—New,Churches, Ac— 
The current that seemed to tend countryward a 
lew years since, now seems to set cityward, and 
our population must be increasing quite rapidly. 
I t is said that five hundred new houses will be 
erected this season, principally a t the South 
End now worship in down town churches, but 
this is quite inconvenient, and must soon be 
given up. The wants of that quarter will soon 
require the erection of at least two first class 
churches, similar to the New York up town edi­
fices. one probably to be Unitarian and the oth­
er Episcopal. In a year or two at least, these 
two denominations will require churches at the 
extreme South End, between Union Paik nnd 
Chester Square, and some good sites for Buch 
structure as will probably be built should now 
bo secured before it is too late.—Boston Trav­
eller.
Navigation Extraordinary.—The Providence
Journal s»2 s tbat the steamer W. T. Cushing 
from, Philadelphia for Chicago, arrived at New­
port on Sunday. She goes by way of the St. 
Lawrence and the lakes. This voyage, we 
think, ia without a precedent.
Tho Cleveland Ledger says—“ According to 
the best information which we have been able to 
(obtain, more than two hundred and fifty slaves 
have esoaped from Virginia and Kentucky du­
ring the month of February, 1856.
The crops in Upper Canada never looked so 
promising at the same season of any former year 
us they do this. Fruit trees of all kinds prom­
ise an abundant yield.
McKendric Blodgett, son of Joseph Blodgett, 
of Berlin, was drowned in the Androscoggin 
river, a t Berlin Falls, N . H ., on the 30th ult, 
says tho Concord Patriot,
A company of 22 young men left South Ber-
S P E C IA L  N O TIC E S
M u u aso lt Salve A llev ia tes  P a in .
Any Antidote for thesulTeringn of flesh, akould.be received 
I a b l«aii<  The ‘Maaaaaoil Salve’ eurea many allmenu. 
Priee1;25 ceula oar boi, and sold by the Agent. . , .
- ........ L ’P. SULLIVAN, Froprieter.
120 Waabington Street. Boston, Man.
J. DINSMORE <fc SON, General Agenta, Skowhegan 
l e . .........- ...................  2W21
C. P. FESSENDEN,
D ruggist and  A pothecary,
W O. 5 K IM B A JaL  B L O C K ,
’ 1 R O C K L A N D , M E.
Rockland, May 7, 1856. is t f
TUST received a fresh stock of pure Medicines, 
Chemicals and Extracta, lor aaie at former low prices 
19ir C. P. FESSENDEN.
fJ'EETH, Hair, and Flesh Brushes, Hair 
,-L Oil, Cologne, Perfume lor the Handkerchief, Verbena 
Water, Cnronella Water, dec., for sale by
19tf C. V. FESSENDEN.
TZENNEDY’S D ISCO V ERY .-Just received, 
A*, and for aule by
18tf C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent.
J J ELIGHT S Lustral a t wholesale and retail
l'Jif C. P. FESSENDEN, Special Agenl.
/"’I RRANTS, Citron, Figs and Guava Jelly for 
u  sale at
No. 5 Kimball Block, Rocklaud,
A BBOTT Bitters, for sale by
21 fetf c.p. fesrenden.
PAM PHENE and Burning Fluid, Just rec’d. 
U  19lf C. P. FESSENDEN.
J  OW'S Genuine Brown Windsor Soap, Musk 
and Indexical Saap, at 
19tf o. 5 Kimball Block.
JJLANCARD’S Pills. Arnold’s Globules and 
Vital Fluid, for sale bv
C. P. FESSENDEN, Agent.
pO URSE and Fine Sponge can he found at 
IStf No. 5 Kimball Block.
TpXTRA Cigars and Tobacco, for sale at
■El 19tf r.
C i t y  JDx-U-S s t o r e ,
P A L M E R ’S B L O C K ,
Rocklaud, Feb. 28, 1856.
U’FESH CHLORID OF LIM E.—Received this 
J- day , at
24tf CITY DRUG STORE
^"A S H IN G  POWDERS. —Received this day,
21tf CITY DRUG STORE.
CITY DRUG STORE.
a l l  t  l t nt ntylea, j t received u  lo  
at
23tf CITY DRUG STORE.
y i , __________
to stoop forward, <fcc. For sale at
23tf CITY DRUG STORE.
TZENNEDY’S Medical Discovery.—A fresh 
4Y Runnlv"
T
upply^ual received,direct from Mr. Kennedy, al 
2311' CITY DRUG STORE.
RUSSES ! Trusses! !- I have just re- 
ved a new supply of the latest and best improve- 
1 will sell them lower than ever.
F. G. COOK, City Drug Store.
JOHN C. MOODY,
Druggist, & A pothecary
and F ancy Goods.
PAPER HANGINGS, WINDOW CURTAINS, 
FIREBOARDS AND BORDERS.
N O . 4  S P E A R ’S B L O C K . 
Rockland, May 27, 1856. 22lf
J. C. MOODY’S,
No. 4 Spear Block.
J UBINS’, Low’s and Jules Hauel’s Celebrated
Perfuinerv. atm y,  
22tf
MOODY ’9,
No. 4 Spear Block,
A V IG G IN ’S
N E U R O P A T H I C  F L U I D ,
FOR TIIE CURE OF
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Cramp, Toothache, Ague in the 
Face, Cholic, Cholera, all Internal Pains of the 
Stomach and Bowels, Pain in the Back,
Side and Limbs, Cuts, Burns, Chil­
blains, Colil Feet, Sprains,
• Spinal Affections,
<kc., <fcc. .
The subscriber having discovered and thoroughly tested a 
purely vegetable and almost specific remedy for a large 
class of painful maladies, hereby invites the afflicted to teat 
for themselves the merits of his'invaluble preparation.
For all the complaints in which this compound is recom­
mended, it is confidently believed the public will find no su­
perior.
The Neuropathic Fluid produces its almost Magical ef­
fects by its combined Stimulant, Laxative-Tor,ic and Anti- 
Spasmodic powers, chiefly directed to the Nervous system, 
and is warranted free from all narcotic, acrid, or other dele­
terious properties.
As the proprietor wishes to bestow no false encomiums 
upon Iris discovery, lie will refund the money paid for the ' 
medicine iu any case of failure where it has received n fair 
trial.
Prepared only by N. WIGGIN, aud for sale by C. P. 
FESSENDEN, No. 5, Kimball Block.
Rockland, May 21, 1856. 2Itf
T H F  GREAT~ ENGLISH REMEDY.
S IR  JA M E S  C L A R K E ’S
CELEBRATED FEMALE PILLS.
Prepared from a prescription of Sir James Clarke M. D. 
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen. This invaluable 
Medicine ia unfailing in the cure of all those painful and 
dangerous diseases incideut to the female constitution.
It moderates all excess, remuves all obstructions, and 
brings on the monthly period with regularity. These 
Pills should be used two or three weeks previous to con­
finement: they (fortify the constitution, aud lessen the 
suffering during labor, enabling the mother to perform her 
duties with safety to herself and child.
These Pills should not be taken by females during the 
F IR ST  TH REE MONTHS o f  Pregnancy, as they are 
sure to bring on Miscarriage, but at any other time they 
are safe.
In all casea of Nervous a?d Spinal Affections, pain in the 
Back and Limbs, Heaviness, Fatigue on" Slight Exertion, 
Palpitation of the Heart, Lowness cf Spirits, Hysterica 
Sick Headache, Whites and ail the painful diseases occa­
sioned by a disordered system, these Pills will effect a cure 
when all other means have failed, and although a power­
ful remedy, do not contain iron, calomel, antimony, or 
any other mineral.
Full directions accompanying each package. Price, In 
the United Slates and Canada, One Dollar.
Sole Agents for this country.
I. C. BALDWIN & CO.,
Rochester, N . Y.
TUTTLE & MOSES, Auburn, N. Y-, General Aoents.
N. B. 81,00 and 6 postage stamps enclosed to any au­
thorized Agent, will insure a bottle of the Pills by return 
mail.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rocklaud.
H. II. HAY, Wholesale Agent for Muiue.
Fehruj^ 2gjh2 1855^_________________  ly9
n i iX lU lV  tOK.V SALVE.
a T a l l  ^ . c l x e i s
F R O M
L IT T L E  T O E -C O R N S G R O W .”
But there is a remedy, and it is to be found in
W IG G IN  S M EX IC A N  CORN S A L V E ,
which is
W A R R A N T E D  TO C U R E
or t':e money paid will be refunded.
For sale ot lhe Drug Store of C. P . FESSENDEN.
P R IC E  25  CENTS P E R  BO X. 
Rockland, Jon. 1, 1856. lt f
29th ult., by Rev. Geo. 3. Slattery, Capt. Olives 
W hite and Miss Eliza A. Small, both of thia city.
In West Cainden, 27lh ult-, by Edward L. Cleaveland, 
Mr. Thomas A. Perry to Mias Margaret O. Norwood, all of 
Camden.
In Camden, 2d inst., Joseph J. Hull of Maumee City, 
Ohio, to Miss Caroline L. Batchelder of C.
Iu Gardiner, Jacob M. Steward to Mlsa Mary A. Chase.
In Bangor, Mr. G. H. Robbins to Miss Sarah Verplus ; 
Mr. Gilbert D. Laughton to Miss Maria M. Peak.
In Farmington, Capt. E. Johnson lo Mlva Julia A. True.
In Portland, 9th inat., by Rev. Dr. Carrulbers, Mr. John 
Wright to Miss Melissa N. Doe, both of Frankfort.
In Eastport, 2d lust., Mr. George Sml '
In this city, 9th inst., Infant child of Win. A. and Mary 
E. West.
In South Thomaston, May 21, Achsah, wife of Robeft 
.Terry, aged 55 yrs., 9 mouths.
In Portland, 8th inst., Mr. James Ross aged 48.
. Lost overboard April 1, from ship Young Mechanic, on
the passage from Calcutta to England, James II, son of Gil 
man and E C Brickett, 19.
WAIT FOR “MY” WAGON.
JIM  MYERS’S GREAT SHOW  IS ON T H E  
R O AD I
M A R I N E  J O U R N A L
PORT OF EOCKLAND- 
Arrived.
June 6th, schrs Concordia, Davis, Boston; Massachusetts.
Kellar, do; Lanson Dean, Drinkwater, N York; Ella, Ulmer,
St Johns, NB for Providence. 8th, brig Joseph, Havener,
Baltimore for Bangor, sells Geo 4  James, --------, Ports­
mouth; Post Boy, Smith, Boston. 10th, Equal, Andrews,
Boston; Vienna, ------- , do; Mary Laugdon, Simonton,
Dix Isle for NYork; Sam Rankin, Murphy, do for do; Re­
lief, --------, James River, Va; John B, Thorndike, Ports­
mouth; Sea S ta r,------- , Prince Edward’s Isle; A Jackson,
Pierce, Bath; Chieftain, Brewster, NYork. 11 tit, Utica, 
Thorndike, Portland; Freeport, Sherman, do; Oregon, 
Hatch, Portsmouth; Pearl, Ingraham, Danvers; Mary 
Farnsworth, Sherman, Portsmouth; Genuine, Arey, Boston; 
Sea Serpent, Arey, do; Kosciusko, Fountain, do; Sea Bird, 
Spear, do; Cion, Gregory, do; Mt Hope, Post, do; Gazelle, 
Thurston, do; O Cowl, Smith, Newburyport; Neponset,
Ingraham, Salem; Eliza Frances,----- , Salem for Cherry-
field; Florence, Jameson,----- , Martha, Morton, Boston.
Sailed.
June 6th, schrs Irene, Arey, Bangor; Ceylon, Jackson
Newport; Jane Ingraham, Merrill, Eastward’; Sisters, Per­
ry, Boston; Everett, Shaw, do; Lucy Blake, Haskell, New 
York; Warrior, Miller, do. 7th, Col Simons, Grant, Bos­
ton. 8th, Harmonia, ----- , Frankfort. 9th, Superior,
Thomas, NYork. 10th, A Jameson, Jameson, NYork; 
Lanson Dean, Drinkwater, do; Ella, Ulmer, Providence; 
brig Joseph, Havener, Bangor; schs Concordia, Davis, Bos­
ton; Caroline, Merrill, Boston. 11th, Massachusetts, Kel­
lar, Boston; Sea Serpent, Arey, do; Genuine, Arey, do; 
Sam Rankin, Murphy, NYork; Charlotte, Head, Dix Isle, 
to loadstone for NYork; Bengal, Snow, Window, NS.
R O C K P O R T .
[Reported by N. T . Talbot.]
Arrived June 5th, schrs Arcade, Milliken, Boston; Java,
Wilson, Addison; Orion, Hall, St George; 6th, Actor, Piper,
Boston; Albicore, McGune, Machias; Fanner, Grouch,
Roeklaud; John, Y ork,------- ; Columbia, Crockett,-------;
Albicore, Perry, Harrington; Wasp, Rice, Gouldsboro’;
Glide, Hancock, do; brig Roomer, Wyman, Searsport; 7th, 
sell Forgianna, Lane, — .----
Sailed June 4th, schrs Vendovi, Robbins, Norfolk; 5th,
Eliza Ann, Bunker,-----; Vest, Robinson, Mt Desert; 6th,
Beauchamp, Harwood, Norfolk; brig Mazetlan, Thomas, 
Savannah; 7th, schrs Orion, Hall, Norfolk; Java, Wilson, 
Addison; 9th, Farmer, Crouch, Belfast; Albicore, Perry, 
Harringtou; Forgianna, Lane,--------.
Rockland, June 5th.—-Launched from the yard of Messrs. 
Cobb, Libby, A Co., Ship Julia Lawrence, about 900 tons 
owned the builders, Capt. Arthur Spear who will com­
mand her, and others.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS^—Ar 2d, ship Senator, Coffin, Havre.
Towed to sea 25th, ship Clarissa Bird.
Adv ships Commodore, Bliss, for Liverpool; J Montgom­
ery, Hamilton, for Boston.
Cld 31st, ships Cambridge, Chase; Neptune, Batchelder, 
and Shawmut, Higgins, Liverpool; Kitty Simpson, Bragden, 
Vigo; J Wakefield, Butler, Havre; barque Cora, Moore, 
Rio Janeiro.
HOLMES’ HOLE, June 8, PM. Ar schrs Julia A Mar­
tha, Hall, Chickahommiug, Va for Thomaston; Champion, 
Spencer; Greyhound, Rich, and Oamilla, Holland, fishing; 
Bloomer, Hall. do.
9th—No arrivals.
In port at 8 A M—Wind light from West rain—Brigs 
Leghorn, Daniel Webster, Abby Ellen, Angola, Watson, 
Matilda; schs Adelaide, Henry Alfred, Kedron, North Wind, 
Maria L Davis, William P Cox, Maine Law, Magellan Cloud, 
Hattie Hilliard, Benj L Berry, Albatross, William, Hill, 
Saugatuck, Julia A Martha, Forest, R G Wheldon, Enter­
prise, James Barrett, Alvarado, Florida, Mary A Frances, 
Byzantium, and Leading Star.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, sch Surf, Shaw, Cherryfield. Be­
low brig Mechanic from,--------.
BALTIMORE—Ar 8th, barque Swan, Watts, NYork; 
schr Home. Maddocks, Portland.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 20th, brig Tallulah, Amsbury, 
Richmond, Va; sch Harriet, Lord, Boston.
SPOKEN.
May 30, lat 23 40, Ion 63 30, brig S Webster, (of Lubec) 
from Wilmington for Porto Rico.
June 5, lat 35 41, Ion 71 06, passed the abondoned wreck 
of the Eliza Ann, of Tremont, dismasted and stripped.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Cardenas 24th ult, ship Loch Lamar, Hichborn, 
for New York, 4 days; barque A H Kimball, for do in a few 
days.
W ith  Som ething E n tirely  N ew , O rig in a l  
B r ill ia n t, and D iversified .
A T  E O C K L A N D , J U N E  2 7 T H .
This great rCompany will perform in all the principal 









Damariscotta.................... ........................... June 25
Waldoboro....................................................June 26
Among the prominent features of this 
unusually popular exhibition are the 
following.
The beautiful Nursery Legend of 
CINDERELLA •
Graphically illustrated, with all its Mag­
ical Transformations, Fairy charms, Bril­
liant Court Costumes and Decorations, 
Lilliputian equipage, Properties, Music, 
4 c ., represented by
T w en ty-fou r C h ildren .
The Great Scientific Discovery of the 
Age !
The Laws of gravitation Suspended, by
JIM  MY ERS,
who will walk over a ceiling, feet up and 
head down, on a polished surface, with no W other apparatus than a pair of smooth 
sandals, without any trick or deception 
whatever.
the two most popular equestrinns in 
the United States.
MR. VV. VV. NICHOLS and MISS 
LOUISA WELLS,
In their choice acts and scenes of 
Horsemruship.
The Far-Famed and World-Renowned 
and unrivalled German Acrobats and 
Gymnastic, Masters. THE BROTHERS 
|t SIEGRIST, the inventors and first per­
formers of La Perche,” *• La Trapez,” 
Ac. These artists, together with 
MADAME SIEGRIST, 
wil also perforin in their very celebrated 
Grotesque Ballet l’antomine, in which 
they will introduce all their wonderful 
feats, tricks, and comic changes.
r llis Impsrial Highness, JIM MYERS Emperor of all the Clowns ! High Priest of Fun ! Prince of Jesters ! Grand Duke 
of Nonsense ! and the soul and embodi­
ment of W it! The now only recognized 
Clown of the times.
The performances of the Magnificent 
Horse F ire  F ly , rode in the Grand 
Manege Act by
MRS. C. L: NIXON, 
Illustrating in a series of beautiful Feats 
of Exultation, a Modern School of Lady 
Equestrianism with the saddle.
• MR. DAVIS RICHARDS, 
Equestrian attached to my establish­
ment, will do more feats upon a a bare 
backed steed, without saddle or bridle, 
than any other rider in the world can ac­
complish upon a pad or saddle, with all 
the usual performing accessories.
Gratuituous outside Exhibitions: The 
CAR OF BEAUTY. In the forenoon on 
the day of the Company’s arrival in town 
a magnificent procession will be given by 
the troupe, through the principal streets, 
in which will appear the MAJESTIC 
CAR OF BEAUTY with a superb Tab­
leau Vivant, formed by 30 children, re­
presenting the characters as they appear 
in CINDERELLA, in full dress.
A uction Notice-
rT'HE attention of the Citizens of Rockland 
A and viciuily, is cailed to the SALE of the
Largrgt aud m ost V a lu a b le
STOCK OF LINEN GOODS
of every description for HOUSEKEEPING purposes ever 
oflered in this Market, with a large assortment of
SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS, $c.,
suitable for the season, (a few very ex tra  R ich
CANTON C R A P E  SHAWLS,) V ISIT ES, 
GLOVES AND HOSIERY.
Store No. 3 T h orn d ik e B lock .
Every article will be warranted to the purchaser at the 
time of sale.
D. A. BUTTERFIELD, Auctioner.
P A P E R  H A NG ING S.
S i x t y  N E W  S t y l e s
— O F  —
French, English and American,
ROOM PA PER S,
Just opened, at
J. C. MOODY’,S.
No. 4 Spear Block.
S A L E  O F  P E W S
P U B L I C  A U C T I O N .
"DUBLIC notice ia hereby given, tha t the 
-U Pews in the First Universalist Meeting House, in 
Rockland, mentioned below, having been duly assessed, 
aud the assessments having been committed to the Collec­
tor of the Proprietors of said House for collection, and the 
owners of said pe rs having neglected for the space of six 
months from thedute of said assessments to pay the taxes 
so assessed, aud said tuxes remaining still due and unpaid; 
1 shall on Saturday, the 5th day o f  Ju ly  next, 
at 6 o’clock in the aiternoou at said Meeting House, pro­
ceed to sell said Pews to the highest bidder therefor, for 
the payment of the taxes due thereon, together with the 
incidental charges agreeably to the statute in such cases 
znade aud provided.
PEW NO. 2, Amount due, $ 8,80
U IV 5 *« U 12.80
“  “  10, “  “  14,40
« “ 17, “  “  8,eo
« «  18? •* ** 6,40
“ «  23, “ “  16,00
«  “ 34. « “  13,60
“ “ 42, “  16,00« « 54> « u  14j40
•* “  61, “  “  5,20
“  '» 62, “  “  6,60
3-2of“ “ 67, M “ 4,80
CALVIN HALL,
Treasurer and Collector.
Rpckland, June 12, 1856. 23tf
About half an hour previous to opening the doors of the 
great pavillion of Exhibition, should the weather permit, 
A Terrific  Ascension upon a single Elastic W ire, by 
a lady, M’lle LOUISE, will be made outside the pavillion to 
a height of fifty feet from the ground.
Persons living at a distance from town are notified that 
the Grand Procession, including the Car of Beauty, will 
take place between 9 and 11 A. M., aud the Ascension by 
M’lle LOUISE upon the Wire about 1 P. M ; to witness 
both of which there will of course be no charge.
Admission to the Pavillion, and the entire great Show, 
25 cents. No half price.
Two Performances will be given. Afternoon, com­
mencing at two o’clock, and in the Evening—commencing 
at 7 o’clock ;—the doors being open half an hour previous­
ly. See particulars in other bills.
B R IE F  SKETCHES
of the Star Performers attached to Jim Myers’ Unparalled 
Circus.
JIM MYERS
himself first saw the light in Providence, in 1829, and com­
menced his equestrian career with the veteran Aaron Turn­
er, a manager who has raised more distinguished perform­
ers than all the others in the profession put together.
DAVIS RICHARDS
was born in Virginia in 1632, apprenticed to Gen. Rufus 
Welch in 1841. Nine years after he made bis first bow to a 
Philadelphia audience in the great act in which he has no 
equal.
W. W. NICHOLS
claims North Adams, Mass., as his birth place. He com­
menced the study of the equestrian art with his brother. 
S. II. Nichols, in 1830, aud is now the greatest backward 
somerset rider in the world.
AUGUSTE AND FRANCOIS SIEGRIEST.
Twin brothers, look to the banks of the Rhine for their 
home, and when quite young were placed under the tute­
lage of Monsieur Tournaiurc, then the most accomplished 
teacher in Europe.
THOMAS WYATT,
the great Protean rider, ft rst opened his eyes in N. Y’ork. 
MONS. BENCIT,
from Paris, the most expert trainer of horses In America, 
whose skill can be seen in the performances of the splendid 
horse “ Fire-Flv.”
M’LLE LOUISE
the pupil of the celebrated Cooke.
MRS. L. C. NIXON,
an American equestrienne, of whom it may be said with 
truth that she has few equals and no superiors.
Messrs ROSS, BENNET, LYNCH, TYRON AND 
WILSON, all of American birth, and living evidence of 
what Yankee enterprise can accomplish.
In addition to the above list of unrivalled performers, Jim 
Myer’s Circus is the only one in which the Fairy Legend of 
CINDERELLA, performed by 24 beautiful children, can be 
witnessed.
MAKE UP YOUR PARTIES IN TIME.
J im  Myer** G reat Show iw Coming*
P A R T IC U L A R  N O T IC E .
M’LLE LOUISE will positively make a Grand Ascension 
upon a single wire, 200 feet in front of Jim Myers’ Great 
Show, at 1 1-2 o’clock P. M , on the 27th inst. This an­
nouncement* is made for the information of those living at 
a distance from the city, in order that they may be in town 
in time to see the novel exhibition.
JO E P E N T L A N D S
C I R C U S ’ ! !
VTEWLY cquiped and greatly augmented for 
a ’ the year 1856, it is confidently believed, will be found 
to present a combination of novel and attractive features, 
which will more than sustain the high reputaiou which it 
has attained in former years. Now, as heretofore, the 
management will endeavor to deserve success by giving 
the public a full equivalent for their money, and perform­
ing even more than they promise, thinking a well deserved 
popularity honestly gained by fair proceedings, much more 
desirnble in the end than any mere temporary advantage, 
which may be obtained by resort to dap-trap and humbug. 
In short, having received the appellation of the
Model Circus or America !
They are resolved to maintain it by giving performances 
wqich it shall be impossible to excel.
JO E P E N T L A N D  IS CLO W N ,
And his name will bg a sufficient guarantee that wit with 
out coarseness, fun without vulgarity, and mirth without 
end, will characterize the comic department of the exhibi­
tion.
DYER’S HEAL INC
EM B B Q C A riO N
lE X T E R N A L M r iN U f tN A t.
R E M E D Y ?
3 L » r i
FIRE-WORKS!
F O U R T H  OF JU L Y !!
J oe  P cu tla u d ’w C ircu s will exhibit at ROCKLAND 
on SA TUR DA Y, Ju u c 2 8 th , 1856*
Doors open at 2 and 7. Performances commence at 2 1-2 
and 7 1-2 o’clock, P. M.
Admission 25 rents. No half price.
Prominent among the great troupe of
S T A R  R ID E R S  A ND  GYM NASTS
Attached to this establishment will be found the well 
known names of
H o r n a n d e z ,
THE GREATEST OF LIVING RIDERS.’ !
W ho has just returned from a protracted tonr throughout 
Europe, and who, in all the capitols of the Old World, as 
throughout the length and breadth of North America is 
universally acknowledged to excel in grace, daring and 
skill, any equestrian who has ever appeared before the 
public. The enthusiasm excited by his extraordinary feats 
in London aud Paris, was positively without parallel, and 
now that he re-appears in his native land, after an absence 
of seven years, he will doubtless meet with a reception 
which will remunerate the management for the vast ex­
pense they have incurred in securing the services of this 
incomparable artist.
M A D ’L L E  ELOTJISE,
The youthful and accomplished Lady Equestrian, the 
most dashing and spirited female rider who has ever ap­
peared in this country, and whose startling acts of eques­
trianism executed upon a Bare Backed Steed, have gained 
for her the indisputed title of Fa IRY QUEEN OF THE 
ARENA.
T I I E  N ICO LO  F A M IL Y ,
From the Gymnase Comique, and Cirque Olimpique, Paris 
the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, and Astley’s Amphithea­
tre, London, beyond doubt the must versatile and accom­
plished gymnastic performers upon the earth. A full des­
cription of the wonderful feats of these artistes would oc­
cupy more than the entire space devoted to ibis advertise­
ment—there is onlv room to state that for originality, 
classic elegance, and perfect execution, they surpass any­
thing of the kind ever witnessed upon this side of the At­
lantic.
M R. S. P .  S T IC K N E Y ,
The unequalled Four and Six Horse Rider, the best in the 
world is also included in the troupe, together with a host 
of
Scene Riders, Trick Riders, Tumblers, Acrobats, 
Postroe Masters, Equilibrists, &c„ &c.
Too numerous to particularise by name,
A  J U V E N I L E  T R O U PE
Of Infantile Performers is included in the array of talent 
attached to the company, and the performances of these 
prodigies of equestrian ami gymnastic skill, form and 
eminently novel aud attractive feature of the entertain­
ments.
T H E  B R IL L IA N T  PE R FO R M A N C E S
Given by this Troupe, include every imaginable variety of 
Daring aDd Extraordinary Acts of Horsemans 
ship, Wonder Inspiring Gymnastic and 
Acrobatic Feats, Comic Equestrian 
Burleifeis, Miracles of Sagacity by 
Trick Horses, Educated Ponies
and Performing Dogs.
The company on entering town on the morning of the 
day of exhibition, will make a GRAND PROCESSION 
through the principal streets, beaded by the
G O R G E O U S  M U S I C  C A R ,
devoted to the conveyance of the
W ASH ING TO N BRASS BA N D ,
Led by the celebrated composer and conductor, Big. Kopp.
As any quantity of superfluous gas has, und is still es­
caping from minor and iuferior establishments, we deem it 
unnecessary tc give brief sketches of the unequalled per­
formers attached to Uns establishment, but say that we 
have the best Clown in America, JOE PENTLAND, who 
... off-hand repartee, sarcastic humor, and genuine wit, 
has no equal. His bon mots, wise inuendoes, and worthy 
sayings, have been set to music by his brother inerrymeu 
in all parts of the country.
We have the best Single Rider in America.
We have the best Female Rider in America.
We have the best 4 and G Horse Rider in America.
We hav? the best Scene Rider in America.
We have the best stud of Horses and Ponies in America.
We have the best Acrobats und Tumblers in America.
We have, beyond dispute, the best exhibition in America 
and we have the company that performs all it advertises, 
hich is the most remarkable feature in the equestrian
business in America.
For further Particulars, see large and small bills, 
at the Hotels.










Bangor, 3d and 4th. 3w24
B A R R E T T ’S
Cheap Cash Store,
N O . 1 S P E A R  B L O C K ,  
r p i I E  most splendid Stock of
A PERFECT PAIN DESTROYER— Dyer’s
-tX Healing Embrocation.
T>Y the use of one bottle of Dyer’s Healing 
-LI Embrocation. Charles Sisson, of Providence, was 
entirely cured of sore lungs, from which he suffered se­
verely.
pBRTntlCA TES are being daily received from 
U  persons of the highest respectability in favor of Dyer’s 
Healing Embrocation.
TAYER'S Healing Embrocation cures Rheuma- 
-L' tisin, Cuts, Wounds, Bruises, Sprains, Piles, Sore 
Throat, Neuralgia, Burns, Cramps, Swellings, Ague Tooth­
ache, Headnche, and all external and internal pains. 
"PVERY workshop and factory should keep 
LJ constantly supplied with Dyer’s Healing Embrocation. 
TpROSTED flesh, bites of insects, &c., assuag- 
-L ed by Dyer’s Healing Embrocation.
Q E O . McBRIDE, of New York, sprained his 
VI ankle. Dyer's Healing Embrocation cured it. 
ITEADACHE and seasickness cured by Dy- 
-LJ. er’a Healing Embrocation.
"INTERNALLY used, Dyer’s Healing Embro- 
L cation is one of the greatest value, pFrticularly tu cas­
es of cramp, cholera morbus, dysentery, dec,
TOSEPH V. CARR, of the Providence Tri- 
tl bune, was severely attacked with cramp in bis stom­
ach, but found immediate relief in a single dose of Dyer’s 
Healing Embrocation.
jZNOVVN to be true, that Dyer’s Healing Etn-
brocation is the best extental mil internal remedy
ever discovered.
T EAVES no stain upon the dress or skin, con- 
-LJ slant in its effects, but clean in its application. Dyer’s 
Healing Embrocation is the admiration of all who have 
used it.
AT OTHERS and nurses should rend carefully 
T’-L the testimony of Mrs. R. Wilmnrt, which may be
M O  family should be without Dyer's Healing
1 ’ Embrocation.
Q N E bottle of Dyer’s Healing Embrocation 
L* will relieve an immeuse amount of suffering. 
L)ILES relieved by two applications of Dyer’s 
-L Healing Embrocation
QUESTION—What is the most effectual rem- edy for Rheumatism, cuts, wounds, sprains, bums, and oilier external and internal diseases ? Auswer Dyer’s 
Healing Embrocation.
'DHEUMATIOS, one and all, use Dyer’s Heal- 
-LV jng Embrocation and be cured- 
QPASMODIC affections, pain or eoreness in 
L/ the side, back, throat, chest, or stomuch, cured by Dy­
er’s Healing Embrocation.
rPH E inestimable value of Dyer’s Healing Em- 
-L brocation bus been conclusively proved, and no person 
or family should suffer themselves to be without it.
TJSE Dyer’s Healing Embrocation, Many of
the most eminent physicians recommended this won­
derful preparation with the most perfect confidence, and 
freely prescribe it to their patients.
V ERY  IMPORTANT— That every person 
» should keep a constant supply uf Dyer’s Healing Em­
brocation by them. A single dose often prevents the most 
fearful consequences.
Y V E warrant entire satisfaction to all who use
’ ’ Dyer’s Healing Embrocation.
V EERIENCE lias taught thousands the great 
value which is uttacbed to Dyer’s Ilcaliug Embroca­
tion.
V O U  never need suffer pain if precaution is 
-L taken to keep Dyer’s Healing Embrocation on band. 
JEA LO U S in a good work is be who is con-
slant in bis efforts to relieve the sufferings of his fel-
Icw-men. Such a one ia sure to recommend Dyer’s Heal­
ing Embrocation to all aufl'ering from internal qt external 
pains.
A. II. FIELD, (Successor to Chas. Dyer Jr.,)
Proprietor, Providence, R. I.
II. II. HAY, Portland, State Agent.
Sold in Itoeklund by C. P. FESSENDEN, aud J . C.
MOODY. __________  june 1, (6ui23)
O w e  C e t s l  R e w a r d ,
p  UN away from the sutcriber.on the night of 
•LV ihe 29th of May last, an indente apprentice boy, nam­
ed Franklin G. Budnick. The above reward will be paid 
tor his return, by the subscriber. All persona ere forbid 
harboring or trusting him ou my account, as 1 shall pay no 
debts ol his contracting.
A. F. DAILEY.
Rockland, May 30, 1856. 3w23
SANDERSON & LANERGAN,
P y r o t e c h n i s t s
—  TO  T H E  -
CITY OF BOSTON,
Would call the attention of Committees for Cities and 
Towns, also Individuals, to their Complete assortment of
F I R E  W O R K S .
Large or Small Exhibitions Furnished a t 
Short Notice,
Compriairg many novel and brilliant Pieces, Never before 
introduced.
A t Wholesale to the Trade,
All the various articles known in the Art, together with 
all the varieties of SMALL WORKS.
12,000 Boxes Gold Chop Pistol Crackers. Extra quality. 
2,000 “ Uncle Sam’s Mammoth Crackers, labelled
with the American Flag.
3,000 “ Young America, with Pistols to match.
5,000,000 Pulling Crackers.
300 Boxes Double Headers.
5,000,000 Torpedoes.
The whole comprising the largest assortment in the Unitod 
Stales.
ORDERS ADDRESSED TO
H O L D E N , C U T T E R  & CO.,
15 aud  17 K ilb y  Street, B oston.
SOLE AGENTS FOR SANDERSON AND LANERGAN,
K TN 2V  L A B O R A T O R I E S ,
East Cambridge and South Reading, Mass. 
May 24, 1856. 22tf
L D o o r s ,  S a s l i
AND
B L I N D S ,
T I IE  subscribers have ju s t taken in over one thousand dollars worth of Doors Sash and Blinds, from the manufacture of JOHN MOORE, of Gar­
diner, whose work is unsurpassed by any in this State.— 
The prices, cash on delivery, cheaper than any other work 
In this or neighboring towns.
POST AN D B A N N IS T E R  FE N C E  
always on hand and put up to order. Also Stair Balus­
trades, complete, furnished to order
HEMENWAY & JONES.
M A L L E T 'S  B U I L D I N G ,
Opposite Congregutionn! Church, MAIN STREET. 
Rocklunti, .May 27, 1055. 47tf [22]
~  F R E S H  'S T O C K ~
SPR IN G  & SUM M ER
G O O D S .
rPHB subscriber has just received, and is now 
•L offering his customers a choice STOCK of Spring aud 
Summer
DRY GOODS,
consisting in part of
D R E S S  G O O D S ,
Silk, Silk Poplins, Burages, Barage de Loins, Muslin do 
Lain-, and a large assortment of de I.ains, Prints, &c., &c.
Latcat Stylos o f
Shawls, Talmas and Visiles.
A fine assortment of
W H IT E  GOODS, F A N C Y  GOODS, 
H osiery, Gloves, &c.
All kinds of EMBROI DERIES, BONNET, RIBBONS 
and DRESS TRIMMINGS.
I wish it to be distinctly understood that I sell cheaper 
than any other D ry Goods E stab lish m en t in the 
city.
Thankful for the patronage heretofore received, 1 hope to 
merit a continuance of the same.
LEW IS KAUFMAN,
No. 1 F ish ’s B u ild in g , M ain Street,
at the Brook, opposite Wise’s Stove Store.
Rockland, May 22, 1856. 21
M A D A M E :  H O W E ,
the  P A R  fam ed  astrologist
V V U O  has for ten years past visited the prin- 
cipal towns and cities oi the New England States, 
by particular request’ has now visited this place for a short 
time. Mrs. Howe will consult with all who are desirous 
tc know what planet there is that rules them. It is no- 
th.ng but the true science of A s tro lo g y I t  gives the dis­
position, qualr.tea, disease, wealth, traveling, marriage, 
time, when und wheie; will describe the party’s children, 
and will give information about absent friends ; what trade 
or profession bests suits you to follow, und call the first
letters in your family names, 4c .
^ C on su lta tion — Ladies 5 0  c ts: G entlem en  $ 1 ,0 0 .
ET N. B. Madame Howe is no fortuneteller it is by the 
science of Astrology that she is able to read destinies by 
the Planet that they are born under—if their right age is 
given.
“ B y  their works you shall know them.” 
ROOMS AT T H E  IANDSEY HOUSE.
Rockland, May 15, 1850. 20tf
COM M ERCIAL H O U SE,
H E A D  OF CUSTOM HOUSE W H A R F , 
F O R E  S T ., P O R T L A N D , M E ,
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
May 14, 1856. Iyl9
Sheet Music at Cost.
| Q flO  Pages at three cents a  page to close 
1 CJ\) V  Hales by J. WAKEFIELD.
Rockland, May 12, 1856.
3 5 3 2 s : W a g o n s  
F O R  S A L E .
F OR sale by the subscriber two Express Wogojis. One large, nearly new, having been used but a few months last summer. One second hand in 
good order. The above Wagons will be sold very cheap if 
applied for soon,
J. P. WISE.
Rockland, May 15, 1856. 20tf
u N IO N  O F T H E  OLD & T H E  N EW .
A llopath y a n d  H oniccpathy,«>M edicine mid 
C hem istry,
—  IN  —
A R N O L D ’ S  G L O B U L E S
A N D
V I T A L  F L U I D .
They take a long step forward in chemical and medical 
science. They give the system those chemical elements 
which in ill health are wanting, and they remove from 
the system, by their medicinal power, those accumula­
tions of inert and useless matter which their
C II E  M i C A L
Action has neutralized front poisons and impurities of the 
Blood.
HUM ORS A R E  POISONS!
In the Blood—nothing more, nothing less—and they can 
be annihilated only by their
C H E M IC A L  O P P O S IT E .
And it by this chemical action, by this union of sciences,
that Arnold’s Globules and Vital Fluid will prove their 
peculiar power of giving business and taking away curses 
—of giving the elements of health and taking away the ele­
ments of disease. Scrofula, Canker, Humors of all kinds, 
Billiousiieas, Nervous or general Debility, Costiveness, Liv­
er Complaint, Headache and Lassitude are removed biM 
chemical annihilation of the cause, aud chemical supply 
of elements which are needed in the system to counteract 
influence of unhealthy presence. Then the blood is vital- 
ived by chemical action. Both mind and frame are nerved 
as if with new power to do und to act.
See circulars to be had of medicine dealers.
BURR, FOSTER, 4  CO., 1 Cornhill, Boston, General
Agents.
MANSFIELD 4  CO., Special Agents, 1 City Wharf, 
Boston.
I or sale in Rockland, nt COOK’S City Drug Store 
Palmer’s Block, and by C. P . FESSEN DEN, No. 1 
Kimbull Block.
May 14, 1856. 20tf
E S T A B L IS H E D , 1841 .
H. H. HAY,
U» & IT M arket S qu are, P ortland , Me,.
WHOLESALE DEALER IN 
M E D IC IN E S  AND C H E M IC A L S ,
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, DYE STUFFS, PURE 
BURNING FLUID AND GAMPHENE etc., Ac.
Agent for Ute BEST PO PU L A ti M ED IC INES  
for this State and the British Provinces.
ALSO,—A Partner ia the Retail Drug Store of
H A Y  & G I L S O N .
May 7, 1856. 3ml9
K  E  N N  E  D Y ’ S “
TIIE GREATEST GF THE AGE.
. KENNEDY, of Roxbury, has discoveredM R,in one of our common pasture weeds, a remedy that 
cures EVERY KIND OF HUMOR, from the worst Scro- 
ula down to a common Pimple. He has tried it in over 
eleven hundred cases, and never failed except in two. He 
has now in his possession over two hundred certificates of 
its value, all within twenty miles of Boston.
Two bottles are warranted to cure a nursing sore 
mouth.
One to three bottles will cure the worst kind of pimples 
on the face.
Two or three bottles will clear the system of ,ei.
Two bottles are warranted to cure the worst canker in
the mouth and stomach.
Three to five bottles are warranted to cure the worst 
case of erysipelas.
One to two bottles aie warranted to cure all humor In 
the eyes.
Two bottles are warranted to cure running of the ears 
and blotches among the hair.
IFour to six bottles are warranted to cure corrupt and run­
ning ulcers.
One hottie will cure scaly eruptions of the skin.
Two or three bottles warranted to cure the worst case
of ringworm.
Two or three bottles are warranted to cure the irostdea- 
perate cases ol rhematisin.
Three or four bottles ure warranted to cure the salt 
rheum.
Five to eight bottles will cure the very worst case of 
scrofula.
A benefit is always experienced from the first bottle, 
and a perfect eure is warranted when the above quantity is 
taken.
Nothing looks so improbable to those who have in vain 
tried all the wonderful medicines of the day, as thut a 
common wee.i, growing in the pastures, und along old 
stone walls, should cure every humor in the system; yet it 
is now’ a fixed fact. If  you have a humor it has to start. 
There ure no ifs nor amis about it, suiting some cases, but 
nm yours. He has peddled over a thousand bottles of it 
in the vicinity of Boston, anrf knows the effects of it in 
every case. Il has already done some of llte greatest cures 
ever done in Massachusetts. He gave it to children a year 
old; to old people of sixty; and has seen poor, punny look 
ing children whose llesh was soft and flabby, restored to a 
perfect state ofhealthby one botrle.
To those who are subject to sick headache, one bottle 
will always cure it. Il gives great relief in catarrh aud 
dizziness. Some who have taken it have been costive for 
, and have been regulated by it. Where the body ia 
sound, it works quite easy, but where there is any derang 
nieiit of the functions of nature, it will cause very singu­
lar feelings, but yon* must not be alarmed—they always 
disappear in from four d**ys to a week. There is never a 
bad result from it—on the contrary, when that feeling is 
gone, you will feel* yourself like a new persou, I heard 
some uf the most extravagant encomiums of it that ever*
an listened to.
No change of diet ever necessary. Eat the best you can 
and enough of it.
All orders should be addressed to II. II. HAY, at the
B R A N C H  O F F IC E  IN M A IN E ,
15 & 17 M arket Square B orlan d .
This is to certify that H H HAY, Drusr^ist, Portland, 
is the duly AUTHORIZED AG EN T for w y Medical 
Discovery, for the S T A T E  OF M AINE, and that he is 
supplied with, the GENUINE direct from  my Laborai 
lory. DONALD K ENNED Y.
Special Agents, G W PALMER, Rockland; G J ROBIN ­
SON, Tbomustou; J II ESTABROOK J r ., Camden;
At Wholesale by G. W. PALMER. 26
E. H. COCHRAN'S,
FIR E, MARINE an d  LIFE
INSURANCE AGENCY,
S P O F F O R D  B L O C K ,
. H a i n  S t r e e t ,  R o c k l a n d .
E H. COCHRAN', having in conformity to • our State Insurance Law, secured the agency of several of the best Stock and mutual
IN SU R A N C E CO M PANIES, 
continues to take Risks on all kinds of Insurable Property, 
at as Rrawounblc R a tes  as any goon Sennding  
Coni panic*.
L I F E  I N S U R A N C E  
effected in safe companies. A policy o f  Life Insurance is 
the unseen bund of the affectionate Futber. reaching forth 
from the grave, to protect his family, and may be truly 
styled, as the moral of the following lines will show, the 
widow and orphan’s best friend.
•• When God removed Papa to Heaven,
And Ma was left to strive lor seven,
With scarce enough for burial fees,
(So ligering was poor pr’s disease,)
Though full of grief, we’d not despair,
Relations spoke so kind and fair.
Our grandpa said that he, for one,
Would think and see what could be done.
Our uncle William, and our aunt,
Hope# we would never come to want.
But mother’s brothers talked the best
A great deal kinder than the re s t ;
They said that home they’d take us all,
Only the r rooms were few and small.
We’d promises from uncle Page,
To push us forward When of aoe.
They then went home—but stop, I miss,
They gave us, every one, a—kiss;
And said, “ Be good, aud mind mamma,
And we will be to you, papa.”
Bo much engaged were they at home,
For many weeks they could not come ;
Until they heard mamma had found
A writing for five hundred pound,
Which some Insurance Office pnid ;
Bo Ma commenced a genteel trade ;
And then they cam e—it seemed so funny—
To beg mamma to lend them money !
But ma said,4 No ; if you ate poor,
A trifle  will your’lives insure ;
And then ibe Office, (our best friend,)
Will comfcrt to your orphans send.”
A Life P o licy  is also a means of present help to the
Insured. For instance, a person wishes to go into busi­
ness ; his friends have confidence in his skill aud honesty, 
and would like to assist him, but knowing the uncertainty 
of Lite, withhold their aid ;—A Life Policy makes all se­
cure.
E. H. C. would call attention to the fact that he is de­
voting bis Whole T ime to the InHnrancc Buwincais, 
in its various branches, and pledges himself to give the 
most ca refu l attention to all business in the above line. 
Rockland, June 12, 1856. 24tf
ink Books aud stationery.
cheapest and best stock may always be
lund at wholesale or retail at
SPEAR’S,
No. ISpoflord Block
A g e n t s  W a n t e d . !
TO MAKE SALES OF
‘ The Garden of the W o rld ! ’
T H E  G REA T BOOK OF T H E  W E S T  J S
in this city, and other cities and towns throughout the 
State. This work is emphatically a BOOK FOR TIIE 
TIMES. Circulars and posters furnished to Agents, Ap­
ply to or address. Z. POPE VOSE,
General Agency Office.
Rockland. June 12,1656. 3w 24
LINCOLN, SS.—At a Court of Probate held at
Wiscasset within and for the County of Lin­
coln, on the second day of June. A. D . 1856,
T UCY GAY, Widow of David Gat, late of Lj Rockland, in said County, deceased, having presented 
hei application for dower in the reHl estate of which the 
said deceased died seized and possessed :
ORDERED—That the paid Widow give notice to all 
persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in the Rockland Ga- 
Zfclto, printed at Rockland that they may appear at a Pro­
bate Court, to be held at Wiscasset in said County on the 
first Monday of July, A. D. 1656, and shew cause, if any 
they have, why the same should not be allowed.
ARNOLD BLa NEY, Judge of Probate.
Copy A ttest:—J ames T. Dana, Register. 3w24
B YC
Administratrix Sale.
virtue of a  license from the Hon. Arnold
P U B L IC  A U C TIO N ,
on SATURDAY, the 26th day of July next, at ten of the 
clock in the forenoon on the premises ; all the Real Es­
tate, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower 
therein,) of John 11. COOK, late of Rockland, deceased, 
consisting of the homestead of said deceased, situate in 
said Rockland, ami bounded as follows : beginning on the 
North -ide of Pleasant Street, and at Anthony Hosmer’s 
Southeast corner and running by said Hosmer’s lot N. 
11 1-4 degrees, E. ninety feet to said Hosmer’s Northeast 
corner; thence S 73 degrees, E. thirty feet to a stake; 
thence South 10 1-2 degrees, W. ninety-six feet to the said 
S tree t; thence by said Street ,62 degrees, W. thirty feet 
to the first bounds, with the,Dwelling House thereon.
Terms of Sale, Cnwli on delivery of the Deed.
LUCY A. COOK, Administratrix.
Rocklahd, June 3, lrdC. 23tf
A T L A N T I C  H O U S E .
O. F . H E A L E Y , Proprietor,
H P H E  attention o f the travelling public is 
J- invited to this new HOTEL, situate on Ingra­
hams Point, at the head of Atlantic Wharf. This House, 
commanding n view of the Harbor and Bay, open to the 
sea breeze und away from tht noise and dust of the city, 
will be found a desirable resting place for the invalid or 
persons seeking sea-side recreation and rest.
Travellers wishing to take the morning boats, will rind 
this the most desirable stopping pluce ns it is but a few 
steps to the Steamer’s Wharf.
The Proprietor will be untiring in his exertions to please 
the public.
Patronage respectfully solicited.
Rockland, June 3,1856. 23tf
now oflered for sole to be found this side of the great Era- 
poriutns of Fashion. . ,  ,
This ehtire Stock has been purchased for Cnwli dow n, 
and will be sold 15 per cent less than goods bought on time
PrAUThat are in want of DRY GOODS, and are desirous 
of making selections from au entirely new Stock of the
L A T E S T  S P R IN G  S T Y L E S ,
are invited to call and examine the Stock, and get the pri 
ces.^The above stock consists in part of the following:
A complete assortment.
6000 Yards
Sea Island Cotton Sheetings, worth 8 eta per yard for 6 1-4 
cents per yard. 2 0 0 0  yards, 10 cent prints at 6 1-4 cents 
per yard. " 2 0 0  pieces prints new and desirable styles. 
French yard wide prints, wo-th 25 cents per yard, selling 
for 17 cents. French undressed yard wide patch, worth 
25 cents per yard, selling for 17 cents.
®  A  S2 A  S  12 ,
and various kinds of Curtain Goods, Silk Velvets ol vari­
ous grades Sl.UO dollar per yard less titan cun be found this 
side of New York.
B L A C K  D R E S S  S IL K S,
Plain and Figured, 12 1-2 per cent Hess titan last year’s 
prices. Fancy Dress Silks, Spring Importations. 1OO 
patterns 15 to 20 percent less titan former prices.
B E R  A G E  S ,
5 0  patterns new styles, Striped, I’laided and Plain from 
20 cents to SI,00 per yard.
White all Wool de Laine, White Berage, White Silk 
Fringes and Trimmings.
P A I i A H O J . S ,
3 0 0  Parasols from 50 cents to §5,00.
The best assortment of
C a r p e t s ,
to be found in the County, comprising all grades Irom 20 
cents to §2.00 per yard. Beautiful Chamber Carpets, 
White Grounds, and small figures. Stair Carpets all 
widths from 18 cents to §2,00 per yard. Bocking Crumb 
Cloths, Bockiug, Druggett aud Straw Matting, Rugs and 
Entry Mats.
in great variety.
C L O T H  C A P E S  A ND  M A N T IL L A S, 
1OO, from (<2,50 to §15,00 a peice.
P e a t l x e r s ,
of all grades, from 17 cts. per lb, to the best white super 10 
per cent less than .last year’s prices.
All that favor in'.; with a call will find the above no fic­
tion. ,
I EPHRAIM BARRETT.
June 6, 1856. ’ 23tf
To Hon. Arnold Blaney, Judge o f Probate 
within and fo r  the County o f Lincoln.
TEREMIAH 'JfOLMAN guardian of LEWIS S.
ULMER minor aud heir at lalv of ENOS C. ULMER 
late of Rockland, deceased, respectfully represents that 
said minor is seized aud possessed of a certain lot of laud 
situated in said Rockland and bounded as follows : begin- 
ing ut a stake und stones on the South side of Lime Rock 
street and ut the North East corner of land assigned to 
Elleanor Ulmer thence South 23 3-1 degrees West by said 
land eight rods to land assigned to Gilbert Ulmer, thence 
South 59 1-2 degrees East by same six rods seven links to 
stake and stones at land of II. Benner's heirs,thence North 
21 degrees East by said laud eight mils to the street afore­
said, thence North 6U J 2 degrees West by said street six 
rods to the pluce of Legiiiing ; that said laud is unproduc­
tive of any benefit io said minor, and it would be for the 
interest of said minor to sell the same and the proceeds 
thereof to be put out and secured on interest. He further 
represents that lie has hud an advantageous offer for the 
same, viz: the sum of two hundred dollars from Andrew
F. Duily of said Rockland ; lie therefore prays your honor 
that he may be empowered to seil aud convey the same to 
the said Andrew F. Daily, also he further represents that 
said minor is seized and possessed of another lot of land 
situated in Rockland bounded as follows, viz-, begining at 
a stake aud stones at the South East corner of meadow 
land assigned to Polly Ulmer thence North 32 1-2 degrees 
West by slid land thirty-tour rods ten links to land of 
Isaac Robbins at stake and stones, thence South 2 degrees 
West twelve rods fifteen links by said land to slake and 
stones, thence South 37 degrees West twenty-five rods ten 
links to stake and stones, at land of heirs of Philip t  imer, 
thence South 3-1 1-? degrees East by sume fifteen 
rods fifteen links to stake and slopes nt meadow 
brook to stake and stones on the Southerly line of 
homestead, thence South 37 degrees East by said line three 
aud a half rods to stake und stones at land assigned to Gil- j 
bert Ulmer, thence North 47 degrees Last by said land 
twenty-four rods ten links to first bounds; that said laud is 
not situated so that it would be a benefit to said minor to 
keep it, that it would be for the interest of said minor to 
sell said land and put the proceed* out securely at interest 
he further represents that he has had an advantageous oiler 
for the same, viz: the sum of one hundred and twenty- 
five dollars Irom Gilbert Ulmer of Rockland lie therefore 
prays your honor that he may be empowered ami licensed 
to sell und convey the same to the said Gilbert Lliner.
JEREMIAH TOLMAN.
Rockland, May 23, 1856.
LINCOLN, S3.—At a Probate Court held at Rockland 
within and for the County of Lincoln, on the 25th day of 
May A. D 1856. On the foregoing Petition, Ordered, 
That the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interest­
ed in said Estate,that they may appear ataCourt of Probate 
to be lioldeu at Rockland within and for said County,on the 
27th day of August next, by causing a copy of said 
petition with this older to be published in the Roeklaud Ga­
zette, printed ut Rockland in said County, tbxee weeks 
successively, previous to said Court.
ARNOLD BLANEY, Judge of Probate. 
Attest,—J ames T . Dana, Register.
A Tnu& Copy—Attest .-—James T . Dana, Register.
3w23
Notice.
’P IIE  subscriber would give notico to bis nu- 
-t merous friends and relatives, that
F U N E R A L  S E R V IC E S , 
for the decease of Ins eldest son, Solomon, lost nt sea in 
September last from Sell. E. S. Pendleton, will be held at 
Union I la llf  Winter Harbor, Gouldsboro’, oil Sunday. 
July 6th, 1856, to which they are respectfully invite. He 
would also extend a cordial invitation to the masters and 
crews of ull vessels in that vicinity that can make the 
harbor on that day, to be present on the occasion.
NATHANIEL PENDLETON. 
Gouldsboro’, May 28, 1856. 22tf
SPLECT FEMALE SCHOOL.
M R .  K A . I K E
pRO PO SES to open in this city a  school for
Y O U N G  L A D I E S ,  
to commence on M onday, the 9th  o f  Ju n e next.
Tile school will be taught in the room formerly occupied 
as the Ofiice of the Select men in Kimball Bfock. The 
number of scholats is not to exceed thirty-five.
T u itio n  § 4 ,5 0  per term  o f  ten  weeks*
Application for admission to the school may be made, 
for the present, to Mr. John Wakefield.
Rochlnm£ May 27, 1856. 32tf
O. L. DRAKE,
S U R G E O N  D E N T I S T ,
T H O M A S T O N , M A IN E .
N ext Door VVewt o f  T h om aston B an k .
May 27, 1856. 22tl
Ao lice.
T THIS day relinquish to my son, LEANDER 
-L II. PACKARD, his time. He is at liberty to trade and 
to do business for himself as if lie were twenty-one years 
of nge. I shall uot pay any of his debts nor claim any of 
his earnings hereafter.
SAMUEL PACKARD.
Warren, May 31, 1856. 3w23*
A
Jewelry.
first rate assortment of nico Jewelry can bo
found at
22‘f  No. 1, Spofford Block.
K EN N ED Y ’S Discovery, also Kennedy’s Pul- 
-1Y monary Syrup, anew  article. For sale at •
Fishing Tackle.
S P L E N D ID  variety may be found a t
MUSIC DEPOT.
Book Binding.
CARDERS received at the Music Depot. Work




M e x ’c l x a i a . t j s ,
2 4  C O E  S T I E S  S L I P ,
I NEW  YORK.
B. F. Metcalf, |
june 3, (23)
W indow  Curtains, &c.
D EN CIL Window Shades and Side Lights, 
-L Rustic Blinds and Paper Curtains also Slrout and 
Bradford and Putnams Window Fixtures, Curtain Tassels, 
4 c ., 4 c ., for sale at
SPEAR’S,
22tf No. 1 Spofford Block,
Saml. Duncan.
Tenements to Let.
QEVERAL desirable tenements in choice lo- 
O  calities to rent on the most advantageous terms to 
lessee,ranging from §25 to §125 per annum.
The subscriber may be found at his residence on James 
Street.
J . G. DAY, Agent.
Rockland, May 29, 1856.__________________ 3w23
PUCUMBER Pickles by the Gallon, at 
V  . « .lha k , m, pillsciPILLSBURY'S.
Oatfj, Oats.
V ER Y  heavy oats ftpm Prince Edward’s Is-
* land ; a choice aiticle.for seed for sale by
W rapping Paper
Q F  all sizes and qualities, kept constantly on 
V  hand ut
F. COBB & Co.
F ob- Sale.
A1 1-2 Story two-teneraent Dwelling House, at the Simonton corner.Said house is finished through­out and the Northern tenement is supplied with Chika- 
wauka Water- For particulars apply to
ABIJAn SHERMAN.
Rockland, May 20, 1856. 2It
Oars, Oars.
A lot of Bangor Oars of superior quality, justreceived and for sale by C. L. ALLEN,
No. 2 Crockett Building, Front St. 
Rockland, May 22,1856. 2 ltf
For Sale or to Let.
T H E  two Story Double Tenement onSchool Street, for particulars apply toCHARLES HOLMES.
Roeklaud, Muv 21, 1856. 21tf
L a d i e s ,  H e a d
Taylor’s Premium Starch Polish.
THE FRIEND OF THE LAUN- 
DRESS. This article has been tested 
by the best of judges, aud pronounced 
supeiior to anything of the kind in the 
market. The Highest Premium has 
been awarded to it by the Mechanics’ 
Fair, lately held in Boston, and wher­
ever it lias been tried it lias given uni­
versal satisfaction. It not onlv gives a 
C LEA R PO LISH  TO T H E  
L IN E N  but obviates many dillieul- 
ties to which Laundresses are subject.
It prevents the starch from sticking to the iron, and caus­
es the linen to retain its stiffness. Another important ad­
vantage is, that by using the Polish, articles can be starch­
ed in either Cold or B oiled  S tarch , mid ironed imme­
diately without the unfavorable results which usually fol­
low by the ordinary manner.
Price only 25 cents in large bottles. Prepared bv D. 
TAYLOR, J r ., No. 10 Broad Street, Boston.
J. DINSMORE, 4  SONS, General Agents, Skowhegan 
Sold in Rockland by J. C. MOODY, aud C. P. FES­
SENDEN. 831y
W e Know w hat we have Seen, and testify
W H A T  W E H A V E  H E A R D .
R R .  P E T T i r S
A M E R IC A N  E Y E  S A L V E  !
Many persons suffer severely by having their 
E Y E S  W A T E R , 
when they go out into the air, and by being 
Blinded by the Strong Light! 
Others suffrr a Burnino, Smarting Sensation, as if 
DUST WAS IN THE EYE!
Others again are unable-to use their Eyes at all, by 
GAS OR LAMP LIGHT, owing to the weakness of the 
eye, and overstraining I lie O ptic N erve.
DR. PETTIT’S EYE SALVE, by restoring to the eye 
its
W A S T E D  S T R E N G T H ,  
will save you ALL THESE ANNOYANCES. Traders 
whose object it is to M ake Money, will often tell you 
of something, (which they buy for half the cost of this 
Eye Salve,)
B U T ,  B E  N O T  D E C E I V E D ,
The EYE SALVE is the only thing you can
3D> o  p  c  n  d L  "ET j p  o  33 .
FOR RELIEF AND CURE !
C. W. ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Street 
North Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for 
Maine.
C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents for 
Rockland ; and sold by Drdggists and Fancy Goods deal­
ers generally. 13tf
A L S O ,  S O L D  A S  A B O V E ,
D R . P E T T I T ’S
C c t i n . l s . e i ' ’
The only sure remedy for the cure of
CANKER, IN  ALL ITS FORMS.
—  A L S O  —
XT A Sure Cure for C h ilblains* .O
E. R "S P E A R ,
HAS purchased G. AY. PALMER’S stock ofgoods and has removed to
NO. 1, SP O F F O R D  BLO C K , 
where he will he happy to receive his former friends and 
patrons, and will continue to sell ull goods in his line,
As Cheap as the  C heapest!
Customers will always find at this establishment a large 
and well selected stock of
Book*, S tation ery, P a p er  H a n g in g s, F ancy  
Goods, J ew elry , 4 c . ,  n t W h o lesa le  
and R etail*
NEWSPAPERS and PERIODICALS will be kept as 
heretofore.
The Agency for K ennedy’s D iscovery  will remain 
here as before, and the pure article will always be kept. 
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THIS STOCK. 
Rockland, May 17, 1856. 22tf
W '
Inks, Blue, Red and Black.
OOD’S Ink,
Maynard 4  Noyes’ Ink.
Rideout’s Ink, in bottles varying from 1 oz to 2 quart.
K O C I C L A M S T Z D
D R Y  GOODS S T O R E .
ITO. 1 B E R R Y  B L O C K .
W I L S O N  & C A S S ,
\  RE now receiving their Spring Stock which 
-iY is one of the largest and most desirable ever offered 
in this State ; all of which will bp sold at prices lower than 
ever offered in this market before
Our M otto is, “ Sell the Gooda.*’
Give us a call. 20tf
C A H P I v I ’I N C S /
T H E  subscribers are now opening the best assortment of C arpetin g of all descriptious everexhibited in this City. Particulat attention is invit­
ed to a lot of
V E L V E T  T A P E S T R Y  & B R U SS E L S
which were bought from 25 to 50 per cent less than the 
usual price, some as low as 92 cents, former price §1,25.
WILSON 4  CASE.
Rockland, May 14,1856. __________20tf
CROCKERY, GLASS,
A N D
W O O D J E jST w a r e . 
LEANDER WEEKS,
NO. 3 SPE A R  BLOCK.
R ock lan d  M e,
■pESPECTFUliLY calls the attention of the 
C* citizens of Rockland and vicinity to his assortment of
Crockery, China & Glass Wai’e.
Have nowou hand a full supply, embracin g all the vari 
eties of
BLUE and MULBERRY PRINTED ; BAND 
and WHITE GRANITE, COMMON COL­
ORED, EDGED, and C. C. GREY 
and YELLOW STONE, BEN­
NINGTON and BROWN 
EARTHEN WARES,
to which 1 ran constantly sliding nil tlte new patterns nmi 
styles as they are brought out. Among my variety, I 
would particularly mention the superior quality of
W h i t e  G r a n i t e  W a r e .
of which I linve several new anil very desirahle shapes.
I also oiler a large assortment uf G lass W a re , which, 
together witlt a full stock of
GOLD BAND, FAINTED anil LUSTRE ENGLISH anil 
FRENCH CHINA ; BRITANNIA nmi l'LATED 
WARES; FABLE CUTLERY, SPOONS, 
LOOKING GLASSES AND 
WOODEN WARE
of every description, makes one of the most complete as­
sortments to he found in tile County.
I shall be pleased to have those in want of any articles 
in my hue to look through my slock before purchasing as 
I feel confident linn 1 can show them goods which will 
compare favorably, holh in regard lo quulii/ aud prices 
ith any other house ill llte Slate.
Rockland, May 14, 1856._____________________
R  E  M  O V  A  L
—  O F —•
O  ZF- X  "E0 T  ’ “
TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT
—  T O  —
N O . 2 P A L M E R ’S B L O C K , 
Opposite B u rp ee’s F u rn itu re  W a re  R lom s, 
^ y U E R E  may be found a full Stock of
C S j O T S l S  *?• T R I f f l i t l l J P G S
for Custom Trade mid a large Stock of
K .E A D Y '-M A D E  C L O T H I N G ,
GENTS. FU RN ISH ING  GOODS See., viz:
FRENCH, GERMAN, ENGLISH and AMERI
CAN CASSIMERES
of all qualities and colors.
" V  c s t i n g s ,
Rich Velvet, Silk, Marseilles, Worsted, Silk and Worsted 
and Common Vestings.
T a i l o r ’s  T r i i n m i n § ,s 3
adapted to the manufacture and finish of every style and 
quality of clothing.
ISeady-lIade C lothing.
Gent’s, znd Youth’s Ready-Made Clothing all qualities, 
and latest style of cut and finish. Also, Trunks, Carpet 
Bags, Valises. Umbrellas, 4 c .
F U R N IS H IN G  GOODS,
Shirts, Collurs, Cravats, suspenders, Footings,Gloves, 4 c .
I would call particular attention to my custom depart­
ment as my cloths and trimmings are of choice qcality, 
und all work warranted,
The subscriber would improve this opportunity to ex­
press his gratitude to the citizens of Roclpand and vicinity 
for the continued patronage they have bestowed upon him. 
and hopes by prompt and carelul attention to all work 
committed in his care to merit the continuance of their 
good will und patronage.
Rockland, May 14, 1856.
Provisions & Groceries.
T 'lIE  Subscriber has just returned from BOS- 
-L TON with a fall Slock of Provisions and G io - 
cries of superior quality at reduced prices.
This Stock comprises some of the choicest Family Gro­
ceries ever offered in this market, and to which constant 




all of which will be sold at prices lo suit.
E . a . SNOW,
Corner Main and Spring Streets. 
Rockland, May 22, 1S5S. 2’tf
P A P E R  H A N G IN G S,
T H E  best assortment ever offered inRockland, is selling very low ntE. R. SPEAR’S,
22tf No. 1 Spofford Block.
DOORS, BLINDS fit SASH
T lfY R  o n io  o o r n o r  n f  R n n V lftn fi n n f l A lflin  Sfcq.
G. W. STONE’S
COUGH ELIXIR,
Bronchitis. Influenza, Asthma. It Is also an Invalu­
able remedy for Children suffering with the Whooping 
Cough or Croup. For all the above complaints this 
remedy stands unequalled. It Is purely a Vegetable 
Coiniwnnd, perfectly safe, and not unpleasant to the 
taste. No family will be without It after haviug tested 
Its merits.
P rice Fifty Cents per Bottle.
Manufactured by G. W. Stone & Co., No. 38 Cen­
tral-street, Lowell, Mass. Sold Wholesale and Retail
BURK 1 PERRY, 1 CornhiU, Boston.
II. II. HAY, Portland, Agent for the State.
C. P. FESSENDEN. Agent for Rockland.
March 20, 1856 121y
P L O W S
PLOWS, PLOWS.
FOR sale by the subscriber. NOLRSE, M AI- SONS 4  GO’S. Plows of all discriptions. Cultiva­tors, Seed Sowers, Hay Cutters. Also, the celebrated A. 
DDE Plow. Castings constantly on band for any of the 
above Plows. Also, a good variety of Agricultural Im­
plements which will he sold very cheap.
Please call before purchasing elsewhere.
J .  P. WISE.





B O O T S  &  S H O E S .
A Large assortment of Boots and Shoes just arrived at No. 2 SpoHord B lock , nearly oppo-site Thorndike Hotel. 
Rockland, April 3d, 1856.
S O O O  K O I jS j S
OF ALL
QUALITIES AND PRICES,
now opening at __
WAKEFIELD’S.
Rockland, May 1, 1859.__________________ 18if
~ W h ic h  is The Best Remedy,
rPO TIIE SICK THIS IS A MOMENTOUS
1  QUESTION.
For all the Ailments resulting from a
MORBID STATE of the LIVER and BILE, 
SUCH AS JAUNDICE, LIVER COMPLAINT, 
LOSS OF APPETITE, WEAKNESS OF , 
DIGESTION, PAIN IN THE SIDE 
AND STOMACH, NER 
VOUSNESS, 4c. 
A T W E L L ’ S
W IL D  C IIEEiR iY  B I T T E R S ,
A R E A  SO VEREIG N R E M E D L
C. VV. ATWELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Street 
North Side Market Square, Portland, General Agent for 
Maine.
C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents for 
Rockland; and sold by Druggists and Fancy Goods dealers 
generally t3tf
Sum m er H ats & Caps-
TUST received per Steamer M. Sanford, a 
tl large variety of Sum m er I la ls  anti Caps of the 
Latest styles.
T. A WENTWORTH.
Rockland, April 30, 1856. ______ fotf
T
B t e u i e m b e r  
HAT we continue to furnish Curtiss’ best 
Anchors at Boston prices.
Rockland, April 30, 1856.
Sliap-(Jliandlei*y.
j  complete assortm ent; comprising every ar- 
1X tide under this head, for sale by
F. COBB 4  Co.
Rockland, April 30, 1856.  lfitf
T H E  subscribers are now selling a lot o f F in e  Sheclinga for6 1-4, also a large lot very 
wide and flue for 7 cents, worth 10.
Rockland, May 14, 1856.
Look at This I !






received and for sale by
Rockland, April 30, 1856.
Vols. Sabbath School Bocks, for sale
at E, R. SPEAR’S,
22tf No. 1 Spofl'ord Block.
1 5 0 0
Pilblic & Private Libraries.
be furnished with all the standardW ^ ,
publications at very low rates at
E. R. SPEAR’S, 




all kinds now in use, can bo found at
wholesale or retail at
E. R. SPEAR’S,
!2tf No. I Spofl'ord Block.
Kooks.
LL the new POPULAR PUBLICATIONS, 
may be found as soon as published at 
22tf
SPEAR’S 
No. 1 Spofford Block.
Kartleu Seeds.
T H E  largest lot ever oflered in thia City, for 
1  sale at SPEAR’S,
22tf No. 1 Spofford Block.
Fancy Goods,
|YF every description can be bought very cheap 
\J  SPEAR’S,
T H I R T Y  Y E A R S ’ E X P E R I E N C E  
—  OF A N  —
O L D  N U R S E .
M R S  W I N S L O W ,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician presents to 
the attention of Mothers,
S O O T H I N G  S Y R U P ,
FO R C H ILD R EN  T E E T H IN G .
It will immediately relieve them lrora pain, allay all 
■pasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce inflamation, 
and is sure to regulate the Bowels. Depend upon it 
Mothers, it will give rest to yourselves and relief and 
health to your children. Price 25 cents per bottle.
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs. Winslow’s 
Soothing Syrup during the past few years—over 20.000 
bottles »he last year. We believe it the best medicine in 
the world for Children Teething or for the cure of Dysen­
tery or Diarrhoea in Children, whether it arises from teeth­
ing or any other cause. It gives universal satisfaction — 
never heard a complaint from any one using it -never 
•old a medicine so universally successful in relieving pain 
and effecting cures. In all cases above stated, if taken 
in season, relief is immediate and absolutely certain.
CURTISS A PERKINS. 
Druggists, No. 40 Courtland Street.
New York, Jany 20th, 1854.
A Lady o f  the first R esp ectab ility  w r ite s  :
Dear Sir -.—I am happy to be able to certify to the effi­
cacy of Mrs Winslow’s Soothing Syrup and to the tiuth 
of what it is represented to accomplish. Having a little 
boy suffering greatly from teething, who could not rest, 
and at night by his cries would not permit any of the fam­
ily to do so, I purchased a hottie of the soothing Syrup, in 
order to test the remedy and when given to him the effect 
was like magic; he soon went to sleep, and all pain and 
nervousness dissappeared. We have had no trouble with 
him since, and the little fellow will pass through with 
comfort, the excruciating process of teething by the sole 
aid of Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Every’ mother 
who regards the health and life of her children should 
possess it. MRS. H. A. ALGER.
H. H. HAY, Portland, General Agent for Maine.
For sale by C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland; W. M. 
COOK, E. K. O’BRIEN, Thomaston; IRA GILMAN, 
JOSEPH LONG, T. MARSHALL. St. George; J . II- ES- 
TABROOK, CARLTON A NORWOOD, Camden.
May 15, 1856. 201y
l .Y S I D E  R O U T E . SPRING & SUMMER
BANGOR, PORTLAND, BOSTON.
THE SPLENDID AND FAST-SAILING STEAMER,
DAWIEL W E B ST E R ,
CAPT SAMUEL BLANCHARD,
HAVING, the past winter, been re-fitted and and put in the best possible condition for the accom­modation of the travelling community, has taken her place 
on the route from BANG OR to P O R T L A N D , and 
will leave BaNGOR every M onday, W ednesday  
and F rid ay  morning, at five o’clock, arriving at Rock­
land at about ten o’clock, A. M., and arriving at Portland 
iu season for the half-past four, P. M. train for Boston.
Returning Leaves PO R T LA N D  for BA N­
GOR and intermediate landings, every M onday, 
W ednesday and  F rid ay eyening, on the arrival of 
the cars from Boston, arriving at Rockland every T u es­
day, T h ursd ay and  Saturday morning, at about 
three o’clock.
F A R E — F ro m  R ock lan d  to B oston ,.$ 2 ,5 0  
“  “  P ortlan d , 1 ,5 0
River fares as usual.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
P. S. Agent’s office at his residence.
Rockland, April 16, 1856. I6tf
O u t s i d e  R o u t e !
FOE B O STO N  DIRECT.
THE NEW, LARGE AND COMMODIOUS STEAMER
9
TRAIJV & PH IPPS,
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
And M anufacturer* o f  C ordage & O akum .
Importer, a c t  Dealer, in Chain., Anchoia, Hemp, Bunt­
ing, W indlau Gearing, Sail Cloth, Faint., O il., Naval 
Store..
C O P P E R - C O A T E D  S P I K E S ,
IfC. Sole Agents CRANE’S  PATENT CHAIN BTOP- 
FERS.
4 1  COM M ERCIAL ST R E E T ,
N ew  Granite Building, opposite end North Market . t , ,
Boston.
W . G. Tbain, W . PH trrs, J*.





R A N K IN  & M I L L A R .
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
—AND—
S H I P  B R O K E R S
S T E A M S H I P  A G E N T S ,  & 0 .  
R IC H M O N D , V A .
Consignments of Eastern Produce, 
HAY. LUMBER, LIME, BRICKS, 4c..
solicited.
Richmond, March 7,1855. lOly
No N o r th ! No S o u th !!
But in the V E R Y  C E N T R E OF T H E  CITY,
HEAD OF BEA STREET, and opposite. 
THORNDIKE HOTEL,
You will Bud a
TTxlI o x x  o f  t lx ©  B e s t
Broadcloths, Cassimeres. Doeskins, Vestings, dec. 4-c,.
O F  A L L  N A T I O N S ,
together with the largest assortment of
CLOTHING OF OUR OW N MANUFACTURE.
The quality of our Goods, the style of our Cutting, our 
Work and our prices are too favorably known to need any 
further recommendation, and while thanking our many 
Customers and friends in this city and vicinity for their 
kind patronage in past years, we respectfully solicit a con­
tinuance.
E . 4  j . Harris,
Rockland, Mdrch 19, 1856. 12tf
CHURCH ORGANS and MELODEONS,
MANUFACTURE D BY
MORSE, BROTHERS,
W A R E  ROOM , SN O W ’S BLOCK, 
M a in  S treet, R ock lan d , Me.
D. B. Bridqford. N. T insley Pate.
JO H N  W . P E R K IN S  & CO.,
C O M M E R C I A L  S T R E E T ,
P O R T LA N D , M A IN E.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
D R U G S , P A I N T S ,
OILS, AND VARNISHES,
Together with a large assortment of 
C O L O R S , A R T IS T S ’ M A T E R IA L S ,  
GLASS WARE, DYE STUFFS, 
P A T E N T  M E D I C I N E S ,  
C A M P H E N E  AND BU R N IN G  F L U ID .
Which we offer to consumers and the trade, on the most 
favorable terms.
May 7, 1856. 6ml9
JtlEJYEJnOJY SJU TF O R E ,
C A P T , E . H . SA NFO RD ,'
Will-leave BANG OR for BOSTON every’ M on­
day and T hursday at II o’clock, A. M., touching at 
all the usual landings on the river, arriving at ROCKLAND 
at about 5 o’clock, P. M.; arriving in BOSTON early 
Tuesday and Friday mornings.
Returning -.—Leaves Foster’s South Wharf, BOS­
TON for BANG OR and intermediate landings on 
the river, every Tuesday and  F rid ay  nt 5 o’clock, 
P. M., arriving at ROCKLAND on W ednesday and  
Saturday mornings at ahout 5 o’clock
F A R E ,— From  R ockland to B oston, $ 2 ,0 0
River Fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
M. W. FARWELL, Agent.
P. S. Agent’s office at his residence.
R nrklan d, M ay 1, 1656. lBtf
S ’ 2 © K 2S 2S IB JL 2 2? S  9 
MACHIASPORT AND ELLSWORTH.
Tho F a v o r ite  Steam er
ROSS & L Y N C H ,
DEALERS IN
T E A S , W . I . G O O D S
A N D  G R O C E R I E S .
G R A N IT E  STORES, C om m ercial Street.
(Opposite head of Widgery’a Wharf.)
} P ortland , Me.
A gents for E ast B r id g ew a ter  N a ils .
May 7, 1856. 6ml9
D W  H T T P ,
BRUSH* M A N U FA C T U R E R ,
No. 9  M ark et Square,
PO R T L A N D , M AIN E.
Brushes of every description in common use with a great 
variety of
Fancy Brushes & Feather Dusters
F or sa le  a t  lo w  prices.
W h o le  wile and R e ta il.
Dealers and others wishing to purchase will find it to 
their interest to call and examine.
Machine Brushes made to order at Short Notice.
May 7, 1856 3ml9
r t O C I L L A N T D ,
C A P T .  I S R A E L  S N O W , 
YX7ILL leave RCCKLAND every SATURDAY
VV morning on arrival of Steamer “ M. Sanford” from 
Boston for M achiasport, touching at North Haven, 
Deer Isle, Mt. Desert. Millbridge and Jonesport.
R eturning,— WILL leave MACHIASPORT, every 
MONDAY morning, touching as above, and arriving at 
ROCKLAND in time to connect with Steamer “ M. San­
ford” for Boston.
Will also leave R ock lan d  every W ednesday  
morning on arrival of “ M. Sanford” from BOSTON for 
Ellsw orth* touching at Belfast, Islesboro’, Castine, 
Deer Isle and Sedgwick.
Returning,—Will leave E llsw o rth , every T h urs­
day morning, at 7 o’clock, touching as above, arriving at 
Rockland in time to connect with Steamer “ M. Sanford” 
for Boston.
F A R E :
From Rockland to North Haven, $  ,75.
“  Deer Isle, 1,25.
“  Mt. Desert, 1,50.
“ Millbridge, 2.00.
“  Jonesport, 2,25.
“  Machiasport, 2,50.
From Rockland to Belfast, § ,50.
“  Islasboro’, J}00.
“ Castine, l }oo.
“ Deer Island, 1,25.
‘l Sedgwick, 1,50.
“ Bluehill. including Stage Fare
from Sedgwick. y 1,75. 
Ellsworth. 1,75
IN G E R S O L L  & SO N’S
E A T I N G  S t V L O O aST,
FOX BLOC K. 77  M ID D L E  ST R E E T ,
(Three Doors West of the New Custom House,)
P O R T L A N D , M A IN E .
Meals at all hours of the D ay and E vcu in ? .
A’large assortment of FANCY CONFECTIONERY 
and FRUIT constantly on hand.
May 7, 1856. 6ml9
'  UPFOBD’S CELEBRATED 
Smoke Consuming Patent Lamps.
Requiring only the poorest ofoil, lard, tallow or grease; 
producing a light unsurpassed, at an expense of less ihan 
half a cent per hour; adapted for the parlor, Ki’chen and 1 
Workshop—-(also a most valuable Study Lamp.) Il is last j
supersending all other Lamps. The principle of the Lamp ’ __________________________________ _ w
is such, that perfect combustion is recured. Manufac- day and Thursday, ul 5 o’clock P. M
. UFFORD, 117 Court street, and . LA ND for BANGOR. every W cdneaday and Sat—
N O W  R E A D Y ,
AT
T. A. W ENTW O RTH ’S
KO. 2 SPO FFO R D  BLOCK,
R O C K LA N D , M A IN E .
rp H E  subscriber has ju st  returned from
New York, Boston & Portland,
W ITH  A LARGE BTOCK OF
R IC H  A N D  F A S H IO N A B L E  GOODS,
CONSISTING IN PART OF
Genin’s, Beebe’s and Leary’s.
S P R I Y G  S T ' S ’I j ZE!
S I L K  H A T S ,
Gent’s and Boy’s, Black, Brown, Drab, White, Castor, 
Rose and Claret,
S O F T  I I . I T S .
Gent’s and Boy’?, Black, Blue, Brown, Drab and Embossed
©  a  ©  2 ?  m i  ©
Gent’s Drab, Checkered and Brown
S I L K  C A P S .
G L A Z E D  S IL K  C A P S .
A lso a  L arge  STOCK o f  C H IL D R E N ’S
FANCY HATS & CAPS.
Custom-Made
B o o t s  f i n d  S i l o e s .
Gent’s Kip. French and American Calf Boots. Gent’s Pa. 
tent Lea her, Calf, Black and Drab Cloth Congress 
Boots. Gent’sand Boys, Calf, Goat and 
Kip Brogans.
L A D IE S  A N D  M IS S E S ,
Kid, Drab, Brown, Tan, Drab and Black Cloth Congress 
and Gaiter Boots. Ladies Heel Boots. Ladies 
and Misses, Kid and Morocco Buskins and 
Slippers. Children’s Plain and 
Fancy Shoes iu great 
variety.
U M B R EL LA S, PARASOLS, &c.
D. B. BRIDGrFOKD, & CO.
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
FOR THE SALE OF
R O CK LA ND L IM E , L U M P A N D  CAL­
CINED PLASTER, HAY, POTATOES, 
CEMENT, Ha IR, &c.
Also—Attend to orders for the purchase of Flour, Wheat, 
eed, «tc.
Storage.—Merchandise of all descriptions received on 
Storage, and Insurance effected at the lowest City rates, 
at our large and commodious Warehouses,
C orner 2 0 th  and D ock  Sts., R ich m on d , V a .
References in R o.jkland.—Chas. W . Snow, Benj. 
Litchfield, Edward C. Ilealey, F. Cobb &. Co.
R eferences in R ichmond, Va.—Stearpes Brum 
mell, Edmonds Dcvenport & Co., Shields & Somerville. 
Tinsley, Tardy A: Co., Clias. T . Wortham <fc Co., Raw 
lings & Miller, John W. Wright & Co. John H. Claiborne
B. 0. HASKINS,
COMMISSION MERCHANT,
N HIS LARGE NEW BUILDING OPPOSITE THE OLD 
STAND OF
H a s K i n s d J  U i T o l o y
AND IN FRONT OF THE STEAMBOAT WHARF,
R IC H M O N D , V a .
O ”N. B. He will attend particularly to the sale of Lime 
Plaster, or any other produce entrusted to his care, and 
make prompt returns of the same. 3. ly.
GEO. L. HATCH,
SHIPPING AND COMMISSION
M E R C H A N T ,
22 South Street, (Up Stairs,
N E W  Y O R K .
(VVm Cbeevv-I (Chas A. Farwell.
CREEVY & FARWELL, 
Commission Merchants, and Ship 
BROKERS.
Agents for “ The Eagle Line” New York 
Packets,
3 9  N A T C H E Z  S T R E E T ,
4 4 tf  NEW ORLEANS.
'TH E subscribers grateful for the very liberal 
JL patronage which they have thus far received, would 
again invite the attention of the public to their improved 
O rgans and  M clodeons.
Also to a new instrument for CHURCH use, called the
O R G A N  M E L O D E O N ,
which for small Churches, is considered a valuable substi­
tute for the pipe Organ. We would also say that our fa­
cilities for manufacturing are now such as will enable us 
io furnish instruments equally as low us other manufactur­
ers in any part of the country and yet we shall make every 
effort to have all our instruments unsurpassed in style o 
finish, beauty of tone, and durability. Every instrument 
fully warranted.
Piano Fortes of superior tone, at manufacturers prices,
Sheet Music and Instruction Books on hand aud furnished 




Rockland, Feb. 18, 1856._____________________ 8tf
WEBSTER HOUSE,
JYo. 383 Hanover St., Boston,
The undersigned, late, of the Frank 
lin House, have taken the new, spaeious 
and elegant Hotel, (W ebster H«use,> No. 
382 Hanover Street, and opened it January 
1st, 1855. The structure is as substantial
and commodious as it is elegant.and every apartment is spa­
cious, pleasant, and fitted up with taste, having every mod­
em improvement for the coinfort or convenience of guests. 
The location of the house is peculiarly favorable for mer­
chants and business men ; it is located but a short distance 
from the railroad stations, and still affords to the visitor a 
quiet not usually found in our city hotels, especially agree- 
aole to ladies. The proprietors, grateful for liberal patron­
age while conductors of the Franklin House, solicit a con­
tinuance of public favor, and will aim to make the Web­
ster House popular and deserving of support.
N. B.—This house is supplied with extensive hot and 
cold Baths- Also,a well selected Library.
I . SAMPSON &. G. B , M A R T IN , P rop rietors.
3m 13
Rockland, April 21, 1856.
F. COBB A CO., Agents.
B R Y A N T ’ S
BOSTON & BANGOR EXPRESS,
B Y  ST EA M E R  M . SA NFO RD .
M oney P a ck a g es. Orders, A c., tak en  and  
d elivered  and  B ills  and  N otes collected  
w ith  prom ptness and despatch .
Leaves R O CK LA ND for B O ST O N ,------ ** —
tured by S. N .&  H. G. 
sold wholesale and retail,
G. L. SMITH. Agent for Rockland.
May 15, ie56. ___  _  SOtf
Silks and. Velvets.
"PROM New York Auction Sales are now being 
J- sold 10 to 15 per cent less than can be purchased from 
any other House in town by
Rockland, May 14,1656.
urday mornings. BOSTON for RO C K LA N D , 
every T uesday and F rid ay at 5 o’clock, I’. M.
Of f ic e s : -Store ot Pierced: Kaler, Rockland—W. H, 
Carey, Agent; No. 11 State Street, Boston ; No. 3Strick- 
land’s Block, Bar.gor.
Rockland, April 24, 1856. 16tf
gloriguian, Carr «fc Co’s
Inks.
MAYNARD a  Noyes Bryant & Wilcox, Ar- nolds English Ink & Fluid, Dunbar’s Black Blue & Red, for sale at
SPEAR’S,
22tf No. 1 Spofford Block.
AV A  X  T  E  I ) .
WOOL, vi'OOL, WOOL. 
10-000 Pounds,
TN Exchange for WARREN F A C T O R Y  
A CLOTHS,-—buch as
CA3SIMERES, SATINETTS, BLANKETING. UNDER 
FLANNEL, COARSE WOOLENS 4 c ., i c . ,  
constantly on hand a good supply of these goods «fcc., well
known for their excellent qualitv.
J. WAKEFIELD,
No, 3 Kimball Block.
Rockland, May 6, 1856. J9tf
1 5 0 0  V O L U M E S
S A B B A T H  SC H O O L  B O O K S,
JUST rec’d from the American and New Eng- land Depositories, and being the best selection ever offered for sale in this m arket; among which are Libra­
ries at $2,50, $5,00, and $10,00, and a very large collec­
tion of miscellaneous works, and one Library never before 
published.
j. Wakefield.
Rockland, May 6, 1855. 19tf
E X P R E S S
S U M M E R  A R R A N G E M E N T .  
F IV E  T R I P S  A W E E K  TO B O S T O N . 
Leaves RO CK LAND for BOSTON by steamer 
H E N E M A N  S A N F O R D ,  
every M oudny and Thursday at 5 o’clock P. M.—
Returns W ednesday and Saturday mornings.
Leaves fot PO RT LAN D and BOSTON by steam-
D A N I E L  W E B S T E R ,  
every M onday, W ednesday axd F rid ay  at 10 
o'clock A. M.
Returns Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday  
mornings.
Office, one door north of Berry’s Blok.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Agent.
Rockland, May 1, 1856, 16tf
ROCKLAND BONNET SALOON-
B Y  I I  H A T C H ,
N o . 3 , L IM E  R O C K  S T R E E T ,
One door E ast o f  the
P O S T  O F F I C E ?
Where may be found
N e w  a n d  F a s h i o n a b l e
J H E
N E W  G O O D S .
subscriber is now opening a 
L A R G E  A N D  C H O IC E
SELECTION OF
SPRING & SUMMER 
G O O D S ,
adapted to the season which be will sell low for CASH  
Please call and examine.
No 2 Custom H ouse B lock .
„  M. E. THURLO.
Rockland, April 30, 1856. A8tf
B O X  V E T S ,
and a general assortment of other
M illin e ry  a n d  F a n c y  G oods.
ALSO. HOSIERY, GLOVES, YARNS and other Goods too 
numerous to mention.
M OURNING,
kept constently on hand or made at short notice. 
ST R A W  BONNETS
bleached and pressed in the latest style, 
i H. H A TC H  continues the agency for F ren ch  
1 H a ir  W o rk , which is kept constantly on hand or sup- 
, plied at short notice. Aiso, agent for B a r r e tt’s Dye 
j H ouse, where goods are dyed iu lha best possible man-
N E W  G O O D S  
J .  W A T T S , J r . ,
NO, 2 B E E T H O V E N  BLO C K ,
A LL kinds of M an Ju ’ md' Hemp Cordage, H l l & d  retUrDed fr°m B°St°D’ W‘th “  WeU
JA for sale by ic e S T O C K  O F  G O O D S,
Consisting in part as follows:
 l   
Rockland. April 30, 1656.
Iron and Steel.
A LL descriptions of Bolt, Refined and Sweeds 
Iron, Shoe Shupes, Thimble Shapes, Nail Rods, Spike 
Rods, Band and Hoop Iron, Anchor Palms,'&c* . Also
Cast, German and Blistered Steel, fcr sale by
F. COBB 4- Co.
Rockland, April 30, 1856. lfitf
JpOR sale by
Rockland, April 30, 1856.
Oars.
Powder, Powder.
Pjflf) KEGS just received from Eureka Pow-
t / V v  der Works, and for sale by
F . COBB & Co.
_Rockland, April 30, 1856. 18tf
PENCIL WINDOW SHADE, and a : dow Fixing. For sale by J . WAKEFIELD-
Flour and Corn.
g fjQ  BBLS. FLOUR.
lOOO BUSHELS CORN.
2 0 0  “ MEAL.
2 0  “ BYE MEAL.
1OO “ BLACK OATS.
1 2 2  . „ “ "  HITE OATS.5 0 0  LBS CHEESE.
Hams, Lard, Pork, Molasses, Sucar, Beans. Peas 
Dried Apples.
Just received aud for bolesale c 
Rockland, April 16, 1656.
retail at low prices by 
O. B. FALES. 
16tf
Kennedy’s Medical Discovery.
A YER’S Cherry Pectoral and Pills, all war- 
JY ranted genuine, by
J ,  WAKEFIELD.
Treatise on marine a naval architec­ture , or theory and practice blended in Ship Bulld­og, by Griffith. For si’le by
48__________________________ J . W'AKEFIELP.
Singing Books.
HALLELUJAH and Cythara, byJ. WAIakefield.
GOLD PENS4 in gold cases, and separate from cases—gold pencils, and a large variety of gold jewelry.For sale by
 J. WAKEFIELD.
Herds Grass and Clover Seed.
" P O R  sale by
J  19lf A. II. KIMBALL.
T r u f a n t ’s P a te n t  C om pound ,
FO R  T H E  C U R E  OF SALT R H E U M .
T H IS  is undeniably the best article ever sold for that disente as is seen in the numeious cases 
of essential help or entire cure accomplished by its use.—. 
fioi d b,y J. WAKEFIELD, Sole Agent.
Rockland, May 12,1856. 80tf
L U T I I E R  L I B B Y ,




XTTILL receive consignments of LIME and
VV will give particular attention to the selling of the 
same. Any person having Lime to sell, he solicits their 
patronage, which will be promptly aitended to, and thank
which were purchased wholly for CASH, consequently ' fully received. For reference, apply to any merchant in 
they can and W IL L  B E  SOLD from 10  to 15  per ! the City of Richmond.
Gent’s F u rn ish in g  Goods,
H A T S  & C A P S .
Gennin’s, Beebe’s and Leary’s
SPRING FASHIONS FOR 
1 8  5  6 .
ALSO, A LOT OF
CiLXDSs cfc S o f t  H a t s ,
Ju st received nnd lor sale CHEAPER than 
E V E R  for CASH, b>
T . A. W E N T W O R T H ,
No. 2 Spofford B lock .
Nearly opposite THORNDIKE HOTEL, Rockland, Me. 
April 8, 1856. 15tf
FIKE, FIRE,
Is your PROPERTY Insured.
Are you Insured in Safe Companies ?
E, H . COCHRANE,
FIR E, MARINE an d  LIFE
INSURANCE AGENCY,
SPOFFORD BLOCK,
Jflain  S tree ti R ock lan d .
j n  H. COCHRAN, thankful for the liberal 
patronage he has heretofore received, in­
tends for the future to devote hie whole time
exclusively to the
INSURANCE BUSINESS,
io all its branches, and holds himself in readi­
ness to give any information relating to the 
same, and carefully and promptly to attend to 
all business entrusted to his care.
E. H. C. would call attention to some of the 
Companies for which he is agent, the same be­
ing near home and known to be perfectly safe 
and honorable in the adjustment of their losses.
Holyoke Insurance Company.
SALEM. MASS.
C a p i t a l ,  $ 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
A . Story, President, J . T. Burnu. x , Sec’y.
Conway Insurance Company,
CONWAY, MASS. 
C a p i t a l ,  2 0 0 , 0 0 0 .
J . S . W mtnby , President. J , H. Sprague. Sec’y
Fentucket Insurance Company,
HAVERHILL, MASS.
W . Godkll, President. A. I. Sa w yib , Sec’y.
Atlantic Insurance Company,
EXETER, N. H.
M, Saunders, President. Wm. P. Moulton, Sec’y.
(ST The above Companies Insure on the Stock
Principle.
Thomaston Nut. Fire Insurance Com.
THOMASTON, ME.
E. Robinson, President. W. R, Keith , See’y.
Great Falls Mutual Insurance Company,
SOMERSWORTH, N. H.
I. G* J ordan, President. II. Y. H ayes, Sec’y.
Farmers &. Mechanics Mutual Company,
GORHAM, ME.
J. Hanson, President. J . P ierce, Sec’y.
Rockingham Mutual Company,
EXETER, N. H.
M. Sanborn, President. W. P. Moulton, Sec’y
E. H. Cochran will also take risks for Phila­
delphia Companies and Hartford, Connecticut.
L I F E  I N S U R A N C E ,  
effected in Companies of good stunding.
N B. All npplicatinos for insurance wilt be 
attended to with the utmost care and prompt­
ness.
Rockland, Nov. 7, 1855. 43tf
cent L O W E R  than they can be purchased elsewhere. 
EZDont forget the place
N o. 2 SPO FFO RD BLOCK, 
N early  oppowite T h orn d ik e  H oto l,
Rockland, April 17, 1856 16tf
N E W  G O O D S .
A . IL  K IM B A L L  & CO.,
N O .  1 CUSTOM H O USE BLOCK.
HAVE just returned from Boston, and are now opening a carefully selected stock of G O O D S  adapted to this market, consisting iu part as follows •
P r o T z i s i o n s .
Flour, Boston Clear nnd Mess Pork, Hams, Lard, 
Fulton Market and Chicago Beef, Beans, Potatoes 
Dried Apples, Codfish, Pollock &c.
G ro c e rie s .
A choice assortment of Family Groceries, such as
171) LUTHER LIBBY.
H A Z E N  & F R E N C H ,
No 62  B road ,— F our D oors South from  
M ilk  S treet, . . .  BOSTON.
Offer for sale at low prices 
LINSEED OIL, I WHITE LEAD,
SPTS. TURPENTINE, | ZINC WHITE,
COPAL VARNISH, I VERDIGRIS,
ja pa n . | colors in  oil.
Together with a full assortment of
DRY COLORS, WINDOW GLASS,
AND COMMON DRUGS.
February, 28, 1656. 91y
CARLTON .& PAB SONS,
COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
S A V A N N A H , G a.
Particular attention given to the purchase and shipment
1 0 , 0 0 0  R O L L S
— O F —
P A P E R  H A N G I N G S
JU S T  received n large assortment of
E N T I R E  N E W  S T Y L E S  
of Paper Hangings, Borders, Window Curtains and Fire- 
boards.
Consisting ol Common, Grounded, Satin, Gilt, Velvet 
and Velvet and Gilt Room Papers.
Common Velvet and Gilt Borders. *
Paper nnd Cloth Window Curtains.
Curtain Fixtures, Top nnd Side Lights.
Panel Paper a new article for Entries and Rooms. 
Fireboard Patterns of every description, to which I
would respectfully invite the attention of the citizens of 
Rockland and vicinity before purchasing elsewhere.
J. C. MOODY’S,
No 4. Spear’s Block.
Rockland, April 3,1856. I4tf
r - i t o v i s l o M
of
Granulated, Crushed, Brown and Muscavado Sugars, H A R D  P I N E  L U M B E R , P R O C U R IN G  
Java, 1 orto Cabello, West India and Burnt and | im-m-nTTm-i
Ground Coffee, Young Hyson. Oojong, Ningyong and { FRElGHTb &C.
R eference.—Knott Crockett, Esq., and A. II. Kimball, 
Rockland.
u .u ii.iu  i  nuug am i. fum ing, m u g v o n g  t
Souchong Tet-s, Molasses, Porto Rico, do., Rice, 
Vinegar, Lamp Oil, Candles, Cream Tartar,
Saleratus, Starch, Corn Starch. Gherkins,[Maccaroni, 
Tapioca. Citron, Mace, Currants, &c., &c 
P A IN T S  A N D  O IL S
Union White Lead, Hudson River do., French Zinc, { 
White, Boiled and Linseed Oil, Sp’ts Turpentine, i 
Japan, Zinc Dryer, Coach, Furniture, Dainar and s 
Bright Varnish, Paris Green, Chrorat Green,
Chrome Yellow, French Yellow, Venetian Red,
Red Lead, Vermillion, Verdigris, Litharge, Prussian 
Blue, Umbre, Lampblack, Whiting, Borux.
Chalk, Ac. *
B U I L D E R S ’ M A T E R I A L S .
Messrs Carleton. Norwood, «fc Co , Rockport. 331y
L . W . H O W E S ,  
C O U N S E L L O R  A T  L A W ,  
K IM B A L L  BL O K .
Rockland, Me .
i Strict attention given to B ou nty  L au d C laim *.
• THE above named has just removed from Belfast, where 
he has been in a very active practice about eight years; 
; ahout one half of which period he was of the then firm of 
I Abbott A: Howes.
.  Ol T i m ’ On account of his extensive1 acquaintance in Waldo
A ails, Glass, sheet Lead, Tar d and Dry Sheatiling ! County he Will continue to do business in the Courts there 
Paper, Locks of all kinds, Knobs, Butts, Screws, • a3 we„ as j
Blinds Fastenings, Store Latches, Locks nnd Bolts, 
Window Line, Hinges, dec., de.
H A R D W A R E .
Long Handled Shovels and Spades, Cast Steel and 
Iron Shovels, Spades and Manure Forks, Hoes, 
Pick-axes, Crowbars, Axes and Hatchets of all 
kinds, Treenail, Ship and Screw’ Augers, Bitts, 
Hammers, all kinds of Rasps and Files, Sand Paper, 
C. S. Hand Saws, Plane Irons, Grind Stone Fixings, 
Cow Belts, Horse, Shoe. Scrubbing. Floor, While 
Wash and
-P A IN T  B R U S H E S .-  
S H I P  C H A N D L E R Y
Manilla and Hemp Cordage, Cotton Duck and 
Ravens, Tur, Pitch, Rosin, Oakum, Rigging and 
Pump Leather, Cotton and Hemp Cod Lines, 
Mackerel Lilies, Deep Sea, Hand and Log Lines, 
Leads, Net, Whipping, Ccttou and Flax Twine, 
Brass and WoodfCoinpasses, Deck Lights, Deck. 
Buckets, Lanterns, Signal Lamps, <fcc., <fcc.
HOUSE FU RN ISH ING  AR TICLES.
Crockery, Glass, Earthern and Stone Ware, Kn.ives 
and Forks, Spoons, Chopping Knives and Tray a, 
Wooden Bowls, Butter and Bail Firkins, Boxe s, 
Rolling Pins, Pastry Boards, Clothes aud other 
Baskets, Hair and Wire Sieves,
NIC E CORN BROOMS,
Large and Small, Mats, Coffee Mills. Tubs, Water 
Paiis, Zinc and Wood Wasli Boards, Bristol Brick, 
Churns. Wood Horses and Saws, Mop Hun dies <kc., 
Ac.
ALSO,—A good assortment of Staple Dry Goods, 
such as Brown and Bleached Sheetings, Cotton 
Warp, Wicking, Prints, Linens, Strip’d Shirting, 
Denims, «kc., «fcc.
The above are some of the leading articles which the 
subscribers have on hand ; they will endeavor to keep a 
constant supply, and hope to merit a fair share of patron­
age from our own and the neighbouring towns.
A. II. KIMBALL de CO.
A. H. K. & Co., are the selling Agents for the R us­
sell M ills  C oltou D u ck , a very superior article.
ALSO,—Agents for Porter’s Patent Graduating Tuyere 
Iron, the best and most economical articles ever got up for 
Blacksmiths.
Rockland, April 24, 1856. 17tf
Rockland, March 22, 1855
PE T E R  TIIACHER & BROTHER. 
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law, 
O F F IC E , NO. 2 K IM B A L L  BLOC K,
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME.
P eter Thacher, R. P. E. T uacher.
Rockland, Feb. 21, 1856. 48tf
THORNDIKE HOTEL,
R O C K L A N D  M A I N E .
— B Y —
S . G . D E N N I S .
Rockiand, Jan 15, 1656. Stf
N. BOYNTON & CO.
C o m m is s io n  IVIea’cE ian ts,
AND SELLING AGENTS FOR THE
ROBBINS CORDAGE CO.,
P L Y M O U TH , MASS.
RUSSELL MILLS, and Mt. VERNON 
D U C K  C O M P A N Y ’ S, 
are prepared to furnish Coraage and Duck of the best
quality, at the lowest manufacturers’ prices.
N BOYNTON, > No. 134
E BOYNTON, JR > Commercial Block, 
A FH E R V E Y  )  BOSTON. I6Iy
G R O C E R Y  S T O R E ,
C L A R K E ’S- BU IL D IN G , over tlie  Brook, 
C E N T R E  M AIN S T R E E T .
T T IE  subscriber has just returned from Boston 
-t with a choice STOCK of GROCERIES o f all kind*,
togethci with___F r u i t s ,
such as ORANGES. LEMONS, FIGS, RAISINS, CUR­
RANTS, COCOANUTS, ENGLISH WAL­
NUTS, FILBERTS, dee.
In the Provision line, may he found S alt and Fresh  
B e e f nnd P ork; H am  nnd E ss*  T rip e, and  
Snauasc*, B u tter  aud Cheese, Sic. Sic.
V E G E T A B L E S ,
of all kinds,
POTATOES, SQUASHES, CABBAGES, TURNIPS. 
BEETS, Ac., FRESH AND NICE.
ffj- Purchases delivered to order.
P. S. It is the intention of the undersigned to keep a
F IR S -R A T E  PR O V ISIO N  Si GROCERY'
S T  O J£ £  ,
and to that end a continued effort will be made to keep up 
a supply of all articles in his line of business, confident 
that a discriminating public will give him that patronage 
which he hopes to deserve.
JOHN FLINT.
Rockland, April 15, 1656.__________________ 3inl6
“ "W ill, P .  T E U f lY  &  C O .,
RAILROAD I1ALL, HAYMARKET SQUARE, 
B O S T O N .
Have now in Store, and will he constantly receiving 
throughout the seasen, from the principal and best 
manufucturers iu England and America,
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF
O  - a .  X t  Z E S T  s  ,
Desirable for furnishing HOTELS, DWELLINGS and 
SHIPS, Embracing
V E L V E T  TA PE ST R Y , BRUSSELS TA PES­
T R Y , BRUSSELS, T H R E E -P L Y  5c 
K 1D D E R M IN IST E R ,
P a in ted  Carpeta, B ock iu gs, M attings, 
R u gs, See,
Comprising a very large assortment, all of which will be 
sold at the lowest market prices.
April 24, 1856. 3ml7
COBB & SW ETT,
THOMAS FRYE,
Physician and Surgeon,
OFFICE No. 4 Kimball Block, overthestore of J . Wake field Dwelling House on Spring Street, opposite Dirigo Engine House. ALL ORDERS BY DAY OR NIGHT, 
will be promptly aitended to; 43 ly
Nov. 10 1854.
KT ZE3 - W
Corn, Flour and General Provision
— A N D  —
G - r o c c r y  S t o r e .
H. B. INGRAHAM
UUOULD announce to the public that he has 
VV taken S T O R E
No. 2 Gregory’s Building,
(formerly occupied bv N. S. Leeman,)
FRONT STREET. NORTH END., 
and is now prepared to sell at the lowest CASH price at 
W H O LESALE or RETAIL, 









DRY FISH and MACKEREL,
together with a good stock oi
c o m m o n  g r o c e r y  Si r e t a il  g o o ds, ! Nervous debility, 
all of which were selected with care, and will be sold at ; D eraD gem en t of the Di
D S . HALSEY’S
F O R E S T  W IN E
Pleasanter and more effective in the Cure of 
Disease than any remedy ever discovered. Cures 
without purging or nauseating. Con be taken 
a t any time withont hindrance from business. 
Equal in flavor to the richest imported Wine, 
and pnt op in large BottleB for One Dollar. 
V O I C E  O F  T H E  P R E S S .
It is remarkable that although the Press have at all 
times studiously avoided npeaking in favor of patent Med- 
cines, yet the Medical qualities of the •* Forest Wine anil 
Pills have attracted ils attention, and we find it setting 
forth the merits of these Remedies in unqualified terms in 
every part of our country.
From the Editorial Department of the Wellsville (Ohio) 
Patriot, of July 3d, 1855.
“ Halsey’s Fobrst W inr .”— So universally is this 
Medicine approved of in this locality, and so rapidly has 
been its sale within the last three months, it being a neve 
failing remedy for nearly all the diseases for which it Is re­
commended, that Mr. Baker, (druggist of this town,) was 
compelled to re-order in a muchishorter time than is usual 
iu the case of many other Patent Medicines, The Forest 
Wine is destined from ils excellent medical qualities, to 
become more popular than was ever any other Medicine.
Saved from being Maimed for Life,
In July last, Mrs. Maloney of this city, called on me in 
a dreadful state of excitement, and stated her snn had been 
taking my Pill for a Tumor, with which he Lad been af­
flicted for seven years, and that since he begao to take 
them it had brokeu out in a large ulcer. 1 bade her not be 
alarmed, that I had confidence the remedies would cure 
her son if he would continue them. On examination I 
found the Tumor of enormous size, extending nearly 
round the youth’s leg above the knee, on which an ulcer 
had formed as large as the palm of the hand, The mother 
□formed me that the tumor had been growing for seven 
years, that she had employed several Physicians, each of 
whom in sum gave up, stating the case incurable. 1 ad­
vised her son to take the Pills every night on retiring, aud 
to take a little of the Wine three times a day. Closely ad­
hering to this advice, in a few weeks, to the great joy of 
the mother, the youth began to improve, and in six weeks 
after she called and informed me that he was well aud 
taken a situation in a store.
We have given this statement at the request of Mrs. 
Malouey, who resides at the corner of Broome and Sulli­
van streets, where every one may witness in the person of 
her son scars of the horrible disease, which for seven years 
had bid defiance to the skill of Physicians and every earth 
ly remedy.
Shocking Case o f  R h eu m atism  Cured >la 
th ree  W eeks*
N ew York, July 15th, 1855,
Dr. G- W. Halsey.—I reside at 32 Vestry street, in 
this city. During the lust two years I have been so bad 
with the Rheumatism that my friends told me I couli’ not 
stand in through the coming winter. My legs were dread 
fully swollen, and I suffered excruciating pain. In thia 
situation I procured your Forest Remedies, and took both 
the Pills and the Wine according to the directions. In 
about a week I began to experience their good effects, and 
in three weeks 1 was able to go to work, which I had not 
done for eight months before.
M. LINCH, 32 Vestry St., N. Y. 
Long stan d in g  Cough, G eneral D ebility  and  
D rop sical Disorder*
CURED AT 25 AVENUE C, NEW YORK.
Dr. Halsey, New York, August 10, 2855.
Dear Sir :—My wife has been severely troubled with a 
cough more than six years ; more or Mess during the time 
she has been attended by the Doctors, but never got any 
permanent relief until she tookyour Forest Wine and Pills. 
She has now taken one bottle of the Wine and less than a 
boz ot the Pills, which have so far restored her that I in­
dulge the hope that as much more will complete the cure. 
My daughter also has been cured of General Debility and 
Dropsy by the use of the Forest Remedies*
WM. BROWN.25 Avenue C. 
The Forest Wine and Pills are Sovereign Remedies lor 
all the following complaints, and it should be understood 
that it is the medical influence of both Remedies acting to­
gether in the blood which exert the wonderful effects in 
the cure o f obstinate diseases. Although the Pills alone 
are a never-failing Remedy in all such caaes as require only 
purgatives, yet in Chronic Diseases} bofii^the \ \  fire and 
Pills are absolutely necessury.
The F orest W in e  and P ills  are warranted to Curs 
the most severe Colds, Coughs, and Pnin in the P reast, 
Asthma, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Rheumatism, and Gout* 
The W’ine and Pills cure the Fever ond Ague, for which 
compluint they have acquired a high reputation. Ulcers, 
Boils, Blotches, Scabbed Head, Ring-worm,Erysipelas, Salt 
Rheum, Sore Eyes, and every kind of Humor, Jaundice. 
Female Complaints, Debility, Night Sweats, and Weakly 
State of the Constitution, Bilions Disorders, Foul Stomach 
and Morbid condition of the Bowels, Headaches, Nervous 
Disorders and General Derangement of the System. Affec­
tions of the Bladder, Bronchitis, Bilious Colic, Bowel 
Complaints, Dropsy, Flatulency, Giddiness, Loss of Appe­
tite, Pains in the Bones. Scrofula, and all o tter complaints 
which arise from Impure-Blood und Disordered state of the 
System.
My Forest Wine is in large square bottles, One Dollar 
per Bottle, or Six Botlies for Five Dollars. Forest Pills 
Twenty-five Cents per Box.
General Depot, No. 64 Walker Street, New York.
Agents.—C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; G. I. ROB 
INSON, Thomaston. 421y
such prices as shall secure a share of the patronage of 
CASH purchasers.
As 1 intend to make this a permanent business 1 shall 
be governed by the motto
“ QUICK Sales and SMALL PROFITS.” 
Rockland, Dec. 7, 1855. 47tl
W atches, Jew elry ,
— A N  D —
S I L V E R  W A R E .
The subscriber having completed satisfactory arrange­
ments with the largest manufacturers for a constant supply 
of
GOLD and SIL V E R  W A T C H E S, of all kinds j
GOLD CHAINS, LOCKETS, PENCILS ;
And FINE GOLD JEWELRY, in great variety; 
Sterling Silver, Silver Plated and Britannia 
Ware ; Cutlery and Fancy A rticles;
Is enabled to offer greuter inducements to purchasers than 
heretofore having adopted the cash and small profit 
system—and respectfully solicits the public to call and
examine his goods and Prices.
N. B.—All goods warranted to prove ns good as repre­
sented.
(ET Fine Watches>and Jewelry repaired by competent 
workmen.
L. A. POND,
6m6 141 Hanover (corner of Union) Street, Boston.
ROCKLAND, M E.
J .  K . M E R R I L L F R O P R I E T O R .
'P H IS  HOUSE is pleasantly situated on Lime 
X Rock Street, in the immediate vicinity of the Post and 
Insurance Offices and Banks, in the business part of the 
city. Large and extensive additions have been made to the 
Old House. The Halls are large and spacious, the Dining 
Room commodious and of the most modern style. The 
Parlors and Drawing Rooms are roomy and newly furnish­
ed. The Sleeping Apartments are pleasant and conven 
ient. In the New Building are eight suits of Rooms neatly 
fitted ond furnished. The Chikawaukie Water is carried to 
the third story, and everything for the comfort of its Pat­
rons has been generously done. -
C onches connect with all Steam ers coming to or go­
ing from the city. It is the Genernl Singe House, as all 
stages running from the city make it their Head Quarters.
HorttCM C a r r i a g e s  furnished at all hours. Char­
ges moderate.
The Proprietor trusts that, by his constant efforts to 
please, his old friends will still continue their favors, and 
his new will find it a pleasant, social nnd quiet home, where 
their interests and desires will be attended to, and all things 
done to make life joyous and time pass happily.
June 28, 1855.____  24
A Good Cleansing B itte r
To be Taken in the Spring.
Be kind enough, Reader, to give your attention one mo­
ment, and you will learn what
C. A. RICHARDS’
A B B O T T - B I T T E R S
ARE GOOD FOR.
They have been made and sold 40 years—8 years by the 
present proprietor, and note this great truth; he has facts In 
his possession, showing that they haved cured and helped 










Water Brash, Humors, 






Pain in tho Side,
Torpor o f the Liver and Bowels,
Reader! You are appealed to earnestly. Don’t say “ If 
I only could believe this to be {true! 1 have some of the 
above complaints, and I would take the medicine at once 
if I could only have confidence.” IT IS TRUE; it is an 
honest truth, if ever there)*was one spoken. Come then, 
if your mind is irritable, discontented, und gloomy, if you 
have severe Colic Pains after eating your food,—if your 
body begins to waste, or your strength to fail you,—if your 
countenance assumes a haggard and sallow aspect,—if you 
have a difficulty in lying on your left side,—if your skin is 
dry and shrivelled,—if you have an appetite weak and va­
riable, and perhaps entirely destroyed,—if your whole sys­
tem is languid, especially during the process of digestion, 
—if you have acoustant uneasy feeling in the stomach,— 
why, you have only a fit of INDIGESTION! and these 
great Bitters are made to cure Indigestion, and they will do 
it, too,—and all its attendant ills; and while at first it gent­
ly stimulates the Stomach, cieunsing and removing these 
troublesome agents,
IT ACTS UPON THE SKIN,
removing morbid or vitiated humors, beautifying the 
face, kindling life and energy’ in your eutire <rame; then, 
Reader, will the world no longer look dark and gloomy; no 
longer will your dearest hopes be banished and thrust aside 
but with
HEALTH AND STRENGTH
You will go forth into the world, to say with thousands of 
others, C A Richards’ Abbott Bitters have done won 
ders for me. The Label is Copyrighted, and each bottle, 
for the protection of ibe consumers ami proprietor, bears 
the portrait of Doctor Wm. Abbott, together with the sig­
nature of
C. A. RICHARDS, Proprietor,
89 State Sereet, Boston.
For sale in this city, by C. P. FESSENDEN,
August 1, 1855 ly














G R O C E R I E S .
An excellent assortment of F a m ily  G roceries such 
as Crushed and Coffee Ciushed, Powered, Muscovado and 
Havana Brown Sugars, Java St Doming, raw, burnt and 
ground Coffee, Young Hyson, Oolong, Ningyong, Congou 
and Souchong Teas. Chocolate, Cracked and Prepared Co­
coa and Cocoa Shell, Cuba and New' Orleans Molasses, 
Stuart’s Golden Syrup, Burning Fluid, Lamp Oil, Sperm 
Candles, Tallow do., Saleratus, Cream Tartar, Starch, 
Com Starch, bagc, Tapioca, Maccaroni, Vermicelli, Citron, 
Dates, Box and Cask Raisins, Sultana do., Figs, Pickles, 
Gerkins, Ketchup, Pepper Sauce, Mustard, Horse Radish, 
Olive Oil, Davis Dickinson & Co., C. I I . Olive and Brown 
Soaps, Shrdines, Mace,'‘Nutmegs and Spices of all kinds 
ecc., dec., dec.
F I N E  C O R N  B R O O M S ,
Palmleaf, Grass and Manilla Mats, Water Pails, Zinc 
and Wood Wash Boards, Clothes Pins, Rolling Pins, Tubs, 
Churns, Wooden Bowls, Trays, Nest Measures, Nest 
Buckets, Ratan and Willow Clothes Baskets, Mops, Mop 
Handles, Hoes, Shovels, tfC.
D O M E S T IC  G O O D S.
Satinet, Tickms, Brown Drilling, Sheeting nnd Shirtings 
Brown nnd Bleached. Strip’d Shirtings, Denim’s Flannels 
Colored Cambric, Crash, Corset Jean,Prints,Linen, French 
Bosoms, Linen do., Thin Cloth for Boy’s wear, Colton 
Warp,dec., dtc. Also Men’s Boots and Shoes. The above 
goods and many others not mentioned, will be sold as low 
as ut any other store in the City, for Cush. 18tf
T A K E  A O T 1 C E .
SPR ING  Jt SU M M ER A R R A N G E M E N T . 
JJO RSES, CARRIAGES and COACHES to
L E T  nt th e T H O R N D IK E  STABLE,
Persnts wishing SEATS to and from the BOATS will 
please leave their names at t Thorndike Hotel or C. S. 
BROWN’S Livery Stable, North End.
W . II. THORNDIKE.
Rockland, April 16, 1856. 16tf
"KENNEBEC JOURNAL
F o r  th e  C am p a ig n .
B oth  G u b ern ator ia l and  P residential*
In order to aid in disseminating correct political inform­
ation on the great issue before the country, viz : whether 
Kansas shull be admitted as a FREE STa TE, or whether 
she shall be reduced to SLAVERY, with all the territory 
that lies west of her,—tne undersigned will issue a
C A M P A IG N  P A P E R ,  
at rates barely above cost, and low enough, certainly, to 
place it within the reach of every voter who may wish to 
subscribe. As many persons may prefer to take the paper 
only during the Gubernuto.iid Campaign, the rates ofchnrge 
have been arranged to meet their desires, as well as of those 
who may wish to continue it until the Presidential election 
is over. The first number of either campaign paper, will 
be issued on June 27, and will contain full reports of the 
nomination of President and Vice President, by the Na­
tional Convention, which meets in Philadelphia the week 
before.
The following will be the rates ot charge:
For G u b ern atoria l C am p aign , commencing 




One hundred copies, 24.00
For P resid en tia l C am p aign , commencing June
J. W. RICKER,
A .  X  3Z3 H .  ,
BERRY’S BLOCK, MAIN STREET,
RO C K LA N D , M E .
House, Sign and Ship Painting, Graining 
Glazing, Gilding and Paper Hanging,
executed in the best style.
Particular attention paid to Graining, Varnishing, Polish­
ing and Enameling.
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855. 50tf
A. PARKER,
S a i l -  SL Iz . G X* ,
B E R R Y ’S  W H A R F ,
(Rear of Custom House Block 'j v
ROCKLAND, ME,
DUCK, Trimmings, Bolt Rope and Twine con-constantly on hand or furnished at short notice.
—a l s o —
Bunting of nil kinds, Colors and Flags of every descrip 
nion. Tents, Awnings, &c., made to order in good style. 
’Ordets in the above liue will be promptly attended to. 
Rockland, Nov. 14. 1855. 6m44
A
ROCKLAND CITY BOOK STORE.
J .  W A K E F I E L D ,
NO . 3 K im b a ll B la ck .
complete assortment of
BOOKS AMD STATIONERY,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 
cheap as can be purchased at any other establishment.
W
M a r b l e  W o r l i S ,
M A IN  S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D , ME-
First Door North of F. Cobb & Co’s Store.
MONUMENTS, GRAVE STONES
and the usual varieties of Marble Work.
Specimens may be seen at our SHOP and in all the
CEMETERIES iu this vicinity.
N .B . All work delivered and set up without additional
expense to the Purchaser.
Rockland, April 24,1856.
M U S I C .
JOHN COLLINS,
TXTOULD respectfully inform his friends and 
VV the public that he will give instructions on the
PIANO FORTE, VIOLIN, SINGING, &C.
Terms, $8.00 for twenty-four lessons.
PIANO FORTES tuned. A good second-hand PIANO 
rsale cheap. Also, a few VIOLINS.
Orders left at his House corner of Lindsey and Union St 
Rockland, May 9, 1855. l? tf









F A IR B A N K S ’
CELEBRATED
S C A L E S ,
of every variety,
3 4  K I L B Y  S T R E E T , B O S T O N .
GREENLEAF & BROWN, Agents.
A full assortment of all kinds of weighing apparatus and
store furniture tor sale at low rates Railroad, Hay, and 
Coal Scales set in nny part of the country.
For sale in Rockiand, by II. P. WOOD & SON. 51y
T O  BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURERS. 
X  \Ve wish to call the attention o f the Trade to the fol­
lowing Goods, which we are prepared to sell on the most 
favorable term s:
BLACK DOESKINS,)
DRaB “  >FOR TOPS.
TAN DRa B “  S
SHOE DUCK AND CANVAS.
BOOT WEBB from 1-2 inch to 11-2 inch in White and 
Colors.
GALLOONS, in Blacks and Colors.
LINEN MACHINE THREAD, Black and Colored, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 and 6 Cord.
SEA BLAND HANK THREAD. Black and Colored. 
SHOE BUTTONS of all descriptions.
SILK and COTTON WaRP LA STINGS.
B R O W N , D IX  Se CO.,
6m8 No. 52 Milk Street, BOSTON.
J. L. GIOFRAY’S,
S . i l E l R I T . l . Y  S A L V E ,
MANUFACTURED FROM
R O O T S  A N D  H E R B S
Foun d o n ly  in  th e ISLA ND o f  S IC IL Y .
UPHIS is to certify, that we the undersigned 
x  have used MR. GIOFRAY’S Samaritan Salve, nnd 
have iound it to prove effectual iu every case that we have 
used it. Therefore we deem it justice to make the virtue 





Sait Rheum, Eruptions on toe Head,
Scald Head, Piles permsnentl/uured whqa
Old Sores, properly applied.
REFERENCES.
J. T. Berry Mrs. H. H. Burpee,
Wm. Berry Mrs. D M Mitchell.
Jeremiah Berry Esq., Miss A Adams,
N. C. Woodard Esq., Ezra Whitney,
Daniel Cowan, Dr J W Trusoel.
H. H. Burpee,
P R IC E , 2 5  C ents p er  B O X . A liberal discount 
made to dealers.
Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J  L GIOF-
R A I, No. 1, Custom House Block, I up stairs,] Rockland, 
Maine
Also—For sale by Druggists generally,




F ire , F ire, F ire.
INSURANCE ugainst loss or damage by Fire, 
A can be effected in Good, Safe and reliable Stock 
and
M U T U A L  O F F I C E S ,
by calling upon
W. G. SARGENT, 
ot Office over I. K. Kim ball’.  Store,
W . G. Sargent, procure., buya, .eila and LOCATE8 
Land Warrants. Office cornet of Lime Rock and Main 
Street.,
N. B. Arrangement, have been made by the .ubutriber 
Willi the Hon. JOSEPH A SARGENT, Di.lrlcl Attorney 
for the County ol Carver, Mine.ota Tertilory, to L ocate  
Laud W a rra n t* , who will give hi. peraonal atten­
tion to the secu rin g  o f  V a lu a b le  Location* for 
W arrant, placed in hi. hands.
W . O. SARGENT.RockUnd, May 1,1856. w
It is desirable that the nnmea of subscribers should be 
forwarded by the J8th of June.
(CT Will not our political friends, throughout the State, 
make some effort 10 securs us large lists ? We shall rely 
upon their doing so.
STEVENS & BLANE.
Augusta, May 2, 1856. 7wl9
P I A K T O  F O R . T E
F O R  S .1L E .
A NEW ROSE WOOD PIANO, of fine tone, 
-LX may be had at a barguin of
JOHN COLLINS, 
Corner of Grove and Union Streets.
Rocklaud, March 20th 1856. I2tf
To Let
A  STORE and two TENEMENTS in Rankin Block. Enquire otc 
Bockland, April 9j 1856.
JACOB ROSEVELT & SON.
S H I P  C H A N D L E R S ,
DEALERS IN
CORDAGE, OIL, PAINT, TAR, PITCH,
O A K U M  & c.
S H I P  S T O R E S ,
PROVISIONS AND GROCERIES,
2 2  SOUTH ST., Si 33  CO ENTIES SL IP , 
N E W  Y O R K .
Manila Rope, Tar’d Rope, Anchors anti Chains, Bunting, 
Fings, While Lead, Faint Oil, Lamp Oil, Patent Wind- 
lusaes, Ac.
S T O R A G E .
JACOB BCSEVELT. HXacUS BOSEVELT.
W rapping Paper.
G F  all sizes and prices. Fine wrapping Twine 
V  48 J . WAKRFIELD.
Coal Tar,
(JO N STA N ILY  on band aud for sale a t the
D u c k .
VV’E have constantly on hand a full assort-
“ V ment of Shaw m u t D u ck  ; and will furnish any 
other varieties at Boston prices.
F. COBB A  Co.
Rockland, April 30, 1856. 18tf
P I . l .Y O  F O R T E  
I x x s t x r - U L o t l j o x x .
M R- E . S. B R A D L E E ,! 
be in Rockland every week, and willW I L L I
’ ■ eive ig nstruction ns above.
N. B. Piano Fortes tuned, also Pianoea for Sale  
at ten per cent less than usual prices.
Orders left at MORSE’S Organ Factory, Main Street, 
will meet with prompt attention-
Rockland, April 14, 1866. 16tf
Blank Kooks.
FULL and half bound—Ledgers, Journals, Record Books of ail sizes and qualities. In that; article 1 can give a good bargain, and warrant the stock.' For sale by
48 J. W AKEFIELD.
Ijibrarieai
jg  R. SPEAR will furnish th Schools 
o f  a ll kinds at the 
on* coa<
R . L A N G L E Y ’ S
ROOT & HERB JAUNDICE BITTERS.
T h e G reat Spring an d  Sum m er M edicine.
Composed of the best Roots, Herbs and Barks in the 
world, in such a manner as to constitute the very best rem­
edy for the class of diseases for which they are recom­
mended. It is well known that the great and sudden 
changes of climate, fiom cold to hot, operates upon the 
Blood, and through thnt upon the whole system, producing 
stagnation and impurities, a torpid and diseased liver and 
disordered Bowels, causing Fevers and Fever and Ague, 
Jaundice, an unhealthy Bile, Humors, Eyspepsla, Costive­
ness, Indigestion, Headaohe, Dizziues, Weariness, Pain in 
the Side aud Bowels, Loss of Appetite, and General Debil­
ity.
Dr. Langley’s Bitters, act directly upon the cause of all 
these diseases, and by use not only prevent them but will 
cure and eradicate them from the system, and should there­
fore be freely used by all who wish to be well and keep 
welL They are the cheapesi and best medicine in the 
world. Only ?5 cents for a pint and 37 cents for a large 
bottle. Office, 99 Union Street, Bostou, and for sale by 
dealers everywhere.
Sold in this City by C. P. FESSBNDEN. 6ml2
R E M O V A L .
JY. F . EEEJU&JY JY CO.
HAVE removed their Confectionary eatabliah-to theirN E W  B U I L D I N G ,  
on Rockland Street, three doors above Rose dc Keenes, 
where they would be happy to receive orders from all who 
may favor them with their patronage.
Rockland, Oct. 1854._______________________ 42tf
Charts.
fiHARTS of every description, also Navigators, V C o u t P ila u , Nautical A lm uuea, Divider., Sc*i«i, 
Log Book*, by
C O S T A R ’ S
GENUINE RAT AND MICE
FOR THE TOTAL ANNIALATION OF
T t  cJb M I C E .
The efficacy of this preparation Tor destroy-ng Rats 
Mice, and Roaches is astonishing. Places that have been 
nfested with numbers of them have been completely clear­
ed by one, or not more than two applications of this arti­
cle. Unlike other preparations,they are attracted by thia 
article, and eat it with the greatest avidity, nnd will not 
die in their hiding places—thus obviating that disagreeable 
stench eaused by other preparations. Not dangerous to 
the human family. For sale by
C , P . F E SSE N D E N , Agent.
Rockland, M atch, 31, 1854. II
PU R CH A SER S.
N O W  I S  Y O U R  C H A N C E .
THE LARGEST STOCK OF STOVES, in this |m arket to offered for sale at twenty per cent less than former prices. On account of the superiority of a
New Air Tight Cooking Stove;
mode by P. P . STEW a RT, of Troy. N. Y. I am induced 
to sell all other patterns at greatly reduced prices. In or­
der to make room for this new and valuable Stove which 
is greatly admired by ail who have seen it. I oflbr tne 
above inducements, and shall offer my large stock of Stoves 
at prices which caunot fail to auit customers,
All persons indebted to me by note or account, o f mo: 
than six months standing, are requested to call and seu 
the same. JOSEPH FURBISH. 
Ceutro Ifoto I
